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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Used in
Solar Thermal Energy Conversion Technologies
alternal ,rr - an electric generator that produces alter
natinp current.
absorber or receiver - a component of a solar collector
that collects solar radiation in the form of heat. The
heat is transported by a heat transfer fluid through the
receiver to its point of use.
absorptanca - the ratio of absorbed to incident solar
radiation. Absorptivity is the property of a material to
absorb radiation.
baseline - reference against whirli a comparison is made.
baseload electric plant 	 an electrical facility that is
designed primarily to satisfy a continuous demand.
Brayton-cycle engine - a heat engine that uses the ther-
modynamic cycle used in jet (combustion turbine)
engines.
Btu - British thermal unit; the amount of heat required
to raise the temperature of one pound of water (at
34°F) one degree I-ahrenheit.
buffer storage - energy storage that is designed to allow
a solar energy system to operate smoothly under tran-
sient solar conditions.
bus bar energy cost - the cost of producing electricity in-
cluding plant capital and operating and maintenance ex-
penses. Does not include cost of transmission or
distribution.
cavity receiver - a receiver in the form of a cavity where
the solar radiation enters through one or more openings
)aperture(s)) and is absorbed on the internal heat absor-
bing surfaces.
central receiver system - a solar-powered system that
uses an array of computer-controlled sun-tracking mir-
rors (heliostats) to concentrate the available solar radia-
tion and focus it onto a nearby tower-mounted receiver.
The energy absorbed by the receiver is removed as ther-
mal energy.
closed-loop system - a system in which no part is vented
to the atmosphere.
cogeneration - production of two or more types of
energy by the same system, e.g., electricity and process
heat.
collector efficiency - the ratio of the energy collection
rate of a solar collector to the radiant power intercepted
by it under steady-state conditions.
concentrator - a device that concentrates the sun's radia-
tion onto a given area, thereby increasing the intensity
of the collected energy.
concentration ratio - ratio of reflected radia=n power
impinging on a surface divided by the radiant power in-
ciden( upon the reflecting surtace.
convection - heat transfer resulting from fluid motion in
the presence of a temperature difference.
distributed receiver system - a solar-powered .iystem in
which each concentrating collector has its own attached
receiver.
dual-axis tracking ability - the capability of moving in-
dependently in two directions, e.g., in both north-south
and east-west directions.
endothermic reaction - a chemical reaction which ab-
sorbs heat.
evaporator	 a heat exchanger in which a fluid
undergoes a liquid-to-vapor phase change.
external receiver - an exposed heat receiver, typically
cylindrical in shape. In this type of receiver, tubes con-
taining the heat transfer fluid are on the outer surface of
the receiver and directly absorb the radiant energy.
field experiment - the construction and testing of a solar
energy system in an actual operating situation.
flat-plate collector - a non-concentrating device that col-
lects diffuse and direct solar radiation.
flux (radiant) - the time rate of flow of radiant energy.
flux density - the radiant flux incident per unit of area
generator a machine that converts mechnical energy
irto electrical energy.
heat exchanger - a device that transfers heat from one
fluid to another.
heat pipe - a passive heat exchanger employing prin-
Iciples of evaporation and condensation to transfer heat 	 solar-electric power systems. A system rated at one peak
effectively.	 watt delivers one watt at a specified level o f insolation.
heat transfer fluid - the fluid circulating through a
receiver that absorbs the sun's heat.
heliostal - a device for reflecting light from the sun in a
desired direction. A typical heliostat may consist of a
number of flat (or :.lightly concave) mirror facets
mounted to a drive mechanism capable of pointing the
mirror array in any desired direction, usually onto a
fixed receiver.
hemispherical howl collector a stationary, howl-
shaped, solar thermal collet or that concentrates
radiant energy onto a movable :--iear receiver.
h%brid s)ntem - an energy cc,aversion system that can be
operated from solar energy or fossil fuel either inter-
changeably or simultaneously.
insolation - the solar radiation available at the Earth's
^urtace. The maximum energy rate is about 1000 watts
per square meter (100 watts per square foot).
linetrr(line)-focus receiver - a receiver that absorbs
reflected radiant energy along a line of focus.
module - (1) unit consisting of a concentrator with sup-
port structure, receiver, and power conversion equip-
ment. It can stand alone or be clustered with others to
provide greater power capacity; (2) self-c^ntained unit
that performs a specific task or class of t, n support
of the major function of the system.
molten-salt solar thermal system - a solar thermal
system that uses molten nitrate salt, a heat transfer
fluid, to store thermal energy.
organic Rankine-cycle engine - same as a Rankine-cycle
engine, (see Rankine-cycle engine), except that the
working fluid in the cycle is an organic compound in-
stead of water/stram.
parabolic dish collector - a paraboloidal dish-shaped,
dual-axis-tracking solar thermal concentrator that
focuses radiant energy onto an attached point-focus
receiver or engine/receiver unit.
parabolic trough collector - a paraboloidal trough-
shaped, single-axis-tracking solar thermal concentrator
that focuses radiant energy onto an attached linear-
focus receiver.
point-focus receiver - a receiver that absorbs reflected
radiant energy at a point of focus.
power lower - a popular term used to describe a solar
thermal central receiver system.
process heat - heat energy used in agricultural, chemical,
or industrial operations.
Rankine-cycle engine - a closed-loop heat-engine cycle
using various components, including (1) a working fluid
pumped under pressure to a boiler where heat is added;
(2) a turbine where work is generated; and (3) a con-
denser used to reject low-grade heat to the environment.
The thermodynamic cycle on which water/stearn tur-
binesare based.
receiver - see absorber.
repowering - the retrofitting of existing fossil-fueled
utility or process heat power plants with solar energy
collection systems to provide the capability to displace a
portion or all of the fossil fuel normally used.
retrofit - the installation of solar energy systems in
already existing structures or facilities.
salt-gradient solar pond - a pond of stratified water that
collects and retao ;ts heat. Convection, normally present
in bodies of water, is suppressed by imposing a stable
density gradient of dissolved salts.
single-axis tracking ability - the capability of moving in
one direction e.g., in an east-west direction.
solar energy - energy, in the form of radiation, emitted
from the sun and generated by means of a fusion reac-
tion within the sun.
solar furnace - a solar device used to obtain extremely
high temperatures (over 2760°C, 5000°F) by focusing
the sun's rays onto a receiver.
solar thermal electric conversion - the conversion of
solar energy to thermal energy, which in turn powers a
turbine/generator to produce electricity.
solar thermal energy systems - systems that utilize heat
produced from the sun's rays to produce mechanical
power, electrical power, or process heat.
peak watt - unit used for the performance rating of 	 Slirling-cycle engine - an external-combustion engine us-
ing pistons driven by heated gas. The gas travels in a
sealed system from a receiver to the cylinders. It is
potentially more effic"ent than a steam engine or gas
turbine.
storage-coupled - the utilization of an energy storage
system to per mit operation of the end-use ,yvo!m during
periods when solar power from the receiver is inade-
quate (er not present) to satisfy the load.
sunfuels - transportable fluids which are produced from
either non-renewable or renewable resources, using
energy from the sun in the synthesis process.
thermal energy storage system - any rechargeable unit
capable of storing thermal energy for later use. Ex-
amples are storage as sensible heat in nitrate salt, oil,
sodium, rock, water, or soil.
thermochemical conversion process - any process which
transforms an initial set of chemical reagents into a dif-
ferent product set of chemicals involving the application
or deletion of heat energy.
thermocline storage - the storage of thermal energy
where the hot and cold media are in the same container
(tank) using the thermocline principle which relics on a
lowe- density hot fluid floating atop a higher density
cooler fluid of the same tvpc, or which relies on hot
solid material being separated from cooler solid
material by a thermal gradient as in air/rock,
air/ceramic brick applications.
total energy system . an energy system that uses waste
heat from the generation of electricity to satisfy addi-
tional energy needs, e.g. electrical, heating, and/or cool-
ing requirements.
tracking system - the motors, gears, and actuators in-
structed by computer command to maintain a proper
orientation with respect to the sun and receiver posi-
tions.
turbine - an engine or machine driven by the pressure of
steam, water, air, etc., against the curved vanes of a
wheel or set of wheels fastened to a drive shaft.
working fluid - a pressurized fluid used to do work, e.g.,
drive a turbine; the pressurized working fluid in some
systems is heated by passing through a heat exchanger
from which it absorbs heat from a heat transfer fluid.
Further information on solar thermal technologies may
be obtained from the U. S Department . Energy, Divi-
sion of Solar Thermal Technology, 1000 Independence
Avenue, SW, Washington, D.C. 20585.
This glossary was prepared by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, for the
U.S. Department of Energy through an agreement with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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FOREWORD
This report, which is divided into two volumes,
documents the accomplishments and progress of the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Solar Thermal
Technology (STT) Program during fiscal year 1981,
covering the period from October 1, 1980 to September
30, 1981. Volume 1, the Executive Summary, contains a
brief description of each technology, followed by
highlights of the technical activities during the year.
Volume 11 details the FY 81 accomplishments, and in-
cludes an annotated bibliography, list of contacts, and
acronyms relevant to the program.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
THE PROGRAM
Solar thermal technology converts the sun's radiant
energy into basic heat energy ranging up to 1370'C
(2500'F). This heat can be used for industrial,
agricultural and other commercial processes; converted
to electricity; or used in chemical reactions to produce
transportable bulk fuels and chemical feedstocks. The
Department of Energy's Solar Thermal Technology
(STT) Program is developing five advanced solar ther-
mal energy conversion concepts: four types of concen-
trating collectors (central receivers, parabolic dishes,
parabolic troughs, and hemispherical bowls) and large-
scale salt gradient solar ponds. The concentrating con-
cepts use mirrors to focus or concentrate the sun's rays
on a small area where the radiant energy is converted
into medium- to high-temperature heat. S-Aar ponds
rely on salinity differentials to suppress convection,
enabling the pond to collect and store heat at
temperatures up to 100'C. Each of these five concepts
is in a different stage of development.
The STT Program is divided into two branches
(Figure 1-1): the Research and Technology Branch
manages research and development (R&D) on
materials, components, and subsystems; the Systems
Test and Evaluation Branch is completing the deploy-
ment and evaluation of prototype systems. This is the
only federal R&D program for advanced solar thermal
energy conversion techniques. Private sector efforts, by
the Electric Power Research Institute and the Gas
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Figure 1-1. Solar Thermal Technology Program Structure
Research Institute, are coordinated with the DOE pro-
gram, making use of DOE support, then disseminating
information to utilities and enlisting their participation
in these experiments.
The Program is structured to stimulate research and
engineering development of early generation com-
ponents and subsystems. Since 1977 the majority of
STT R&D funds have been allocated to large and small
businesses; the remaining R&D funds have gone to
universities, national laboratories, and not-for-profit
organizations. This course of action has facilitated the
transfer of technology from the public to the private
sector. Program management has also been decentral-
ized to include the national laboratories supporting the
program, balancing resources and enabling DOE head-
quarters program managers to concentrate on strategic
planning, resource allocation, and program evaluation.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Federal laws enacted ir. 1974 mandated govern-
ment support of the design, development, construction
and operation of solar thermal energy systems. These
laws were in response to Congress's recognition that at-
taining technical preeminence and energy in-
dependence involved risk-taking beyond the
capabilities of the p::vate sector acting .lone.
The early thrust of the program was to develop
solar thermal technology and to learn how complete
STT systems work and how they function at the inter-
iace with industrial plants and electrical grids. By
disseminating this data, the Program has provided a
research infrastructure and technological base for a
domestic growth industry in central receivers, dishes
and troughs. Mass-producible concentrator designs and
alternate thermal subsystem designs have been tested,
and test facilities and system experiments are in place.
The goal of the STT Program is to expand the
technology base for solar thermal energy. The Program
emphasizes research to (1) increase system efficiency,
(2) reduce system costs, and (3) develop the materials,
components and subsystems essential to building
reliable systems that can meet specific cost targets. The
Program is providing the technical foundation for the
private sector to produce systems that provide heat be-
tween 93' and 1370 • C (200 • to 2500'F), thus meeting
the typical energy needs of American industry and
utilities.
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The specific functional objectives set for the STT
Program by the 1074 Solar Energy Research, Develop-
ment and Demonstration Act (P.L. 93 .473) are:
(1) Production of electricity from a number of I-
to 10-MW powcrplants.
(1) Production of synthetic fuels in commercial
quantities.
(3) Large-scale use of solar energy in the form of
direct heat.
(4) Utilization of thermal and all other solar
facility byproducts.
(5) Design and development of hybrid systems
involving the concommitant use of solar and
o• her energy sources.
(6) Continuous operation of such plants/ facilities
for a time period.
A seventh functional objective was added by the
Energy Research Act of 1977 (P.L. 95 . 39, Sec. 102 (d)):
a 5-MW demonstration project for small community
applications. These functional objectives translated into
time-phased technology-specific activities, and cost-
performance objectives were developed.
Progress has been made toward all the mandated
objectives, as listed below:
1. Toward the production of electricity from
several 1- to 10-MW power plants, a 150-kWe parabolic
trough system is producing electricity in Coolidge,
Arizona, and the Central Receiver Test Facility is
operating in Albuquerque, New Mexico. A 10-MWc
pilot plant, the largest of its kind in the world, will
begin operation in California in FY 82.
2. Production of commercial-quantity synthetic
fuels is a long-term objective. Research to date has
focused on understanding arid developing processes for
producing synthetic fuels using solar thermal energy.
3. Large-scale use of solar energy in the form of
direct heat has been demonstrated through several
system experiments with parabolic troughs producing
heat in industrial applications in the medium-
temperature range. Areas where additional component
R&D is needed were identified, and parabolic trough
technology wa: shown to be nearly ready for commer-
cializ:cion.
4. Thermal and other solar facility byproducts will
be used in the Total Energy Project at Shenandoah,
Georgia. This first-of-a-kind field test cogenerating
Plata, simultaneously producing electricity and in-
dustrial process heat, will scan operation in mid-FY 82.
S. The design and development of hybrid
(solar/fossil) systems is progressing with advanced
development efforts on Brayton and Stirling cycle
engines for hybrid use with parabolic dishes
7. The 5-MWc demonstration project for small
community applications has reached the stage of
preliminary design of a 0.25-MWc to I-MWc parabolic
dish system for small communities.
The 6tI. objective, Luntinuous operation of such
plants/ facilities, applies to each other objective.
BENEFITS
The technical progress made in FY 81 increases the
confidence that the program can be of significant long-
term benefit to the U.S., providing both direct benefits
to the economy and improved environmental quality.
Direct Benefits to the Economy
The ability to produce heat over broad temperature
ranges and capacity levels makes solar thermal
technologies useful in a variety of applications, such as
electric generation, industrial process heat, and produc-
tion of transportable fuels and chemical feedstocks. The
unique ability of solar thermal systems to use thermal
storage, the least expensive form of energy storage,
gives them an additional competitive edge over other
solar electric systems.
There does not seem to be an effective alternative
to the STT Program which can ensure that the specific
objectives mandated by P.L. 93-473 will be met. Pro-
jected energy cost savings from successful STT develop-
ment can be attributed to the program. If STT is suc-
cessfully developed, then the savings in the cost of
energy to the consumer is estimated at $10 to $50
billion (Rcf. 1-1).
Progress has already been made in building a
technology base. As a result of program efforts, an in-
dustry is emerging for one medium-temperature con-
cept, parabolic troughs. High-temperature systems,
particularly central receivers and parabolic dishes, can
be expected to follow suit. In addition, potential export
markets for STT are expected to grow. This would ir-
crease the size of the STT manufacturing industry, and
contribute to the U.S. balance of payments position, if
the United States develops a healthy, assertive solar
thermal industry.
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Environmental Quality
Compared with conventional systems, STT systems
reduce au pollutants In the short term, SO X and NOX
are reduced; to the long term, CO Z emissions are re-
duced as are the raining, drilling and transport of fuel,
improving environmental quality. Health and safety
dangers appear minimal; none identified so far poses a
major obstacle to accelerated STT development.
Furthermore. capital savings would be effected
because of lowered expenditures for pollution control
technologies required to achieve a given standard of air
quality.
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CENTRAL RECEIVER TECHNOLOGY
In a central receiver system, a field of computer-
guided heliostats ( mirrors) focuses sunlight onto a large
tower - mounted receiver. The intensified heat energy
absorbed by the receiver can be transferred to a cir-
culating working fluid to power an electric generator or
provide heat for industrial processes, or the energy may
be used directly to provide heat for endothermic
chemical processes. Part of the heated working fluid
may he diverted to an energy storage subsystem, energy
storage allows the power plant or factory to operate dur-
ing nonsolar hours. Figure 2 - 1 shows a schematic of a
central receiver system.
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base, utilities and industries axe beginning to consider
building privately funded central receiver systems.
A. COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
1. Heliostat Technology Development
Two significant accomplishments in heliostat tech-
nology development occurred in FY 81: 1818 first-
generation heliostats were installed at the 10-MWe cen-
tral receiver pilot plant near Barstow. California (sec
Section B), and second -generation heliostat contracts
were completed. The installation of the 1818 heliostats
at the pilot plant was the culmination of efforts initi-
ated in 1975 to develop first- generation heliostats.
Marlin Marietta designed and built the heliostats
(Figure 2-1) for the pilot plant.
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of Typical Central Receiver
System Configuration
This chapter provides information on the status of
central receiver technology for FY 81. Work during this
year was continued in support of heliostat, receiver, and
thermal storage design and development. Studies were
funded that addressed the potential application of cen-
tral receiver systems to cogeneration and repowering
projrets. Construction progressed toward the FY 82
start-up of the 10-megawatt electric (MWe) solar ther-
mal central receiver pilot plant, one of the first solar-
powered thermal electrical generation plants to be
operated by a utility in the United States. Abroad, a
smaller (500 kWe) central receiver system-solar thermal
electric power plant began operation in Almeria, Spain.
A diverse testing program was the basis for many of
these accomplishments; experiments conducted at the
Central Receiver Test Facility in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, offered valuable solar test information to a
variety of users.
Research efforts in FY 81 saw major advances in
heliostat and receiver technology. Using the technology
^ 1	 _
1	 ^.
Figure 2-2. Martin Marietta ' s Pilot Plant Heliostat
Second-generation heliostat development was
begun in 1979, soon after the final selection of the
Barstow heliostat design. Contracts were concluded
with five companies: ARCO Power Systems (formerly
Northrop, Inc.), Boeing Engineering & Construction,
Marlin Marietta Corporation, McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company, and Westinghouse Electric Cor-
poration. Westinghouse subsequently dropped out of
the effort. When the contracts were completed, each of
2-1
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the four remaining contractors had provided two pro-
totypes of its heliostat design (Figures 2-3 and 24); a
detailed design for a production hcliostat; a conceptual
design for a factory that would produce 50,000
heliostats per year; and cost estimates. These estimates
covered production, installation, operation, and
maintenance costs. All the contractors have published
development reports (Refs. 2 . 1, 2 . 2, 2-3, 2-4).
.—IN
Figure 2-3. Front Views of Second-Generation
Heliostats
Figure 2-4. Back Views of Second-Generation
Heliostats
Sandia National Laboratories conducted side-by-
side testing and detailed analyses of the second-
generation prototypes and subsystems both at the Cen-
tral Receiver Test Facility (CRTF) in Albuquerque, New
Mexico and at the hcliostat test facility in Livermore,
California. Although the four prototype heliostats arc
all of the same generic design, each contractor provided
a unique approach to problems discovered in earlier
heliostat designs. Modifications made at this stage
eliminated inherent weaknesses of previous designs. In
addition, the contracts rs' cost estimates for installed
heliostats indicated that the heliostat cost goal (:80/m2
in 1980 dollars) could be met at relatively low produc-
tion rates after a few years of manufacture. The second-
generation heliostat designs could benefit from varying
amounts of low-risk design changes and additional
development A public presentation of the Sandia
testing and analyses was made in September 1981; this
information will be published early in FY 82.
Other major efforts pursued during FY 81 include
the following: methods to clean heliostats were studied;
the concept of a rotating heliostat field was investigated
by Stilson Associates; new methods to evaluate hcliostat
performance were developed; materials for plastic-
enclosed heliostats were tested; and new mirror module
concepts were explored.
2. Receiver Technology Development
The primary goal of receiver technology develop-
ment activities is to identify and develop those receiver
concepts that are the most promising in terms of both
function (absorbing solar flux) and feasibility (as indi-
cated by systems analyses). Secondary goals of the
receiver program include reducing receiver weights and
costs to practical minimums; improving receiver effi-
ciency by understanding the major thermal loss
mechanisms; and developing receivers that are well
integrated with the other plant components, thereby
maximizing overall plant efficiency.
FY 81 receiver activities supported the operational
testing and evaluation of the water/steam receiver at
the Barstow pilot plant. The majority of other work
focused on the development of the molten salt and
sodium receiver concepts. Using nitrate salts as the
heat-transport fluid has the potential to reduce the cost
of producing energy and to minimize storage cost com-
pared to other central receiver approaches. Table 2 -1
summarizes this year's work in molten salt receiver
technol, gy. A more detailed description of activities in
this area is presented below.
a. Molten Salt Receiver Experiment. A Martin
Marietta molten salt receiver was tcste at the CRTF in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, from August 1980 through
March 1981 (Fig ,ue 2-5). Table 2-2 lists the
characteristics of this receiver. The complete experimen-
tal loop consisted of the receiver, a pump, a sump, a
salt-to-air heat exchanger, interconnecting hardware
(piping, valves, etc.), and an expenmental control
system.
Instru , .ientation consisted of 506 thermocouples,
five pre.;. urc monitors, eight solar flux gauges, eight
2 -2
Nominal thermal rating 5 MW
Heat transfer fluid Molten nitrate salt
Active surface dimensions 3.35 m x 5.49 m
Cavity aperture 2.7 m	 x 2.7 m
Materia l Incoloy 800
Tube size 19.1-mm diameter
x
1.6-mm wall
Number of series passes 18
Tubes per pass 16
Total number of tubes 288
Inlet/outlet temperatures 561K/839K
Average solar flux 0.32 MW/m2
Peak heat flux 0.65 MW/m2 
Salt flow rate (nominal) 27.3 m3/hr
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Table 2-1. Major Activities of the Molten Salt	 Table 2 . 2. Martin Marietta Molten Salt
Receiver Program During FY 81	 Receiver Charictenstics
Initiated
• Phase I contracts with
Babcock and Wilcox
and Foster Wheeler to
design and fabricate
molten salt receivers
based on concepts
developed during the
repowering systems
studies.
• Phase 1 contracts with
Babcock and Wilcox
and Foster Wheeler
for the design of
molten steam
generators.
Completed
• Testing of the Martin
Marietta molten salt
receiver at the CRTF.
• Workshop on the
Martin Marietta salt
receiver for users/
suppliers at the CR' F.
• Synthesis of receiver
design and systems
for saturated steam for
industrial process heat
applications.
Figure 2-5. Martin Marietta Salt Receiver on the
CRTF Tower
displacement gauges, and two flow meters. The experi-
ment was controlled by various methods: manual,
analog, and a computer-calculated algorithm. Nearly
half of the 500 hours of solar testing were completed at
maximum power (-5 MWt, > 200 heliostats), during
which the peak flux level in the plane of the aperture
was approximately 1.65 MWt/m 2 . The peak flux and
average flux on the salt-cooled absorber tubes were 0.65
and 0.32 MWt/m 2 , respectively.
This test program successfully demonstrated the
suitability of molten nitrate salt as a receiver coolant;
the safe, reliable operation of a molten nitrate salt
receiver; and the abilities and limitations of the dif-
ferent control systems. More information on this experi-
ment may be found in Section II.C.1.
In conjunction with the molten salt receiver tests,
Sandia National laboratories and Martin Marietta
hosted a two-part Molten Salt Receiver Test Results
Workshop. During Part 1 of the workshop, which took
place at the CRTF in January 1981, personnel from
Martin Marietta and Sandia presented data summariz-
ing the receiver's design and the test results. In Part 11,
held during February and March 1981, participants
obtained "hands-on" experience during the solar
operations of the receiver, including start-up, steady-
state, simulated or real cloud passage, and normal or
emergency shutdown. The workshop was attended by
more than 60 individuals representing 14 user and 12
supplier firms. Results of the experiment were pub-
lished in May 1981 (Ref. 2-5).
b. Advanced Molten Salt Receiver Design. The
Martin Marietta molten salt receiver experiment
represented the first step toward developing
economically viable molten salt receivers. Toward this
end Foster Wheeler and Babcock and Wilcox are
designing advanced molten salt receivers based on con-
cepts from the previously conducted repowering system
studies. These preliminary designs are being prepared
in conjunction with fabrication process development.
c. Molten Salt Steam Generator Design Studies.
For solar central receiver plants to use molten sat for
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the receiver and thermal storage working fluids, molten
salt steam generators must he developed. The design,
fabrication and test of solar plant steam generators able
to provide industrial process heat or generate power will
be a first-of-a-kind effort
Foster Wheeler and Babcock and Wilcox are study-
ing the development of a cost -effective molten salt
steam - generating subsystem that can produce high-
temperature, high -pressure main and reheat steam for a
turbine - generator. The development effort has been
planned in two phases: preliminary design in FY 81,
and detailed design, construction, test, and evaluation
of this experiment continuing in FY 82. The final sub-
system, which will be tested at the CRTF, is expected to
resolve most of the design, fabrication, operational,
and performance uncertainties associated with the full-
scale subsystem.
d. Sodium Receiver Subsystem Research Experi-
ment. The Energy Systems Group (ESG) of Rockwell
International has provided at their own cost a sodium-
cooled prototype receiver which will be tested at the
CRTF. The ESG receiver consists of three 21-tube
panels operating in patallel, each panel having an
independent control valve (Figure 2-6). In preparation
A
for the test, the receiver has been mounted on a test
stand made up of an electromagnetic pump, a surge
tank, a sodium-to-air heat exchanger, and interconnec -
ttng piping. Solar testing of the ESG receiver was
expected to begin in 0ctober 1981 and to be completed
in February 1982. A ''hands-on'' workshop for users
and suppliers will be held in March 1981.
e. Receivers for Industrial Pruces Heat Applica-
tions. During FY 81, various central receiver
technologies for supplying 177 -C (350 •F) and 288 •C
(550*F) saturated steam for industrial process heat
applications were compared. Conceptual designs of
systems based on molten salt, water / steam, and oil
receivers were derived, where possible, from earlier
work within the central receiver program. These systems
include either molten salt or oil/rock storage sub-
systems. Costs were estimated for delivered energy over
a capacity-factor range from 0.27 to 0.67 (Figures 2.7
and 2.8).
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The studies show that for systems requiring little
or no storage, several different technologies caa supply
saturated steam at roughly equal costs. But for systems
that need large amounts of storage, collecting energy at
temperatures higher than the application temperature
is warranted.
Process steam therefore represents an additional
market for the 566'C (1050'F) molten salt receiver
system that the program is currently emphasizing for
electrical power production.
OF POUR QUALITY
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3. Storage Technology Development
Figure 2 . 9. Moving Bed Thermal Energy Storage
The central receiver storage program has empha-
sized supporting storage subsystem designs for those
receiver systems that are projected to be cost-effective.
According to analyses, systems that use water/steam or
molten salt receivers arc the most promising. Storage
work in FY 81, therefore, concentrated on developing
alternative storage conceptual designs for water/steam
systems; fielding a major storage experiment for molten
salt; and developing a materials technology data base
for molten nitrate salts.
a. Storage For Water /Steam-Cooled Receivers.
During FY 81, two second-generation storage concept
designs were completed, one by Babcock and Wilcox,
the other by Combustion Engineering. Both contracts
involved evaluating candidate second-generation
storage concepts, selecting the most promising concept,
and designing an entire conceptual subsystem. The
final designs were costed and compared to a reference
oil/rock sensible heat storage ribsystem.
For a superheated steam receiver, Babcock and
Wilcox selected a moving-bed storage subsystem that
uses a free-flowing refractory particulate, such as very
fine sand, as a heat transfer and storage medium. The
sand is contained in bin-like structures with heat ex-
changers mounted on top (Figure 2-9). A helical screw
conveyor or Archimedes lift transfers sand from the base
of one bin to the heat exchanger on top of an opposing
bin. The sand flows through the heat exchanger over a
bank of tubes containing water or steam, thereby
transferring heat, and exits into the bin below. Com-
pared to the referent- oil/rock subsystem, the moving-
bed concept exhibits insufficient cost improvement to
warrant further development for water/steam receivers;
however, it shows promise for integration with liquid-
metal-cooled receivers where temperatures arc too high
for an oil/rock system because sand is less costly than
liquid metal as a storage medium.
Combustion Engineering designed a latent heat
storage subsystem for a saturated steam receiver. In this
passive design, 15 serpentine-shaped tubes are bundled
into single-tube assemblies using aluminum, friction-
fit fins (Figures 2-10 and 2 . 11). Five of these assemblies
Figure 2-10. Latent Heat Thermal Storage Module
are placed in a rectangular tank that contains a eutectic
salt mixture of NaNO3 (18.5 mole %) and NaOH (81.5
mole %). Steam passing through the tubes gives up its
heat and melts the salt. When the stored heat is need-
ed, water is passed through the tubes and turned into
steam. Further development of this particular sub-
system is warranted, because it could save approximate-
ly 20% in storage costs over those incurred by the
reference oil/rock subsystem.
b. Storage For Molten-Salt-Cooled Sensible Heat
Receivers. Work on the development of a low-cost
molten nitrate salt storage subsystem in FY 81 included
critical component development, preliminary design
studies, and a subsystem research experiment. Later,
the test results and the preliminary design will be
evaluated.
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Figure 2-11. Detail of Tube Assembly
Martin Marietta was awarded a contract in FY 80 to
perform the development tasks. In its design, the high-
temperature (566'C/ 1050'f) salt is contained in a
lined and internally insulated hot tank, and the low-
temperature (288'C/550'F) salt is contained in a
separate insulated tank made of less-expensive carbon
steel (Figure 2-12). The liner is an Incoloy-800 alloy, a
liquid-tight waffled membrane similar to that used in
liquid natural gas tanker applicatioi
following progress has been achieved.
(1) Cnucal cum_Went devdu ...I... ...,........
successful testing on the Incoloy 800 knot-and-
angle (corner) pieces of the liner The testing has
determined the welding parameters for joining the
liner sections; the effects of strain and pressure cycl-
ing on the life of the knot and angle ptcces; the
effect of pressure cycling on a liner tested under
actual operating conditions (i.e., in contact with
salt at 566'C/ 1050'F); and the compressive
strength properties of the insulating brick under
both pressure and temperature cycling conditions.
(2) Preliminary design studies of full-scale tank
insulation, size optimization, and preliminary
thermal performance analyses are completed.
Materials and thicknesses have been specified for
both the external and internal components of the
tank design. Tank size optimization studies iden-
tified key dimensions for the hot and cold tanks for
1240 MW ( h of storage.
(3) Subsystem Research Experiment (SRE) design
and ayout, long -lead procurements, and compo-
nent design have been completed. The experi-
ment, which is to be conducted at the Central
Receiver Test Facility, will test a 65-m 3 internally
insulated hot tank and an externally insulated cold
tank with a storage capacity of about 7 MWth
(Figure 2-13). A document that contains the design
information and interface requirements for each
test Item has been issued.
aW
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Figure 2-11. Molten Salt Subsystem Research
Experiment Hot Tank
Figure 2-13. Molten Nitrate Salt Storage Subsystem
Research Experiment at the CRTF
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Many materials studies on molten nitrate salt -.tot-
Age systems took place in FY 81 Work by EIC
Laboratories, Inc. shows that water does not react with
molten nitrates to produce corrosive products; however.
carbon dioxide does rew:- with the salt to produce car-
bonates that, in sufficient amounts, could prove
deleterious Methods to .u.udc carbon dioxide or
remove cartxxiates are availr.ole.
During FY 81 the viscosity, surface tension, density
and heat capacity of molten mixtures of NaNO3 and
KNO3 were determined. Oak Ridge National
Laboratory has evaluated the cor , .)sive behavior of high-
temperature structural alloys :n molten nitrate salts.
The results, which supplement many experiments at
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore (SNLL), show
little corrosion of the tes ►ed alloys: 304 and 316 stainless
steel and Incoloy 800. Experiments at SNLL and
General Atomic investigating the strength of Incoloy
800 at high temperatures under cyclic loading of the
alloy show the alloy performs better in molten nitrates
than in air or water/steam environments. Preliminary
results of a contract with the University of New York at
Buffalo suggest that at high temperatures the surface
oxide initially formed on Incoloy 800 is stronger and
more protective than that formed at lower temperatures
in molten nitrates. Future experiments at Buffalo
through FY 82 will focus on this phcnom -non.
B. SYSTEMS EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES
1	 Solar Central Receiver Pilot Plant
The 10-MWe Solar Central Receiver Pilot Plant will
apply the result . or many development experiments to a
solar-powered electrical generation plant. Until now,
solar central receiver technology has not been integrated
into a full system for power generation within the
United States. The primary objectives of the pilot plant
arc threefold: (1) to establish the technical feasibility of
a solar thermal central receiver plant, including collec-
ting data for industrial process heat and utility applica-
tions; (2) to obtain sufficient development, production,
and operating data to indicate the potential for
economical operation of commercial plants of similar
design; and (3) to determine the environmental impact
of solar thermal central receiver plants (Ref. 2.6).
Responsibility for the project has been assigned to
the DOE Division of Solar Thermal Technology, Office
of Solar Heat Technologies (formerly Division of Solar
Thermal Energy Systems. Office of Solar Industrial
Applications). A Solar Ten-Megawatt Project Office
(STMPO) was established by the DOE San Francisco
Operations Office (SAN) to handle the day-to-day
planning, direction, execution, and control of the con
-st►uction phase
The pilot plant project is funded jointly by the
DOE and the "Associates," a group composed of the
Southern California Edison Company, the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power, and the California
Energy Commission, In accordan.e with a cooperative
agreement between DOE and tl. •
 "Associates," the
latter is involved in the engineering .management, con-
struction, and technology transfer activities of the pro-
ject. Figure 2 . 14 shows a photograph of the plant,
located on Southern California Edison property cast of
Barstow, California, at Daggett. Figure 2 . 15 illustrates
how the Barstow plant will convert radiant energy to
electricity.
DOE and the "Associates'' share the overall project
cost. DOE is funding construction of the solar facilities
portion of the plant; the "Associates'' (prin(ipally
Southern California Edison) is funding the turbine.
Figure 2-14. Completed Collector Field at Barstow
Pilot Plant, September 1981
Figure 2-15. Schematic of 10-i i We Pilot Plant
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generator facilities. The plant will be operated and
maintained by Edison personnel, but costs will be
divided between DOE and Edison The plant is
scheduled to first provide steam to the turbine early in
1982; then, following a period of checkout and testing.
a S-year test operations phase is scheduled.
During FY 81, the detailed design of the
plant was finished; the major components were pro-
cured and installed; and point-to-point field wiring and
piping were completed. Control system software has
been evaluated on simulators and is installed in the
plant's advanced digital control and data acquisition
system Table 2 . 3 summarizes the highlights of FY 81
Heliostat installation was completed in FY 81.
Figures 2-16, 2 . 17, znd 2- IN show construction progress
on the Barstow collator field, receiver, and core area,
respectively, as of July 1981. Figure 2 . 19 presents a
photo of the Visitors' Center, which opened in Jul)
1980.
2. International Energy Agency Project
The Small Solar Power Systems (SSPS) project to
design and build a solar thermal power plant was begun
in 1977 by members of the International Energy
Agency (!EA). Nine LEA member countries are
Table 2-3. Highlights and Accomplishments
in FY 81
Installed and dedicated first	 October 1980
hchostats
Completed tower assembly December 19b0
Completed receiver panel May 1981
fabrication
Installed receiver panels on tower June 1981
Received steam turbine June 1981
Began operator training June 1981
Completed Thermal storage system July 1981
tanks
Installed control room equipment July 1981
Filled thermal storage system with
oil August 1981
Completed control room-to- August 1981
component wiring
Completed heliostat field (1818 September 1981
heliostats installed)
Began control system checkouts September 1981
Figure 2-16 Aortal View of Barstow Pilot Plant Under
Construction. July 1981
Figure 2 . 17. 10 -MWe Plant Receiver Under
Construction, July 1981
cooperating in the effort: Austria, Belgium, Germany,
Greece, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the
United States. The site chosen for the two side-by-side
systems is near Almeria, Spain. The systems are a cen-
tral receiver system (CRS), and a distributed collector
system (DCS).' These systems arc based on existing
*For a full discussion of the DCS, !cc Section IV.B 3.
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Figure 1 . 18. 10-MWe Plant Core Area Under
Construction, July 1981
Liquid sodium a one of the heat transport fluids cur•
rently being evaluated in the U.S. Solar Thermal Cen-
tral Rec : :ver Program. Because there are no sodium cen•
tral receiver power plants under construction in the
U.S., the IEA /SSPS Project will provide the central
receiver program with plant operations and
maintenance data Figure 2-20 presents a photograph
of the IEA/SSPS CRS taken to July 1981
1	 I igure 2 - 20. International Energy Agency SSPS
Central Receiver System at Almeria, Spain
s'	 ^ ^	 IV 	•	 i
at ,
r
•
Figure 2-19 Visitor's Cettzr at the Pilot Plant, July
1981
available technology, with a minimum of research and
development effort. The SSPS plant was completed and
was put in operation by the end of FY 81; the test and
operations phase has begun and will proceed through
the end of 1983 (Ref. 2.7).
The CRS uses liquid sodium as the primary heat
transport fluid in the receiver as well as for storage.
The three major systems of the 500-kWe CRS plant
are the heliostat field, the sodium heat transfer system,
and the power conversion system. The south-facing
heliostats direct reflected solar energy to a tower-
mounted cavity-type receiver. Thermal energy from the
receiver is piped to a hot storage tank and then to a
steam generator for the production of superheated
steam, which in turn is fed to a steam motor to produce
mechanical energy to drive an clectm generator.
a. CRS Heliostat Field. The Martin Marietta
heliostats are of the type developed for the central
receiver pilot plant near Barstow, California, and
evaluated as part of the test program for the Barstow
plant. The 93 heliostats have been modified for use at
the lEA site with fo,u different focal length zones,
ranging from 77 to 162 m. The mirror module is a
vented sandwich of hot-bonded glass mirror,
honeycomb core, and steel pan enclosure. The heliostat
array controller transmits commands to the heliostats by
means of four subordinate heliostat field controll:rs.
b. CRS Receive;_ The German•d"igned north-
facing sodium receive ,
 is mounted atop a steel rower
This cavity-type receivet !ias a vertical octagonal 9.7-m2
aperture with a ce..cerline 43 m above thr ground.
Sodium flows in six horizontal parallel tube- that wind
back and torth from the bottom to the top of the cavity.
2-9
Sodium enters itic inlet header at 270'C (118'F) at the
hottom of the panel and exits the cutlet header at
13t)'C (9861) near the top The peak flux is approx-
imately 62 W /cm 2 at equinox noon as 2880 M enter
the retelver aperture.
C. CRS Storage,
 Steam (generator, and Power
Conversion nit. A told stet rum vessel an a of
six ium v-acl, oath having a volume of 70 mi, provide
storage for the CRS. Stxlwm enters the hot storage
vessel from the receiver at 140 *C (t)tt(i'F), is;pumped to
the helical-tutee once thntugh steam generator, then is
rctumed to the cold i odiuin vessel at 271'C (527'F).
The power tonversion unit is a steam-driven, five-
pist0n motor and a three-phase turrcnt generator. The
generator is equipped with an automatic voltage Control
device for nun-parallel (isolate(l) operation, and a rest-
live current tontrul for parallel (grid-tunnected) opera-
tion.
d. rest and Ommion^s +. The plant will be tun
under actual Operating tonditlon% to the MAXIMUM
possible extent while test and operations personnel tol-
lett reliable data oil viability of the %cletted
tethnical solution%, the behavior of the plant and the
econonut% of plant operarion To ensure that this data
is available to U.S. industry and utilities, the U.S. DOE
has on the Test and Operations
Advisory Board, the group that provides recommenda-
tiuns on the planning and evaluation of operarion%
DOE is tharruug the SSPS International Test and
Evaluation Tcarll that will conduct tests and ex•
permicut% ill
	
with tominc operation%, anti will
rep011 file result% of Al Ie%t% alld Operat1011%,
i	 RclxmirringiReirufit Projects
''Repowering' is the addition of a replacement tit
auxilisry steam generation system, e.g., a solar central
retelver system, to an existing power plant. ''Retrofit"
rctets t0 adding %uth a power souric to an existing
nttlustrial operation suth as prtxcss heat
Over the past 2 years, 13 site-specific conceptual
reptoweting and retrofit designs have been developed
for cicttrit utility and indu%trial prtxcss heat apphta-
tions DC%ign% for utility apphtariuns covered oil- and
natural-gas-pxowcrcd plants varying in size fmm 21 to
III MWe. Thcsc rcpowcri11g praposals used water/-
%team, molten salt, or stxhum as the heat tran%port
fluid ul either external or tavity receivers, and hail up to
6 hours of storage capability. All the plant% have con-
ventional steam Rankine tonversion cycles.
The IPN studies considered suth diverse appllca•
11011% as Oil refining, enhantcd oil retuvery, natural gas
protessing, uranium ore protessmg, gvpsum txlard dry.
mg . and ammonia pt-xiuttion Smaller than the utility
lepowcring plants, the IPFI plants ranged in stair from
11.8 ri 43 1 M\til t :xoth external and cavity receiver
designs were studied; cil, water/steam, air, and a mix-
ture of steam and natural gas were considered as poten-
tial retelver fluids. Tables 2 .4 and 2 . 1 summarize the
tuntcptual deigns for utility and IPN applications,
respettively
Subsequently and concurrentl y
 with these studies,
%ignificAm advances have occurred nl the %late of the art
of solar centl.l receiver components and %ubsystems.
Current efloit% have been focused on incorporating
advante% in dc%ign and cun%oh(latlng the repowering
and retrofit expencnte with the togcneiarion dc%ign
results.
Work in FY 81 included preparation ul lute RFP for
Advanted Design studies and t' a evaluation of
responses; it tulminatcd with the issuantc of
DOEISAN contracts. Five studies—four utility applica-
tions (Arizona Public Service, El Past) Electric Co.,
MtDonnell huuglas/Sierra Pacific Power Co., and
Rtxkwcll Intc:naeional/V4'r%t 'Texas Utility Co.) and
one cogeneration application (Bechtel Group,
Inc. / Amfat Sugar Co.)—were funded to begin in
September 1981.
These studies will attempt to refine pre-
vfuusly completed tuntcptual designs lit the rcpuwering
AIM cogeneration categories by (1) incorporating within
them the most recent technical developments in solar
tc1111al receiver components and subsystems (e g.,
IiehONals, receivers, %torage unit%, steam generators),
AIM (2) verifying that the perforrnantc estimates for the
initial designs are based, to the maximum extent pxossi•
hie, on the pertOtmante %haratteristits of tornntcit tally
available equipment Rc%tilts Of all these studic% will IV
summarized and dtx unlcnted In FY 82.
4 Solar Cogeneration Projects
Cogeneration is the term for produting cicctrital
and/or rncthanital cncrgv lit with other
useful lhcrnlal cncrgv Becau..e a togcneratfon system
delivers electrical energy and process heat more effi-
ciently than systems that deliver (his energy separately.
cogeneration conserves fiossil fuel. Fuel usage is further
reduced if solar thermal capabilities are added t0 a fossil
fuel tugeneutiun facility.
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Table 2-5. Industrial Process Heat Applications
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Figure	 2 . 21	 depicts 1 solar cogeneration facility
based on the central receiver concept. Recognizing the
value of this system, for its increased efficiency as well as .,	 ••	 •
its	 potential	 industrial	 process	 heat	 markets,	 DOE '	 •
initiated conceptual design work using specific plants to r^	 411	 •
serve as typical sites for study purposes. Seven contracts ^\	 n	 c• r	 r	 w »
were awarded; the first one began in September 1980, ox	 —^— D aw UTKIT1111
the last one in January 1981	 All of these design con- Pats twos pw.	 r w	 6^	 roan 	 1
IKa CNMAMGtracts were completed in FY 81 and results are being „ o	 .
published. o - "	 ^^ ^'^"`
d
awac Sum....	 y .	 ..
ctxw.at
^
-
^
Oil V	 \jt')	 ^	 IIN.YtY IN...
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•r a,
Figure 2 . 22. Cogeneration Plant Sites
^j natural gas processing, enhanced oil recovery, sulfur
•»• ^'^;° mining, copper smelting, and space heating and cool-
',,,,Y ,,, ing. Each designer / user submitted its proposal for a
particular industrial or commercial application. Table
....,»......,•.	 p 2.6 summarizes the key aspects of the seven projects
.,..,».,....,.......».., that are described below.
Figure 2-21. Schematic of a Solar Cogeneration (1)	 Pioneer Mill Company, Ltd. (Lahaina, Maui,
Facility Hawaii)
The selected proposals cover a wide range of geo- Prime Contractor: Bechtel Group, Inc.
graphical areas ( Figure 2-22) and address several poten- Subcontractors:	 Amfac	 Sugar	 Co.;	 Foster
tial	 .pplications,	 including	 sugar	 mill	 operations, Wheeler, Northrup
Table 2-6. Solar Congeneration Conceptual Design Summary
Central Receiver
_ Number
of Hel-osta s
Power Temperature, 'C Tower Height, (mirror area Solar Powers Annual BBL Oil
User Output. MWt	 Pressure, M pg Type m a 10 3 m 2 ) (Thermal Storage) Equty 	Saved
Amfac Sugar Co. 26 438 cavity-water Its 17.0 MWt 37,000
6.85 (43.0) 1.4 M%'r
03MWm
Central Telephone d 37 520 external - water 74 1,057 3J MWI 48.100
Utilities-Western Primer 11.07 (55.8) 15 MV('e
Exxon Research k 115 566 cavity-salt 140 3,295 131 MWt 140.000
Engineering Co 21 (189.1) 20 4 MWe(380 MWh)
Texasgulf Chemual 198 272 external-water 70 588 16 1 MWI 40,100
5.65 (31.0) 2.2 MWe
Phelps Dodge Co. 270 816 cavity-air 190 10.441 74 MWt 436.000
0 37 (521 0) 46 MWe(4080 MWh)
Fort
	 U.S Army 8 7 454 cavity-alt 53 242 3.5 MWr 9,700
0.10 (13.8) 06 MWe(20 MWh)
Robins AFB 8 8 400 external-water 60 251 7.9 MWt 8.300
5 9 (13.2) 0.7 MWe
&Proportion of net output from solar
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Station provides a net output of 55 MWe for its
customers of the CTU-WP grid, and normally 20 MWe
and 15 MWt of process heat to the natural gas process-
ing plant of National Helium Corporation.
A site-specific conceptual design has been selected
to demonstrate the technical feasibility and identify the
economic potential of a central receiver cogeneration
facility. The heliostats will redirect and concentrate
solar energy onto an external, water/ steam type receiver
mounted on a 74-meter tower. The thermal energy
absorbed by the receiver will be transferred to the feed
water and steam, thus producing superheated steam at
a pressure and temperature compatible with turbine
inlet conditions. Steam from the gas - fueled boiler will
be mixed witl. steam from the solar receiver and
delivered to tht turbine. The turbine generator will
convert the thermal energy in the steam to electric
energy. A po" ; on of the steam flowing through the tur-
bine will be extracted as process steam for National
Helium Co r poration. This conceptual design (Figure
2-24) does not include energy storage
Figure 2-24. Schematic of CTU-WP Cimarron River
Station Solar Cogeneration Project
Currently, a site test program is monitoring direct
normal insolation and potential contamination of
heliostat mirror surfaces.
(3) Exxon Corporation Edison Field (near
Bakersfield, California)
Prime Contractor: Exxon Research and
Engineering Control Research Office
Subcontractors: Martin Marietta, Aerospace;
Badger Energy, Inc.: Pacific Gas and Electric
Co. •
"PG&E participated at its own expense and was not
funded under DOE contract.
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Pioneer Mill Company, Ltd., a subsidiary of Amfat
Sugar Co., operates a sugar factory and has an existing
cogeneration facility supplying steam for mechanical
drive turbines and process evaporators, and electric
power for irrigation pumps. The mill consumes N6 oil to
supplement the use of bagasse (the cellulose residue of
the processed sugar cane) in the existing dual-fired
boiler in order to produce steam at 5 87 MPa and
400-C (752 -F).
The object of this project is to retrofit a solar central
receiver system to the existing cogeneration facility. The
solar retrofit will require the addition of a north collec-
tor field of 815 hehostats, a tower -mounted receiver,
and a steam and condensate pipeline approximately
1000 meters long to connect the receiver with the
existing plant. The two-cavity, natural-,Jrculation
water / steam receiver will operate in parailel with the
existing boilers and will supply about 4 s % of the total
steam demand for the factory at design point. Bagasse
will be diverted from the boilers to the storage house
where it can be reclaimed when solar - produced steam is
not avail hle. Using bagasse eliminates the need for
thermal storage and allows about 73% of the oil cur-
rently consumed during the harvest season to be
displaced (Figure 1.23).
111 .• 	 lows	 ^	 lo•m
\ Mflvl•
», nen•11	 nlw•n•
wl ul•
muw•l o•
•nw
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Figure 2 -23. Schematic of Pioneer Mill Company
Sugar Factory Solar Cogeneration Project
A site test program is currently monitoring direct
normal insolation.
(2) Central Telephone & Utilities-Western Power,
Cimarron River Station (near Liberal, Kansas)
Prime Contractor: Black and Veatch
Subcontractors: Central Telephone & Utilities-
Western Power; Babcock and Wilcox Co.; Fox-
bow Co.
The cogeneration facility of the Central Telphone
& Utilities-Wcstcrn Power (CTU-WP) Cimarron River
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Exxon's Edium Field uses steam injected into well%
interspersed tetween oil-pn,cluc ing wells tut enhanced
Oil rnovery The stein ►
 incteascs the field pressure and
heau the oil, lowering its viscosn y , thus permitting the
oil to he pumped out of the ground faster and more
economically. It also permits the recovery of oil that
could nc:+, be retrieved by conventional putt ► pu ► g
Exxon has propx ►sed it concept usu ► g a solat
central receiver system to gcncrate steam lxlth for
enhanced oil recovery, and to generate electricity to be
sold to Pacific Gas and Electric (PCB&F) A north field
of hehostats will tcdirect the solar energy to a ctual•
cavity molten salt receiver mountcct atop a 140-melct
tower. Nut molten salt will he storeu tit the hot tank cut
A two tank storage sy stem, then pumped to a steam
gcncrator prcxluc trig I i MVFt of steam tot injection into
the oil field 24 hours a day. Excess hot salt will prcxlucc
steam to gcncratc electricity at a rate of 15 M%'c during
P(1&1-'s peak dcn ► and period, The spent salt will he
irmincd to the cold tank for reuse (Figure 2.2s)
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Figure 2 .25. Schematic of' Exxon Corp. Edison Field
Enhanced (lit Recovery Solar Cogeneration Project
(4) Texasgulf CUlnalxhe Creek Sulfur Mine (near
Fort Stcxkton.Texas)
Prime Contractor. General Flcctnc Company,
Energy Systems Programs 111cparuncnt
Subcontractors: Tcaasgulf. In, 	 B14"Atl arnl
Rcxit Dcsclopntcnt, In,
The Ccimanchc Creek Sultui Mine is in continuous
operation, 24 hours per day, 365 days a year. The n ► uic-
his eight ga.-fired water heaters that generate the pro
seas heat requited fur mining sulfur; electricity is put
chased from West 'Texas Utilities. The solar cogcncra
tion facility will tic operated tit with a gas-fired
package boiler to provide 1(N)% of the mining capers.
tion's electrical requirements and 16 5% of the process
heat requirements.
The ronccptual design consists of a north field of
hchostats redirecting the solar energy unto a flat. CUM
nil receiver mounted on it 70-mctcr rower The planned
receiver is a natural-convection, satuutcd wa(cr/stearn
boiler The outputs of the receiver and a gas-fired tx)ilcr
will he fed in parallel to an accumulator. The accumula-
tor output will hr directed into a separate gas-fired
supcncCatct that rarscs the satutatcd .team to super-
I1Calcd conditions for entry into the tuthtne. An extrac-
tion pxirt on the steam rcuhue will feed a high-pressure
heat exchanger to raise the prciress water ten ► perartire to
177'C ( M'F) for transpwrt to the .ultut wells The
solar steam cycle is a closed lot)p operation: the process
water, living of pxxx juality, will not be recycled after it
I% pun ► pcd into the sulfur well. (Figure 2.26).
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Figure 2 . 26. Schematic of lcxa-s ( p ith Inc. Coman-
che Creek Sulfur Mu ►e Solar Cogeneration Project
(5) Phclps lodge Curpurat6n. Hidalgo Copper
Stitcher (neat Playas, New Mexico)
Prime Contractor: Gibbs & Hill, Inc.
Subcontractors: Phelps Dodge Corporation;
K)eing Engineering & Construction Co
The I lidalgo Copper Smelter processes 2880 tuns of
dried and fluxed ore concentrate daily, producing -00
tons of copper a da y . With it central receiver
system, tt ►c sn ►clici should inrreasc its copper output by
90%.
A solar central receiver will suppl y up to 270 MMWt
of heated air fist use tit smelting process, displacing
about 75% of the present oil consumption It wit. also
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provide the input to the gas turbines, thereby
cogencrating up to 45 MWe. Waste heat from the
smelter will produce steam to generate an additional 25
MWe and 12,000 hp of motor power.
In the conceptual design, compressed air from
cogenerating gas turbines is heated in a cavity receiver
to 816'C (1500'F) by a surrounding field of heliostats.
After heated air is expanded in the gas turbines, it will
be ducted to a thermal storage reservoir, which consists
of a mound of waste slag from the smelter. The ..:.g will
be covered with a layer of soil for insulation, and
operate similarly to a rock-bed storage system. As
ambient air is circulated through the slag, it will be
heated and then ducted to the flash furnace of tht
smelter and to the superheaters. Waste heat will be
recovered from both operations by use of waste heat
boilers and ore concentrate dryers (Figure 2.27).
Figure 2-27. Schematic of Phelps Dodge Corp.
Hidalgo Copper Smelter Solar Cogeneration Project
(6) Fort Hood Army Base (Killeen, Texas)
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Co.
Subcontractors: Stearns- Roger ; University of
Houston
The Fort Hood Army Base solar cogeneration facil-
ity will benefit Complex 87000, a group of 20 buildings
serving the housing, dining, and other needs of approx-
imately 1650 soldiers. Texas Power and Light Company
currently supplies the electrical energy for the complex.
Therma' energy for room heating and domestic hot
water i, provided by gas-fired boilers in the central
plant ' .)uilding. The proposed solar cogeneration facility
will supply the complex with over 60% of its annual
thermal energy needs and with over 100% of its yearly
electrical energy requirements. The excess electricity
w:ii be distributed through the electrical grid for other
Fort Hood uses.
In this design, heliostats will redirect up to 10 MWt
of solar energy to a single-aperture, partial - cavity
receiver. The absorbed heat will be transferred by
molten salt to the hot tank storage system; during pro-
longed periods of low or no insolation, a gas-fired salt
heater will generate heat for the system. From the
storage tank, the hot salt will be pumped through a
natural circulation type steam generator to produce the
operating steam for a 600-kWe-rated turbine/generator
unit. Extracted steam from the turbine will be sent to
an ab orsption water chiller for space cooling, turbine
exhaust steam will be used for space and water heating.
In times of peak demand, water is available from
chilled water and hot water storage tanks (Figure 1.28).
Figure 1-18. Schematic of Fort Hood Army Base Solar
Cogeneration, July 1981
(7) Robins Air Force Base (Warner Robins,
Georgia)
Prime Contractor: Westingh < ,use Electrical
Corporation
Subcontractors: Heery & lieery, Inc.; Foster
Wheeler Solar Development Corp.;
Mechanical Technologies, Inc
The solar cogeneration facility will serve the section
of Robins Air Force Base that is currently supplied with
central steam for space conditioning and water heating
by four boiler plants. Steam is used for space heating in
the winter, absorption cooling in the summer, and
some industrial process loads. A Georgia Power Com-
pany substation located nearby provides a 10-MW elec.
trical distribution system.
In the conceptual design, the heliostats focus solar
energy on an external, flat-panel receiver. This
water/steam central receiver, based upon natural-
2-16
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circulation receiver boiler technology, will provide main
steam to the turbine generator, which has an output of
about 750 kWe. Exhaust from the turbine is directed
into the base steam trunk, supplementing the output of
the boiler plant (Figure 2.29).
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Figure 2-29. Schematic of Robins Air Force Base Solar
Cogeneration Project
C. CENTRAL RECEIVER TEST FACILITY
The Central Receiver Test Facility (CRTF), located
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, continued in FY 81 to
support the development of both receiver and heliostat
designs for future industrial applications. Managed by
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, for DOi,
the facility consists of a 61-meter tower, 222 sun-
tracking mirrors (each 37 m 2 ), a computerized control
and data acquisition system, and a video-based system
for evaluating heliostat performance (Figure 2-30).
Figure 2-30. 5-MWe Central Receiver Test Facility
Since the CRTF began operation in October 1978, three
major receiver test programs have been completed and
seven heliostat designs have been evaluated. The FY 81
CRTF test program results contributed significant infor-
mation for central receiver technology development.
I. Molten Sa:t Receiver Test Program
The Denver Division of Martin Marietta Aerospace
Corporation designed and built an advanced d%sign
solar receiver that uses a molten salt ("0%
NaNO3-40% KNO3 mixture) heat-absorbing fluid.
The receiver consists of 288 tubes made of Incoloy 800
alloy. The tubes, each having a 1.9-cm diameter and
0.17-cm wall, are arranged in a serpentine flow pattern;
16 tubes in parallel make up the 18 vertical passes.
The 5.5-meter-wide-by-4.0-meter high flat panel
is mounted inside an insulated cavity that has a 3- by
3-meter aperture (which can be closed with hydraulically
operated doors). The working fluid enters the panel at
288'C `550'F) and is heated to 566'C(1050'F) at the
design operating conditions. Test results indicate that
the molten salt absorbs up to 4.7 MW of thermal
power at a light-wheat conversion of tciency of up to
90%
Subjected to nearly 500 hours of solar testing, this
experimental receiver was operated at full power and
rated temperatures for :oproximately one-quarter of
the test time. Valuable information about the perfor-
mance and operation of molten-salt-type receivers was
obtained. The CRTF evaluation also provided represen-
tatives of utility and industrial organizations with an
opportunity to gain hands-on experience with receiver
operation.
2. Liquid-Sodium-Cooled Receiver Test Program
A sodium receiver designed and built by the
Energy Systems Group of Rockwel; International, using
private corporate funds, was installed at the CRTF in
the last half of FY 81. By mid-FY 82, the testing and
evaluation of this receiver should be completed. A
hands-on operations workshop for utility and industrial
representatives is planned for the final phase of the
operations program.
The receiver panel is comprised of three flat tube-
bundles, each formed by 21 tubes made of 316 stainless
steel. The irradiated portion of the panel is 1.2 m wide
by 3.0 m high. The receiver, which will be solar-tested
in an exposed (non-cavity) configuration, is designed to
have a 450-1/min sodium flow rate. Inlet and outlet
temperatures are 290'C (554'F) and 595'C (1103'F),
respectively. The receiver can absorb up to 2.5 MW of
thermal power at peak flux densities of 1.5 MW/m2.
3. Heliostat Performance Test Program
The performance characteristics of two second-
generation heliostat prototypes from each of four
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manufacturers were evaluated in FY 81. The basic test
plan included criteria on optical and structural perfor-
mance, environmental survival, operation modes, and
life-cycle considerations.
Evaluation of the test results thus far indicates that
(1) the designs are basically sound, with some improve
ment still needed in mirror module design; (2) the
previous design deficiencies have been overcome,
resulting in improved weight efficiency and beam
quality, and fewer life-cycle problems; and (3) opera-
tion and maintenance costs will be small compared to
heliostat costs. The detailed results of this test program
were presented to potential industrial and utility users
in September 1981. This test program will continue in
FY 82 with emphasis on obtaining additional life-cycle
information and on evaluating improved mirror
module and other component designs.
4. Thermal Storage Test Program
A 7-MAX h thermal storage demonstration test was
constructed at the CRTF in FY 81. The experimental
system, which uses a molten salt (60% NaNO3-40%
KNO3) working fluid, will undergo a 5-month-long
test operation in FY 82. The test will demonstrate a
variety of charge and discharge performance strategies
and will ev-luate a unique storage-tank liner, insula-
tion, and fabrication technique.
S. Non- Centel Receiver Teat Program
Besides providing facilities for the evaluation of
receivers, heliostats, and thermal storage subsystems,
the CRTF hosts experiments that take advantage of its
special high solar flux density environment. During FY
81 two tests were coordinated for the CRTF by the Solar
Thermal Test Facilities Users Association, an organiza-
tion founded in 1977 to promote the use of the major
solar thermal test facilities by users other than those
with direct solar thermal program interests.
In one instance, a series of tests was con-
ducted for the Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns
Hopkins University. This study, sponsored by the U.S.
Navy, used the CRTF bearn to simulate the
aerodynamic heating that a rocket nose cone ex-
periences during flight. Because there 1. minimal radio
frequency (RF) electromagnetic radiation present with
the CRTF solar beam, the rocket-tracking radar accuracy
was determined without RF interference and optimized
during the aerodynamic flight simulaticns. The second
program, initiated for Science Applications, Inc.,
simulated the effect on soils of the light pulse from a
nuclear weapon blast. The init I phase of t,js program
depended on the evaluation of a simple beam concen-
trator that enhanced the flux density of the CRTF beam
by a value between 1.6 and 1.8. Improved beam con-
centrator designs are now under consideration for use in
future studies.
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SECTION III
PARABOLIC DISH TECHNOLOGY
Point focus parabolic dish technology is being
developed for the U.S DOE by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory OPL) under an interagency agreement with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). The status of this work is described below to
terms of s he major subsystem hardware elements, the
integration and test effort, and the field experiment
preparation. Testing is done at the Parabolic Dish Test
Site (PDTS) to assist in the development of dish sub-
systems and to verify the performance of a dish module
before deploying dish hardwatc in field experiments in
user environments.
Parabolic dishes are inherently modular. Achiev-
able temperatures may exceed 1,370'C (2,500'F). As a
result, heat engines can be operated at the highest prac-
tical temperatures, and thus at maximum efficiencies.
Dishes can be used in either thermal or electrical modes
and in cogeneration applications, including a wide
range of industrial applications at temperatures down
to about 315'C (600'7).
Because dishes are modular, a single dish can be
used autonomously in a remote application, or a field
of dishes can be deployed with their outputs in parallel.
Power can be added incrementally, as required, and
individual dishes serviced without disturbing other
units ire the t,-ld. Modularity also offers manufacturing
and installation advantages, because a large number of
identical devices are dealt with.
A. COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
The major components of a parabolic dish module
arc the concentrator (including support structure and
sun-cra(king systems), receiver, engine, and alternator.
The engine and alternator arc referred to here as the
power conversion subsyster. The grouping of receiver,
engine, and alternator is termed the power conversion
assembly (PCA). A typical dish module is shown in
Figure 3-1.
1. Concentrators
The concentrator consists of a reflective para-
boloidal surface, its supporting structure, and tracking
provisions. The measures of performance derive from
the geometric accuracy of the reflective surface, the
specular reflectivity of the surface, and the sun-pointing
accuracy. The concentrator of a dish is a relatively large
part of the total system cost, so the development effort
Figure 3 . 1. Parabolic Dish Module
centers on attaining the lowest cost consistent with the
desired performance (Ref. 3-1).
Contracts for concentrator development were in
effect for General Electric (GE) and Acurex during the
reporting period. (The GE-designed concentrator will
be constructed by Ford Aerospace Communications
Corporation in FY 82.) The GE concentrator, designed
to provide an output of SO kilowatts thermal (kWt) at
an insulation of 1,000 W/m 2 , has the following
nominal characteristics:
Diameter	 12 m
Rim angle	 53 degrees
Tracking accuracy	 t 1/8 degrees
Reflective surface area 113 m 2 (1,216 ft 2)
Reflectivity (specular!	 0.78
Concentration ratio	 1,000 (for 31-
(geometric)	 cm-diameter aperture)
The detailed design of the concentrator was com-
pleted early in FY 81. The paraboloidal dish, shown in
Figure 3-1, is composed of 12 radial gores, each com-
prising an inner, center, and outer panel. (The outer
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Figure 3-2. Acutcx Concentrator (Artist's Rendition)
Figure 3 . 3. Test bed Concentrators at Parabolic
Dish Test Site
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panel is 3.05 m 110ftl wide by 1 06m (3 . 1/2 fti deep.)
A precision master mold was made for each of the three
panel configurations by subcontractor,. The support
panels consist of a fiberglass sandwich with a balsa wood
core. The retiective surface is a seco, id surface mirror on
a Llumar film. Three panels making up one gore were
fabricated and shipped to JPL at the end of FY 81 for
evaluation and optical testing.
Early in FY 82, panels for a complete dish module
will be fabricated, including support structure and
articulation subsystem. A complete concentrator with
its control system will be shipped to the PDTS for per-
formance evaluation and subsequent systems testing
with PCAs attached at the focal plane.
In October 1980, work began on an Acurex con-
tract to design an alternate point focus concentrator. In
initial conceptual studies of an advanced concentrator,
Acurex developed a triangular concentrator design con-
figuration with triangular panels. The substructure
panel material was changed to plastic to accommodate
the sheet-molding technique used by the subcontrac-
tor, the Budd Company. Acutcx selected a chemically
tempered glass from Glaverbel in Germany for the sec-
ond surface mirrors. It is low-iron, soda lime glass 0.7
mm (0.028 in.) thick.
Earle in the contract, Acurex determined that a
circular planform would be as much as 30 percent more
economical in small numbers of concentrators than the
origins! triangular shape, so this configuration (shown
in Figure 3-2) was selected. For the concentrator sup-
port system, the single-pedestal design selected consists
of a 43.2-cm- (17-in.) diameter pipe extending 3.2 rn
(10-1/2 ft) above ground and embedded in a
0.9-m- (3-ft) diameter concrete pier 5.5 m (18 ft)
deep. The estimated performance for the Acurex dish is
78.6 kWt at an insolation of 1,000 W/m 2
 and a 24-cm
(9.4-in.) receiver aperture. Other characteristics of the
Acutcx concentrator are
Diameter	 I 1 m (36 ft)
Rim angle	 45 degrees
Tracking accuracy	 z 1/8  degree
Reflective surface area 95 m 2 (1,022 ft2)
Reflectivity (specula) 0.95
Concentration ratio	 1,000 (for a 24-cm
(geometric)	 diameter aperture)
Acurex completed the major portion of the
detailed design of its concentrator near the end of FY
81. Developmental panels were fabricated in two con-
figurations: one with a glass-reinforced plastic struc-
ture, and one with a cellular glass substrate similar to
the facets on the two Test Bed Concentrators (TBCs) at
the PDTS. Both had bonded second surface glass mir-
rors. In all, six cellular glass and one glass-reinforced
plastic develomental panels were fabricated and opti-
cally tested. Initial optical tests of the glass-reinforced
plastic panels indicated structural problems requiring
additional development, but the cellular glass tests
showed excellent optical quality.
The two TBCs have been in operational use at the
PDTS since October 1979. Although they were
designed as test instruments, much of the test experi-
ence applies to concentrator operation and
maintenance. These two identical dish concentrators
(Figure 3 . 3) are nominally 11 m in diameter and can
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produce a maximum of 82 kWt with an insolation
input of 1,000 W/m 2 . The pointing error with closed-
loop sun sensor tracking is less than 0.01 degrees.
There are 224 individually adjustable mirror facets
on each TBC; these can he defocused as required to
match the power limitations of devices being tested in
its focal plane. With the mirror segments set for
sharpest focus, a peak flux of 1,100 W/cm 2 is obtained
through an aperture 20 cm (7.8 in ) in diameter. For
most receiver testing to date, the center mirrors Are
defocused to reduce peak flux intensity to about 000
W /cm 2 . As mentioned below, a Sanders receiver with a
quart: window w-.s tested on a TBC during FY to 1 at a
sustained temperature of 1,421'C (2,600'F).
Of the many concentrator design concepts exam
fined, one of tf.e more promising approaches, in term%
of production economy and adequate performance, is
the bonding of thin film on steel panels This approach
is being pursued by the Boeing Engineering and Con-
strut t ion Company in Seattle, Washington When sam-
ple panels were tested at JPL, measured sk ►pc errors
were only 1.2 mrad, an accuracy approuhing the
specifications of the TB(:. Thu indicates that if high
reflectivity can be coupled with long life, a conccntutor
of thin film on steel may be cost-effective. Thu design
h.s sufficiently h-gh potential to warrant funhci
development.
2. Receivers
Receivers are identified with the heat engine cycle
to which they provide thermal input They can also be
classified by the working fluid they use, or by whether
or not they contain phase change materials for bufiet
storage. Cavity-type receivers under development for
thr organs, Rankine. Brayton and Stirling cycles are
discussed below. Comparative characteristics are
presented irn Table 3.1.
Table 3-1. Receiver Charactrnsuu Sununaty
Engine Cycle Rankine Brayton Stifling
Manufacturer Ford AiResearch AiResearch Sanders Assoc: Fairchild
Working Fluid toluene steam air air helium
Fluid Outlet 400 701a 811 1,370 811
Temperature, 'C (710) (1,300) (1,100) (2,100) (1,100)
( 'F)
Aperture Diameter, 38 22.8 21.4 19.7 27.9
c m (in.) (11) (9) (10) (7.71) (11)
Integral Hybrid no no no no yes
Design
Efficiency (%)b 70 to 90 80 to 92 70 to 80 up to 90 81 (est )
Maximum Pressure. 1.1 14 0.21 0.7 14
MPa (psi) (790) (2,000) (38) (100) (2.000)
Material metal metal metal ceramic metal
Buffer Storage yesc no no yes no
aThis is the capability for the receiver; a typical engine as described in Table 3 . 2 (Carter) would use a lower flux.
bTemperat ure -dependent
c l 11 kgm (300 Ibm) of copper acts as integral buffer storage.
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a. Organic Rankine Receiver (Ford Aerospace 6t
Communications Co xoration . The receiver for the
organic Rankine cycle ( RC) is being developed by
FACC to supply toluene vapor at about 400'C (750'F)
to the turbine of the Barber-Nichols power conversion
subsystem. The receiver and power conversion unit is
shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3 . 4. Cross Section of Power Conversion
Assembly Showing Receiver, Alternator, and
Organic Rankine Engine
FACC began testing ^ i r ORC receiver in February
1981, under steady-state c:,,iditions using a test loop to
simulate the Rankine heat engine Runs were made at
both sub- and super-critical toluene pressures and the
thermal output of the receiver was varied over a range of
25 to 100 kW during qualification testing, which was
completed at FACC in June 1981 (Ref. 3-1). The
engine/ alternator subsystem, completed in August
1981, was tested using a fossil-fired boiler. Then it was
shipped to FACC for the receiver to be attached in
preparation for testing on TBC-1 at the PDTS in
November 1981
b. Steam Rankine Receiver (Garrett AiResearch)
A contract or a Rankine steam cycle power converter
was awarded to Garrett AiRescarch for the design and
fabrication of a steam receiver. The cyli p .4rical cavity is
43.2 cm (17 in.) in diameter by 54.6 cm (21.5 in.) deep
and contains a tubular helix wound with lnconel 615
tubing The aperture plate and back closure plate arc
water-cooled aluminum and stainless steel, respective]%•.
It is suitable for industrial process heat applications as
well as for driving Rankine cycle heat engines. Testing,
completed in March 1981 at the PDTS, demonstrated
stable, uniform receiver operation over the full perfor-
mance range. No flow instabilities were evident even at
very low mass flow rates. The receiver is in frequent use
as a steam source for making fuels and chemicals, and
testing engines and components It will be used in the
future for developing receiver aperture and cavity
designs and for evaluating their resistance to thermal
shock.
c. Air Brayton Receiver (Garrett AiResearch). An
open-cycle air Brayton engine underevcrupmcnt bias a
rated turbine inlet temperature of 81 5'C (1,5001).
An all-metal receiver for the air Brayton engine, shown
in Figure 3-5, was delivered to JPL in December 1980
Figure 3 . 5. Receiver for Open-Cycle
Air Brayton Engine
by the Garrett Corporation, Torrance, California. It was
instrumented and installed on TBC-2 with testing com-
pleted in May 1981. The maximum operating envelope
of the receiver, including temperature, pressure and
flow rates, was established. All performance goals were
met, but the high thermal gradients in the lnconel heat
exchanger produce stresses that reduce the lifetime of
the receiver to unacceptable levels. A number of solu-
tions to this problem, which could be incorporated in
any future hardware with the necessary changes, have
bccn developed.
Garrett Corporation is also under contract to
develop a preliminary design for a higher temperature
receiver employ ng latent heat buffer storage. Perfor-
mance maps for typical insolation conditions at the
PDTS were produced from computer simulations.
Seven design concepts were screened for performance
and cost, and a ceramic slip-cast design was selected for
a fabrication feasibility study, to be performed by the
Norton Company. The slip-cast concept allows the heat
ex ,
 hanger clement to serve as the pressure container for
the working fluid, thus eliminating the need for a
transparent window to seal the aperture.
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d. Air Brayton Receiver Sanders Aarsocsates .
Sanders Associates was awarded a contract in early 1980
to design and fabricate a 1,370'C (1,500'F) air
Brayton receiver using a ceramic honeycomb designed
for a pressure of 2 atm The receiver, shown in Figure
3 .6, uses a sintered beta silicon carbide honeycomb
Figure 3 .6. Hybrid Air Brayton Receiver
matrix as the heat exchanger and mullite to provide
buffer storage. Because the receiver cavity is pressur-
ized, the aperture is scaled by a quartz window.
Fabrication was completed in September 1980 and
Sanders conducted in-house testing.
The receiver was then shipped to the PDTS for
series of pre-solar performance tests and interface com-
patibility tests. The first phase of the Sanders receiver
testing at the PDTS indicated air exit temperatures
ranging from 870' to 1,425'C (1,600' to 2,6001).
Preliminary estimates of efficiency are 60% at 1,200'C
(2,300'F) tinging up to 90% at 870'C (1,600'F)
when aperture solar beam spillage losses are accounted
for. These tests demonstrated the feasibility of this high
temperature receiver concept for exit air temperatures
exceeding the existing s: ite -of-the-art of metal designs.
The temperatures exceed those required to power the
ceramic advanced gas turbine (AGT) engine currently
being developed, and will support the solarized version
of the AGT, now under development by NASA.
e. Stirling Cycle Receivers (General Electric and
Fairchild Stratos). Receivers for Stirling cycle engines
differ  rom those previously described because close
conductive coupling is required. These receivers were
studied by General Electric (GE) and Fairchild-Stratos.
The GE hybrid receiver concept uses heat pipes to con-
duct the energy to the engine heater head through
encapsulated salts which provide buffer storage. The
fabrication of a test unit was cancelled, however, due to
tunding reallocations by DOE.
The Fairchild receiver contract, awarded in 1979,
was for design, development and fabrication of a met:.
receiver for the United Stifling (Sweden) engine. Its
hybrid capability allows thermal augmentation by a
gaseous fossil f, •,-I, providing continuous power and
eliminating the ,iced for energy storage. The heater
head and preheaters were fabricated from copper and
Intone! by solar 'furbines International (STI). The
receiver was shipped to JPL in December 1980 for com-
bustor and preheater tests in preparation for a fully
integrated test of the power conversion assembly in
Sweden.
In June 1981, the receiver was shipped to United
Stirling where the heater heads leaked when tested
under pressure. The receiver, power converter, and con-
trol system were shipped from Sweden to the FDTS in
July 1981, prior to delivery to the PDTS, the heater
heads were repaired at STI. After undergoing a series of
initial tests in the fossil-fired combustor mode at the
PDTS in August, the complete PCA was mounted on
the TBC for solar-dnvcn testing in September i•,81.
3. Engines and Power Conveners
Brayton, Rankine and Stirling cycle heat engines
were investigated for use with dish systems. Two ver-
sions of the Rankine cycle, one using steam as the work-
ing fluid and one using toluene, were previously
studied under this program. The principal
characteristics of these engines at this stage of their
adaptation for dish use are presented in Table 3-2.
a. Organic Rankine C de. Organic Rankine cycle
(ORC) technology is well tin erstood and considered to
be low-risk. In December 1979, Ford Aerospace and
Communications Corporation (FACC) received a con-
tract to develop the ORC receiver and to serve as
integrating contractor for the power conversion
assembly (PCA). FACC subcontracted with Barber-
Nichols for the engine and Barber-Nichols subcon-
tracted with Simmonds Precision for the permanent
magnet alternator.
The PCA, consisting of receiver, engine, and alter-
nator, is illustrated in Figure 3 . 7. In ORC operation,
toluene working fluid flows in a closed loop and is
expanded throiigh a single-stage axial flow turbine. The
exhaust vapor then passes through a regenerator (heat
exchanger) to preheat the toluene entering the receiver.
From the regenerator, the exhaust vapor flows through
a forced air-cooled condenser, constituting the outer
annulus of the converter, and then to the pump.
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Table 3 . 2. Neat Engine ChatAtteristics Su itmary
FnRtne Type Steam Organic Kankutc Air Brayton Stirling
MAmilatlute( Carter harlxr Nathols (;Smelt United Stirling
Source Temperature 'C 110 400 N11 610.820
('F) (910) (710) (1.100) 11,200.1,100)
Sink 1 emperAture *C 100 41 21 10
('F) (110) (111 ►11) (800 (1210)
Pressure (max) MI'A 17 — 0.2
(pagl (2100) (31.0) (2,200)
engine Fflit inu s, % 120 26 32 414
Milt lent y Speed, (pat 1 .800 00. 0 0 NU to 80.000 1,800
Power Conversion Asscinhiv IM(4) 14(1) 21(1)
Output, kW
Mass Flow, kg/hr 27 430 910 NA
(lb/hr) (60) (941) (2,010)
FnRute Operating Tlme NA 7,100 '1 Its 7,000 (Minor)
Iktween OVC111AU1l, ht 10,000 (MAµtN6)
Working Fluid wAtcr toluene air hclnun
Engine Weight, kg (Ib) 291 331 190 201(7)
(610) (740) 14:0) (410)
Notes:	 (1)	 Condenser exit.
(2)	 Ambient
(3)	 1 IeAt exchanger inlet
(4)	 VX ith 941% efficient Altentatot
(1)	 ^Xnh 94% effcient Altentator.
(6)	 Assumes a nuts) IICAler head. A ceranm head would prolong the interval.
(7)	 Engine only,
A high-speed pcim.nent magnet Alternator is inte-
gtAl with the engine Fhe output is rectified for
trAnsmisstun to a tcnttAl tollection station.
Keceiver qualification test wetc completed m June
19111 at FACC. Barber-Nithols shipped the engine and
generator set to FACC where the PCA, with tomtol
system, was ASSelnbled and will he tested its late
October in preparation for shipment to the POTS in
November 1981, After the PCA is installed on it I.K.
system level tests will he Conducted The tests will
determine operamig tharatictisucsof the I't A. includ-
mg performance, stability, and effi( tent y in all
opeta:uug modes, and verify the MUMAI tontpAtibility
of the tonstiment subsystems.
b,
Alf Bra tun Power Convener. A Ixiwer con-
setter fi)r I)AIA x) u t i% es is being t evclopcd by Garrett
AIKeseAhl), Phoenix, Arizona, bA%ed on their
Auuomuttve advAntctl gas turbine (A(;T• 101) work. The
solarized AGT•101 (SALT), shown in Figutc 3 .8, is an
open-cycle machine with a 811'C (1,100'F) turbine
mlct temperature. The solar input to a typical receiver is
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.	 colsalrsrott	 s
...^	 T maw
i igme t•N. Stalaritcd Automotive liar Turbuu
N1 it tot an 111\%01211011 of 1.000 W/m l The an cntef-
inp the reteivet from the in upculor Is at a tcnnpclatutc
of 101' (1,0 101) at a pITMIM of a 21 MPa (37
Ilia) The flow rate 1% tmo kg1hr (2,010 lb/hi) At
the%c %onditlom the tutIllne inlet tellnl ►eranne 1% Nil 'C
(1,l00*F) and the Innhanital %hall output power is 24
kW at an etfitletxy of abut 32%. Advamcd version%
11notl•otatntg tetama part% %hould he tapablc ,it tut
Mile t111ct tempetanuc% up to 1,4'11'( - (2,11N1'F) I'M
wllith the shaft pmAci would he 7 1 M at All etlitlenty
tit 4S%.
The 0147,11,11C for the all Brayton 01110" tall% fill
testing the Initial SAUT engine in Novern1vt IvNI,
followed N months later by the deliver y of the engine,
gear lox, .Ind altetnat,if aRxe ttlbl% It' the POTS Either
the Barlett of Sanders retclvel will tic used
t. Dish Stirling linRTne. like the an t IAM1n
engine, t ie t Is t Srit u1\g e11gu1\e 1% being dcvclopcd a% it
"ctllatucd" vcr%am tit an autonnotivc Stuhng cngunc
(The nucgration of tine PCA and the FHC form a Still-
ing dish module ) the solarited engine (shown in
Figure 3-9) is referred it) as the United Stirling 4-91
cngme In Detenlbct 1980. it was modified to actom-
111\t%1ate the changu1\g att11udes of the cngnns rclattve to
the ground as the dish track% the sun, and It was tested
fol t ► petatlofl 111 all irl%efled l ►t%%ItI0II the tonlf tvlllldcl
klncmatit engu1\c was te%te%i at 1,100111111, with a healer
head tcn1\pctanuc Of 710 **, (I,41WR a ttolant
tcnt rxraturc of 10'C (1101), pttltfut n1g a %halt Iowa
Figure S•V Solartmi 1 1 1\11 Stifling 1 Agile .11
Patakillt D101 Tcst `tic
of IN kit with a tortc%londulg thctntal-ttl nnnhanital
net engine ct)itlenty of kl% at a mean helulm
prc%%me of it MPa (I1t1 aim) At I1 MPa (1111 aim), a
shaft riower of .1 4 kW was developed with an etfit Icth
of 1N ya A total of link hour% of operation ha%c Iven
artuntulated )It this ettgunc The cngune wa% delneted
to the PDTS m lulu 1081 and nnatcd to the Faltthlld
ret c aver
During the first half of IUNI. United Stirling took
deliver y of the Fairchild inciver, the rc%etvet body tom-
hinarion pre-heJler and apcnutc Liar: hulls by STI,
.md the comml tonsole and GF. utility intertate unit.
11% April I 148I, United Stirling haol tompleted all test
opetauons ufl the lower %on ►crict uwlg the tunilumot
Ili Iowa 111e engine. The cngme Is Illustrated in Figure
!• 10. In July. loo 1, the :,inverter assembl y had arrived
At the PDTS and was assembled atilt t het ked out The
powct 111111 will IV rnountcd on the 1140 anti all w.ltct,
nal11tal ga%, clhtrica) tontrob and in%tnnnlcntallon will
he tonlinlcd beglntling u1\ early Otlol ►et, with 1.111C.
ilUllal .rid pctiolm.rrnc tests to 61110w.
4. Thert»al l ramlorr
Cost-effective thermal transl►t ►rt for parabolic
dishes was examined for applications using industrial
ptt ►t mi. heat (I III it The two mayot areas of cunt em arc
the malt h between dish tharatterisrit% and IPII apphta-
tlom, Atilt the thermal piping networks Atilt
whlth will nunimiie installed touts.
Appht at ion studies were condut tcd by Serene
Applitation, Int (SAI) and FACC under tontrati to
I PI l Ref' 4 - % and 11 .4). l liew %tu its% exantlncd the
mtcgration of %olar ptt►tess steam units Into four
ultlustries: (1) an ore pn ►tesaing plant for U.S. 1k►rax;
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Construction was started in January 1981, and wa3
essentially complete by fall 1981. Full operational status
is expected by spring 1982.
Figure 3 . 12 shows an overall view of the project in
August 1981. The construction of the collector field is
nearly complete. Collector assembly is proceeding from
cut to west. A collector is shown in stowed position in
Figure 3 . 13 with protective film covering the reflective
surface. Major tanks and equipment are shown
emplaced in Figure 3-14, including the thermal energy
storage tank and he roof-mounted steam condenser.
Figure 3-15 shows the turbine generator, which was
shipped to the site in September 1981.
Figure 3 -12. Shenandoah Collecto r Field,
August 1981
Performance testing of the production version of
the Shenandoah collector was completed in July 1981.
Measured thermal efficiency over the day (energy col-
lected in fluid, divided by energy over collector surface)
was 60%. The production collector displaced one of
four Shenandoah prototype collectors at Sandia
National Laboratories for testing. This small sample of
the Shenandoah collector field also provided perfor-
mance data on the heat transfer fluid and verification
data of the collector control system. Following suc-
cessful completion of the performance tests, approval
was given in June 1981, for full production and
assembly.
2. Small Community System/Modulc Development
The objective of the Small Community Experiment
is to utilize proven dish modules in a user environment
to generate 250 kWe of grid-connected electric power.
The systems contractor for this experiment is FACC,
with JPL serving as technical manager. For the Small
Community Experiment, an organic Rankine power
converter was chosen over the potentially more efficient
Figure 3 . 13. Shenandoah Collectoi Module,
August 1981
Figure 3-14. Shenandoah Building and Mechanical
Area, August 1981
lirayton or Stirling cycles because it will be
technologically ready before the other two (Ref. 3-5).
U.S. communitic, interested in solar thermal
power were identified through the issuance of a DOE
Program Research and Development Announcement
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Figure 3-15. Shenandoah Turbine Generator
(PRDA). This solicitation was aimed at small com-
munities having a peak electric load of less than 20
megawatts and served by a distribution network owned
an] operated by the local utility. Communities with
larger utilities were acceptable if they were remotely
located or could demonstrate a need for an alternate
energy source based on economic considerations. The
response pattern is shown in Figure 3-16; the com-
munities preferred, based on engineering considera-
tions only, are staffed. Final  site selection will be made
in early FY 82.
Figure 3-16. Small Community System Experiment
Response Map
3. Field Test at Capitol Concrete Products Company
In December 1960, Applied Concepts Corporation
was selected through a JPL procurement for a field test
at Capitol Concrete Products Company in Topeka,
Kansas. Applied Concepts Corporation will provide the
site, user, system and all equipment :.,d services
necessary to design, fabricate, install, operate, main-
tain, and evaluate for 12 months an experimental solar
plant in a typical industrial environment. The selected
test involves operating a slat-type point-focus collector,
manufactured by Power Kinetics, Inc. (PKI) in a fuel
displacement mode.
The PKI collector is shown in Figure 3 . 17 undergo-
ing verification testing at Sandia National Laboratories,
Figure 3-17. Power Kinetics, Inc. Collector
Albuquerque. The concentra.or has a reflective surface
area of 80.3 m 2 . The curved slats are attached to the
support structure via pivot points at their ends and are
rotated about their center of mass for elevation track-
ing. The structure is attached to a circular track which
rotates on pier-mounted casters for tracking in azimuth.
The receiver consists of an insulated stainless steel hous-
ing with enclosed straight-tube boiler. The large aper-
ture, used to increase interceptance of reflected light, is
surrounded by a metal skirt to prevent excessive thermal
losses due to convection .
Verification testing of the PKI collector at Sandia
Laboratories began in September 1981. Preliminary test
results indicate that collector peak efficiency (insolation
converted to a net increase in the thermal energy of the
working fluid) is about 80%, measured at an insolation
level of 0.98 kW/m 2 and a steam receiver exit
temperature of 149'C (300'F). At these conditions,
the collector produces about 60 kW of thermal energy.
Collector operations at Capitol Concrete tie expected to
begin in November 1981. The experimental plant will
provide 77 kg/ hr (170 lb/hr) of 149'C process steam at
207 to 414 kPag (30 to 60 psig) to two autoclaves for
cuting masonry blocks. A final report to be submitted
by the Applied Concepts Corporation in February 1983
will summarize technical performance and operational
feasibility based on operational experience at both the
industrial and the test sites.
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	 (4) Utilized TBC•1 and the Garrett steam receiver
DISH DEVELOPMENT
	
	
in the experimental production of ftirfural
from corn cubs
The activities at the Parabolic Dish Test Site
( PDTS) at Edwards Air Force Base. California, have
heen implied earlier in much of the text devoted rt
receiver and power converter development. However, it
is appropriate to summarize !arc the salient activities at
the PDTS that have suplxmed the development of
parabolic dish mo dulei:
(1) Tested the Sanders Associates high tempera-
ture solar receiver to exit air temperatures up to
1.425 -C (2,600'F).
(2) Completed tests of the Garrett AiResearch air
Brayton receiver at air exit temperatures up to
815'C (I.S wF).
(3) Tested the Garrett AiResearch steam receiver
at 704'C (1.300'F) and la MPa (2.010 psi)
with stable operation verified. Completed
testing of the J. Carter Enterprises 1- and
2•cylindcr steam engines using steam from the
Garrett steam receiver Inounred on TBC•1.
(5) Tested the receiver/ combustor for the Stirlutg
engine in preparation for fully integrated tests
of the Stirling PCA Reftx used the TBC-I mir-
rors to meet power requirements of the up-
coming test.
(6) Conducted calibration tests and mirror
alignments for rich TBC as required to
characterize thrsr test concentrators and to
satisfy the required Ixwwcr levels of a particular
expennirnt tit test usage. A cavity calorimeter
and a flux mappri were used
(') Completed flux napping of the Omnium•G
concentrator Tested the Oinnium-G steam
engine using TBC-1 MOUnl yd and alignrd
new concentrator petals.
(8) Completed test verification of the Omnium-G
systrm for the 1ximhern New Fogland
Telephone Ccanpany application.
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SECTION IV
PARABOLIC TROUGH TECHNOLOGY
A parabolic trough system comprises a field of
trough shaped collectors, lined with highly reflective
material such as mirrored glass, that concentrate the
sun's rays along a linear absorber tube situated at the
focal point of the trough, thus heating the fluid con-
tained in the tube. Collector efficiency is increased by
designing the trough to track the daily movement of
the sun. Parabolic troughs arc referred to as distributed
receiver systems because a heat receiver is coupled with
each collector, seating a distribution of receivers
throughout a field of collectors. Figure 4-1 shows a
schematic of a typical parabolic trough system.
'1aa^ W. cwuur
Figure 4-1. Schematic of Typical Parabolic Trough
These systems offer a key advantage: modularity.
The minimum useful unit is a AT string (also called a
collector loop), which is the number of collector
modules needed to give the required temperature rise
between the inlet and outlet manifolds in the field.
Generally, systems are composed of several AT strings
with motors. The size of the field is given in terms of
the total square meters (or ft 2 ) of collector surface in all
the troughs.
This chapter discusses parabolic trough technology
developments for FY 81. Work continued on improv-
ing the thermal performance, durability and reliability
of components; developing mass-producible modular
subsystems and modular components, and testing of an
engineering prototype thermocline storage subsystem.
Several systems providing industrial process heat were
brought on-line; overseas, a distributed receiver system,
employing two types of parabolic troughs, began
generating electricity for the grid in Almeria, Spain.
Performance and operation data from these cur-
rently operating plants will provide a technology and
experience base from which a viable private industry
can grow.
A. COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
The aim of this program clement is to develop
components and stbsystems for midtcmperaturc line-
focus solar collection and conversion technologies. The
objectives are to bring the applicable technologies to a
final state of development and to determine the perfor-
mance, durability, and operation and maintenance
characteristics of components and subsystems. Specific
summaries of FY 81 activities and FY 62 plans are
presented for the Line-Focus Program Research and
Development Announcement (PRDA), the perfc_
mance prototype trough, and thermocline storage.
Line-Focus Program Research and Development
Announcement for Parabo lic Troughs
Final development effort% for cough collectors and
components will concentrate on improving thermal per-
formance, achieving greater durability and reliability,
and developing mass-producible modular units that can
be installed with a minimum of outside labor and
materials. Therefore, a PRDA was sent out in 1980 to
accelerate the development of mass-producible collec-
tors by manufacturers of existing trough collector
systems, and to give collector component manufacturers
the opportunity to develop an improved product that
can be mass-produced. The 1985 goals for these systems
are as follows:
Peak thermal performance:
71 % efficiency at 205'C (400 IF);
65% efficiency at 315°C (600 IF).
Cost before installation:
$100/m 2 ($10/ft 2 ) in 1980 dollars at
500,000 m 2 (5,000,000 ft2)/yr.
Lifetime: 10 to 20 yr.
Cost-sharing contracts were awarded in early FY 81
to Acurex Corporation for collector development,
tracker development, and control system development;
to Solar Kinetics and Suntec Systems for collector
development; and to Winsmith for speed reducer
development.
4-1
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a. Collector Develo men(. The Acurex prototype
drive string (36.5 m / 120 t) is to be constructed by
November 1981, and tested by SNLA at the Acurex
plant by December 1981. The Solar Kinetics drive
string (36.5 m/ 120 ft) is scheduled to be completed in
December 1981, and should be tested by SNLA at the
Solar Kinetics plant by January 1982. The 18.3 -m
(6040 Suntec prototype drive string is scheduled to be
completed by February 1981, and tested by SNLA at
the Suntec plant by April 1982.
b. Acurex Tracker and Control System Develop-
ment. This program, which integrates the collector
tracking and control functions into a single mass-
producible package, is in the final development pro-
totype stage. Significant design improvements include:
(1) fail-safe logic requiring only auto-track, hold, or
stow commands, (2) tracking light sensor on a single
mass-produced chip, (3) control interface for either a
conventional multiwire system or a serial data system
using telephone tone technology/hardware, and (4)
elimination of the collector slew/search for sun acquisi-
tion (or aimless wandering associated with shadow band
trackers) in favor of a system using a single solar track-
ing angle reference (STAR); the STAR systems sense
course, sun position and insolation level to direct the
''tracker controller," which then tracks for the entire
field using the high resolution light band sensor. Pro-
totypes of the hardware were completed in FY 81
C. Winsmith Speed Reducer Develo men(.
Winsmith will design and fabricate a gearbox for
parabolic trough collectors. During FY 81, Winsmith
performed cost/ performance .rade-off studies and com-
pacted preliminary design of twu-stage gearboxes for
collector drive string lengths of 24.4 m (80 ft) and
36.5 m (120 ft). The gearboxes use a planetary first
stage for high efficiency and a worm second stage to
provide lox k-up. Prototype fabrication, testing and
evaluation will occur in early FY 82.
2. Performance Prototype Trough
The Performance Prototype Trough development
began in 1979 to apply information gained from the
development of first-generation parabolic trough col-
lectors. The goals were to improve peak performance to
60% (from the 40% to 50% achieved by first-
generation troughs) and to improve durability and
component life from less than 3 to 20 years. First-
generation designs did not lend themselves to mass pro-
duction, a feature necessary for achieving low cost, so
the new effort emphasized designs that use mass pro-
duction materials and processes.
In 1980, an Engineering Prototype Trough which
achieved 60% peak efficiency was developed. At the
same time, different manufacturing concepts to adapt
trough design to mass produ, tion processes were being
investigated Controls, drives, pylons, foundations,
plating and four different structural designs were
obtained from industry. Prototypes of the designs were
fabricated from soft tooling and were tested. The final
step in the Performance Prototype Trough Project 1s the
assembly during FY 82 of the four designs into 24-m
(80-ft) drive strings, then integrating them in a AT
string with a tracking and control system, and perform-
ing system tests. S • 1ch a process will provide reliable
performance, operatium., maintenance, and cost data
Work performed on this project during FY 81 is
summarized in the following sections.
a. Sheet Metal Reflector Structure. Solar collector
reflector structures were fabricated with stamped sheet
metal panels, estabiishing that high performance reflec-
tor panels can be obtained with this type of mass-
production technology. During FY 81, The Budd Co.
produced prototype units (Figure 4 -2) and evaluated
them through accelerated environmental testing, struc-
tural deformation load testing, and optical inspection
with a laser ray trace system. Contour accuracy of indi-
vidual I- by 2-m panels was well within specified
tolerances. The Budd Co. has now produced several
2- by 6-m collector assemblies, which consist of six
reflector panels mounted on a 6-m torque tube strut -
tural frame. This torque tube frame is also used for the
sheet molding compound and laminated glass struc-
tures discussed below
Figure 4-2. Sheet Metal Reflector Structure Prototype
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b. Sheet Molding Compound Reflector Structure.
Mass-productior. automotive molding technology was
used to fabricate solar collector reflector structures,
demonstrating that highly reflective mirrors of
chemically strengthened glass can be molded into sheet
molding compound structures. Materials and coatings
required for !uccessful integral molding were
developed. Prototype units (Figure 4 . 3) produced by
The Budd Co. were evaluated, including accelerated
environmental testing and optical inspection with a
laser ray trace system. Test results were satisfactory, and
four 2- by 6-m collector assemblies were fabricated and
installed for performance and system testing.
Figure 4 . 3. Sheet Molding Compound
c. Glass/Space Frame Reflector Structure. When
glass with low absorptivity is used, a single sheet of glass
can meet both structural and optical requirements,
reducing cost compared to laminated glass designs.
Schott America fabricated glass mirrors that meet the
reflectivity requirements and are near the accuracy
goals. The Budd Co. fabricated the space frame and
assembled the trough. Individual 1- by 2-m reflector
modules were made by bonding two stamped sheet
metal ribs to two sagged glass mirrors, and the parts
were bonded with a fast-curing polyurethane adhesive.
A full 2- by 6-m trough was then assembled by bolting
six reflector modules to the torque tube.
d. Sandwich Reflector Structure. During FY 81,
sandwich modules fabricated earlier by Hexcel have
remained exposed in the field. After 2 years, the epoxy-
bonded, chemically strengthened mirrors remain
unbroken: the epoxy is sound and only one small silver
delamination zone has appeared in 40 panes.
Parsons of California is investigating the fabrication
of 2- by 6-m, adhesively bonded, steel-
skinned/aluminum honeycomb sandwich reflector
modules (Figure 4-4). To be cost-effective, this
lightweight structure requires simple four-point attach-
ment to a torque tube and high density shipping
capability. Tice effort to laminate glass mirrors with
aluminized steel-face skins in the flat was unsuccessful.
The temperature-cured epoxy adhesives were selected to
obtain long field life while the laminate was formed to
the parabola; the laminate was too stiff for layup in
vacuum bagging. Instead, a one-shot assembly of mir-
rors, skins, honeycomb, and edge closure, using MA229
sheet epoxy throughout, has been successful in 2- by
2-m trial segments. Contour accuracy and resultant
slope error goals appear to be achievable based on
results obtained for these initial segments. This tech-
nique, now being used for full 2- by 6-m modules, pro-
vides the basis for practical volume production
Figure 4-4. Sandwich Reflector Structure Prototype
e. Wind Load Definitions. Two new wind tunnel
test series were conducted at LTV Co. and Colorado
State University to confirm pitching moment
characteristics for parabolic trough collectors (Figure
4-5). These data validate the influence of upstream
Figure 4-5. Scale-Model Parabolic Trough Array in
the Wind Tunnel
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interference from other collector rows and wind screen
fences, and provide load definition for collector drive
systems. An instrumented collector module was
installed in the array at the Coolidge irrigation site to
provide full -scale surface pressure distribution data.
Data on drive string torque loads also arc being
acquired.
f. Foundations. Foundation designs for both
drive and non-drive collector support pylons were
prepared for the Performance Prototype Trough. These
designs were based upon the poured-in-place reinforced
concrete pier concept. Full-scale load tests (Figure 4-6)
conducted by Applied Research Associates validated the
theory used in preparing these designs.
Figure 4 -6. Parabolic Trough Foundations
Undergoing Structural Load Tests
g. EI!IM The tracking support structure for
multiple reflectors and their common drive requires
foundations, pylons, and bearing support mechanisms.
To reduce the cost of these components for mass pro-
duction, design goals arc to reduce the amount of
materials used and devise lower-cost designs. The
pylons ( Figure 4 . 7) are being sized to match the struc-
tural load requirements of the particular string location.
Reducing the along-tit-row rigidity to minimal needs
allows shorter trough gaps for reduced thermal loss and
allows thermal expansion, away from the center drive,
to be handled by pylon flexure. Pylons are being
fabricated of high-strength, low-allow steels with
weathering properties to e l iminate the finishing for cor-
rosion protection that low-carbon steels require. Hot-
rolled beams of high-strength, low-alloy (HSLA)
material arc expected to be procurable in mill-run
quantities for mass production of collectors. Bloomer-
Fiske. Inc. of Chicago, has been the source of weldmenr
prototypes in the HSLA material.
h. Receiver Development. A 3-m (10-ft) modular
receiver design (Figure 4 - 8) with a 3 . 17-cm (1.25-in.)
outer diameter has been evaluated. This design will
include press-fit dust shield collars and an ant ► -
rcilection surface glass jacket.
E
^+1
Figure 4 . 8. Receiver Prototype
A fluorocarbon clastometer (Viton, V-747) dust
seal was exposed to an accelerated temperature and
thermal expansion friction test to evaluate its survival
potential. The conclusion is that the elastometer will
survive at least 20 years of solar operation when properly
isolated from concentrated sunlight. The expected ther-
mooptical improvements should result in at least a 60%
peak efficiency at 315 00 (600°F) output.
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i. Black Chrome Selective Comiril Develop-
nvent. An understanding of how various Plating
parameters affect the thermal stability of elct-
trodeposited black chronic coatings resulted from
detiuled laboratory experiments. This work has resulted
in a Sandia Process Specification, "Electroplating Mild
Stec) Receivers for Concentrating Solar Collators"
(Ref. 4-1)
Highland Plating, a commercial plating facility,
received a contract to demonstrate this process with full-
scale puts. Three lots of 70 receiver tubes cat  were suc-
tvssfully plated by July 1981. The thermal stability of
the tubes was comparable to that of the best coatings
obtained in the laboratory.
An accelerated aging test was also developed. This
test monitors the change in solar absorptance after
hearing at 45000 (840°F) in air for 8 hours. It is used to
ensure that the black chrome coating will survive years
of operation at the collector operating temperature of
3000C (5700F).
j. Anti-Reflection Surfaces. The receiver design
includes a 3.05-m (10-ft) Pvrex glass jacket with anti-
reflection surfaces and fusion joints only at the ends.
The useful transmission of the glass, scattered within a
55-degree included angle, is 0.97 when properly
treated. Because the collector efficiency increases
d ; ectly with the transmission, a six-point efficiency
enhancement is projected because of these surfaces.
The process requires the glass tubing to he phase-
separated for 6 hours at 615'C (I 140'F) while packed
in alumina microspheres, pre-etched in dilute ammo-
nium bifluoride for 15 min, and then etched in a mix-
ture of hydrofluorosilicic and ammonium bifluoride
acid for 8 min at 40'C (140'F).
It. Insulated Metal Hoses. Insulated metal hose
assemblies were obtained from Anaconda Hose Co. and
Hydroflex. Accelerated testing under actual use condi-
tions (Figure 4-9) demonstrated All expected lifetime of
over 10 years. The preferred, most cost-effective deploy-
ment, one which does not require the receiver to rotate
about its own axis, was used. A superior insulation
material for this use was identified from among several
candidates. Tests also confirmed that the minimum
bending radius of the assembly must be maintained at a
margin considerably above the manufacturer's recom-
mended minimum bend radius for the fluid-carrying
inner hose. Assemblies with a bend radius only a slight
margin above manufacturer's recommendations con-
sistently failed to achieve the desired 20-yr life.
Figure 4-9. Insulated Metal Hoses on Test Stand
I. Drives. The driver for trough collectors (Figure
4 . 10) is the mechanism that rotates a string of collectors
to track the sun, and stows the collet tors in a particular
orientation.
During FY 81, drive units furnished by various
suppliers, including Cleveland Gear, Winsmith, Cone
Drive, and Morse. were studied and the following find-
ings noted: (1) Speed reducer units compact enough to
fit in tight space restraints, yet strong enough to meet
performance and environmental requirements, can be
Figure 4 . 10. Drive String Test Stand
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procured. (2) The worm gear design of the drive units
self-locked the drive when it was not operating, assur-
ing that the collectors would riot drift from their last set
position (3) Efficiency for multiple- stage drive units
with the desired speed ratios is low (around 16%). but
this can he raised to about 24% by using improved
lubrication anal wear -in pr•xedures.
m. IntcgrAting Tracker. Two parallel, nickel,
5-mil-diameter wires installed along the axis of the
receiver tube produce two analog signals from focused
collector energy. The difference between the two signals
is digitized by a microprocessor integrated into the
Honeywell control system. Performance tests indicate
that this integrating tracker has the sensitivity and
reliability for accurate tracking
n. Control System. A prototype version of an
advancel solar field control system, developed by
Honeywell, was delivered in FY 81 for installation and
evaluation on the Performance Prototype Trough. This
system integrates collector tracking, fluid control,
safeties, status display, and communications into a
microcomputer-based distributed processing system
Two-way serial communication between the master
field controller and individual collator controllers per-
mits near-real-time determination of individual collec-
tor status, and allows the collector tracking and control
parameters to be set from the master controller. The
master controller calculates sun position and provides it
to the collector controllers for an ephemeris tracking
capability. The system has the flexibility to accom-
modate various collector and field designs, and is
expected to be available for industry use in FY 82.
o. Field I a out Studies. Jacobs Engineering
Group completed tradeoff studies for the layout of a
4645-m 2 (50,000- ft 2 ) parabolic trough collector field.
Results are published in a Jacobs report, Solar Collector
Arra y Piping Design O timization Studies (Ref. 4.2).
A follow-on e ort for the preliminary design of both
cut-west and north-south 4645-m 2
 parabolic trough
collector fields was placed with Jacobs Engineering
Group. The preliminary designs will use the insulation
thicknesses, collector spacings, and AT string lengths
resulting from the recent studies. The designs will be
executed to the point where a complete materials listing
can be made for estimating the cost of constructing such
a field
p. Hr.! Loss in Collector Piping Manifolds. Heat
loss in piping manifold s is a principal parasitic factor
that decreases the overall thermal efficiency of parabolic
trough collector fields. Comoutations of solar collector
field performance typically underestimate the
magnitude of thermal losses over the entire field,
because the computations usually ignore the effects of
piping components such as valves and pipe anchors
During FY 81, the heat loss from various piping com-
ponents was measured (Figure 4 . 11). An uninsulated
S-cm (1-in.) control valve was found to lose 5.000
Btu/h at 315'C (600'F). Insulated, the heat loss was
reduced to 1300 Btu/h at the same temperature.
Similarly. an uninsulated pipe anchor lost about 1300
to 1400 Btu/h at 4I5'C while insulation cut this heat
loss to 900 Btu / h at 3 15 'C-
Figure 4-11. Manifold Pipe Heat Loss Test Loup
In addition, thermal siphoning from the receiver
tube to an insulated piping manifold was identified as
contributing to accelerated cooldown of the manifold.
Thermal siphoning can be eliminated by placing either
a dog-leg trap or a check valve in a 0.4-m (I-in ) line
connecting the receiver to the manifold.
q. Collector Cleaning Sttidy. The collector clean-
ing study (Ref. 4 . 3) investigated a matrix of cleaning
parameters, such as cleaning materials. cleaning fre-
quency, water pressure and water treatments, to iden-
tify good candidates for trough applications (Figure
4.12).
Only one detergent has been found that can restore
glass or acrylic reflectors to 100% of their original
specularity when applied at pressures between 2068 and
6895 kPa (300 to 1000 psi). This detergent contains
approximately 3.5% hydrofluoric acid, and was used in
a 3% solution with dcionizcd water and a dcionizcd
water rinse. All other cleaning techniques ( such as
dcionizcd water /mild detergent, soft water/mild
detergent, dcionizcd water only. soft water only. tap
water/forced -air dry) result in a gradual, continuing
loss of reflectance with time. Most of the surface con-
tamination can be removed by applying a 2068- to
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6805 . 0. tap water spray, but the total dissolved solids
in the local grater supply determine to a large extent the
accumulative soiling rate. In most cases, the actual
cleaning techniques required will he site-dependent.
Figure 4-12. Collector Cleaning Test
3. Thermocline Storage Evaluation
Thermal energy storage can affect the performance
of large solar thermal energy systems. Thermochne
storage, a type of sensible heat storage, has the poten-
tial to meet the cost requirements for use in commercial
systems. During FY 81, a 4.5-m 3 (1200-gal) ei-igineer-
ing prototype thermocline subsystem (Figure 4-13)
underwent heat loss testing, charge and discharge
testing, and static testing. Thermosiphon loops and dif-
fuser design were found to be weak po i nts in the system
and were corrected. Laboratory - scale studies were per-
formed and led to a diffuser design incorporating a per-
forated plate and stacked screens. One-dimensional
computer modeling of a thermocline in a static mode
matched well with the large - scale experimental results.
Figure 4-13. Prototype nermocline Storage Subsystem
B. SYSTEMS EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES
1.	 Irrigation Projects
a. ISO-kW Solar Irri ation, Coolidge. Arizona_.
The Coo t ge Solar Irrigation Project ( Figure 4 . 14) is a
line-focus installation that supplies electrical energy
from a 150-kW turbine generator to the local electrical
cooperative, Electrical District 1, at Coolidge, Arizona
The power is fed to the utility grid in exchange for
power to run three 50-hp irrigation pumps located on
the Dalton Cole Farm.
Figure 4-14. Deep-Well Irrigation Project, Coolidge,
Arizona
At the time of the dedication, the facility was the
world ' s largest operating solar thermal power plant.
The site, south of Coolidge, was selected in February
1977 and a preliminary design study of the facility was
undertaken shortly thereafter by three contractors and
completed in August 1977. On the basis of the concep-
tual design competition, Acurcx Corporation was
selected as the prime contractor for the project and to
supply the solar collectors. The major subcontractors are
Sundstrand Corporation, the supplier of the organic
Rankine-cycle power generation unit, and Sullivan and
Masson Consulting Engineers, which developed the
detailed design with Acurcx.
Description The collector field is made up of
1140.5 m (2^ 3,040 ft 2 ) of A curcx line-focus parabolic
trough collectors arranged in eight loops oriented
north-south. Coilzak, an anodized polished aluminum
with a reflectivity of 60%, was originally used for the
reflective surface of the collectors. The average perfor-
mance of this subsystem was increased to more than
70% by the use of FEK-244.
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The system is designed around three heat transfer
loops. One loop extracts warm heat-transfer oil from
the bottom of a thermal storage tank, circulates the oil
through the collector field, and returns it hot to the top
of the thermal storage tank. The xcond loop extracts
hot oil from the top of the storage tank, circulates the
oil through a vaporizer heat exchanger, and returns it to
the bottom of the storage tank or directly to the collec-
tor field Inlet. the third loop circulates liquid toluene
through the vaporizer heat exchanger and then expands
the vapor through the turbine in the power conversion
Module to extract the energy for electrical power
generation. The cycle is completed by condensing the
expanded low-enthalpy vapor and pumping the con•
densat- back to the vaporizer. The system flow diagram
is shown in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4-15. 150-kWe Solar-Powered Irrigation
Facility Flow Diagram
Solar energy is converted to electrical energy by
means of an organic Rankine-cycle power conversion
Module that uses toluene as the working fluid. The unit
is complete with gear reduction and a 440-V, ac. 60-Hz,
high-efficiency generator. Supporting equipment
includes a vapor condenser for condensing the toluene,
and a vaporizer assembly consisting of a preheater, an
evaporator, and a superheater for vaporizing the
toluene. Energy is stored in a 114-m3 ( 30,000-gal) insu-
lated tank 4 m (13.67 ft) in diameter and 15 m (49 ft)
high. The control subsystem monitors and controls the
collection and storage of solar energy and the genera-
tion and supply of electrical power. In addition, the
subsystem protects against system-related anomalies
such as high temperatures in the collector field and
natural events such as gusty winds.
The control finctions have built-in fail-safe action
or direct limiting devices and are based primarily on
closed-loop control and analog signal transmission. The
data acquisition subsystem monitors the performance of
the system and measures the auxiliary power consumed
by the system.
Accomplishments, FY 81. The facility was
operational throughout  FY 81; performance data were
collected through the winter and summer solstices and
the spring and fall equinoxes; complete performance
characteristics were determined for all elements of the
system; and the system operated in excess of 90% of the
good weather time, supplying 160,000 kWe of electric-
ity to the utility grid
A fire safety analysts of the facility was conducted
us-ng fault-tree analysis techniques. The results are
summarized in SAND81 .0781 (Ref. 4 .4) A first-hand
check of the analysis was obtained in September 1981,
when a flex hose rupture occurred without producing a
fire. The operator error which contributed to the flex
hose being overstressed was corrected, the flex hose was
replaced, and the facility was completely operational
within 1 day.
F. rtence and Insights. Lessons learned from
the construction and operation of the facility are sum-
marized below.
(1) Construction:
(a) Piping joints tend to leak; threaded
joints are the worst, followed by flanges, swagelock
fittings. end welded joints.
(b) Conventional arc welding of plumbing
joints is satisfactory in most cases. Tungsten inert
gas welding is necessary for stainless steel
attachments and swagelock thermocouple fittings.
(c) Thermocouples with swagelock fittings
are best for measuring fluid temperatures.
(d) All valve bodies should be welded into
their pipelines and valve stems should point
downward to prevent leakage from getting into in-
sulation.
(e) Insulation should be installed in
multilayers with lapped joints.
(f) Manholes on the sides of a thr rmal
storage tank are undesirable hecause they wi,l leak
fluid and are a source of heat loss.
(g) Leak tests should be performed on tl.c
pipelines with the lines filled with fluid and :.t
temperature p , ior to insulating them.
(h) Operating personnel should be on-site
during final construction and checkout.
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s ystenl pumped approxunately 0 04 m3/s (7M
gallmen) of water Into . ground level reservoir front is
depth of 30 111 ( l(X1 110
The experiment showed that %IIAI cncrgy could
Ile successfully used to px)wer itngatlon pumps.
However, their were sonic systrin design dctulcnt)es u1
thcttt ►al heal IIA110CI Iluld tontn ►) and heal cngunc
opctatI0IIAI %IAI)Iluy hr%ign mt ►ttifwanons weir )tack,
and ,he field wars Cxpandcd by an additional 610 m2
(700 fi e ) of collctiors nlatiufwnucd by Solar Kmcnts.
I he thcnnocline storage system worked well and
dcnna)sttafcd flat it two-tank system tunncttcd tit
seises worked just as well AN it
	 system.
Muth valuable expefientc was gained from
this cxpetinlcnt Ik%AII%c stir ohlctnves uI file
experin )ent had hccn a1111cvcd, DOE tcrinulstnt us
support of the system un July 31, 1980, and taw nefship
tit the systcnl was transferred to NMS1 1 Before July it,
the tollCttclt held Oplcl.ncd u ► mute than 704%, of the
daylight 11111M and file turbine tipcl.ncd 1110M the) 4M
hours. Spring Cyutnox and sununcr x ► Isnce eVAIUatkN)
Intigruns weir suttcssfitl.
In sununct N81 . NMS11 removed file experinirmAl
system Iron) file site. A filial cxpenment rcpx ►n has
been prcparcd by SNLA and NMS11 (Rrt 4.1).
2. Industrial Process HCat Field feats
Fun file past 1 years, DOE has tundra four cycles of
solar energy field tests for producing Industrial process
heat (IPH) at various industrial plane around she coun-
try (see Table 4 . 1). Seven projects from Cycles 2
Table 4 . 1. Solar IPH Field Tests Funded
for ConitrUCtI011
/A %
Y\\	 ,Yl\.
	
(rl\1 	 Ctp.
1	 ► 	 .
M•1 It.B•	 - V	 •	 •	 0
IYM W ,III IYr\ I ^ • Y
111•.
...1..1..,1, ,,.. • -  ^ -	 --•
1\YM , .Y11M11, , t	 ^ 1 V
•r„w.,r.^n1..,.,,r r,.1 w•11 .++.r„ „r,,,r.
through 4, all but one using parabolic trough collet tors,
weir under tonsucitnon during FY 81 Hour of tllr%c
weir ton)pleted, and file (Wilier three will IV completed
next year
a. Projects Comple ted. Cornstititnon was com-
pleted oil Cyr e 1 projects duting the year hat h of
the completed projects consists of a field of approx-
imately I,M) n) 2 (10,760 ft-1 ) of pa,Ahm , ht frough till
lettots prt ►vidi ng saturated strain ft) an Industrial plant
steam tinC
At the how Chemical Plant, to Dalton, Cstorgia,
steals at appfOXIIIIAtCly 1014 kPa (110 im) Is used III
manufacture of latex ft►an) The system desr inct and
Integrator wall 	 Wheeler Development Corpora-
nun, and file tollcetots SIC Sonia pafalx ►Ilt trotighs
The plant and M ► lal systcn) rIC shown In F)gurC 4.1'
The Installation and operation of the system was
satisfactory except for a nuniler of improperly installed
flexible hoses, which weir sustrimblc tit leakage Con-
scyucntty. Pha.c f, r )peratwn antt llvalnA(1011, was
&)-?red until new hoses could be installed
Figure 4 . 17. Collector Field at Dow Chemical PISnt
The lone Star Ntcwery project, in San Antonio,
Texas, was entering file upetauonSl phase at the end of
FY 81 PIC tolletturs Are from Sulat Kinetics, with an
aperture arcs of tH1U 111 = (9687 ft 2 ), Stitt arc I11OUMCd kill
the factory roof At the Lune Star plant The system in-
tegtatOt was Southwest Reseanh Institute of San An-
tonio As in the Dow ptutrti, a hsdnxSftx►n oll It the
hrAI transfer Iluld, and file Output (tuns file heal cx-
thAlIgcr is satur.IC11 steam at , ►IVIlt 860 kPa (121 psi).
Figure 4 . 18 shows the rout-muuntcd systcnl at lone
Star.
The last systcn) that tetame operational this year
is located at the Ore-Ida Foods Plant, in Ontario,
Oregon, and was designed by TRW, Inc (Figure 4.19).
The collectors arc Suntct troughs, gnnind muuntcd,
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I Igurc -I- I8. Cllettors in Oprution at IaHle Star
Brewery
whah supply steam to the Ain Plant stem Idle at
212 - C: (411-F). The system differs from the ot tic I two
in that the heat transtet hood is Ptessurued water and
All 41114711 hx ►p, flash 11011471 a111110at h is used
Figure 4.19, Collator Field at Ore-Ida Project
:'()moot tion of mic of the Cycle 2 ptolects N.I% rho
completed duting the year This was at the Taopuana
plant in Bradenton, Florida. The tollectors weir
Genr.A1 Flectric TC-3110 evacuated tube collectors Willi
comptnind paralx0ht tusp (('PO non tracking reflet
tuts This pr()jett his hcen troutslcd by eligIlIMIlig,
hardware, schedule and budget problems The systcm
W AS ton1111ctcd to the IxOlnt that it could he operated in
order to gaol 111f()rniatton on this tvpc of tollettor
system, but the acte11tantc test, held 411 November
1980, was not suucsshil, and a Phase 5 contract has not
h-cn aNatdcd. The principal problems arc iriadeyuate
insulation and tollettor tube hreakAge tram thetillal
shotk No further WE funding ()f this pruleti i, % ar.
t is ipated
b. Projects Under Construction. Construction
proceeded at the two ^(rpptoxirnately 5.001
m2/ 50,m) ft 2 )
 
cost-shared steam projects in Cycle 4 of
the field test program The field at the United States
Steel Chemicals plam to Haverhill. Ohio, III 	 com-
plete. The collectors rue Solar Kinctus T-700, whah are
ground-111101,1111114'd and use all oil heat trarltfef fluid
Steam at I:Ott kPA (171 pit) is supplied tc0 life plant
%tealll Ime. where it is used to rh47 manulatime of
pulystymic and ,other plastics. The prime contratior is
( olumhu (ias System Service Corlsoration, a Ras utility
that tomribuird to the cost share Nish USS Chemicals
As of the end of FY 81, the system was w llhltll yd to Ix
opetAtIMIal within i months
The other system is at Caterpillar Tractor
Corporation in San Leandro. California, mounted on a
factory roof. Thew collector also are from Solar
Kineti c s; the s y stcm designer is Southwest Rcscatth
Insiltute Plessunied hot water is cutulated through
the field and used th,. ►ughou! the factory building as a
heat souse fat vehicle parts washing. This system
should Ix tonlpleted m early FY 82.
The last Cycle 4 project it) be constructed is
L-. the Southern Union Refinery in Lovingion. New
Mexico. Herr, tX)0 m 2 ( 1X+87 fi l l of Solar Kinetics col-
let toes generate steam at 144 kPa 1191 psi) to he used
Ili the refining lstotcss Consituttum of this system was
delayed last year t41 permit trio ation of the solar tollec-
tun. 71147 site Initially selected cntallcd problems of
reflector Moiling because of a cooling tower adlatent to
the prop()srd Idxation The cuntlattur is Energetics,
Inc.; the sthcdulcd cunlparti()n date is October 1981.
Finally, one of the Cycle 1 projects, at Homc
Laundr y in Pa5adc11a, California, ha. not vet been com-
pleted, and is scheduled fior tontuuied wotk tit FY 81
A variet y of engineering and hudgr(Ars Pruhlcros have
arisen at this project. but they are expected t() he re-
solvcd Willi s()n1e additlonai DOF funding next veal,
c. Other Projects. Four projects from Cycle 1 will
be the fstxus Of an upgrade 11r0gram. managed h)
Energy Tethn0l41gy Engineering Center (ETF.C). These
Systems. whah atc typaall y 4 years old, will he
modified to bring them III, t() the current state of the
Aft and to 310110i.anth Improve pertormante. The
systems are at Gilroy Fouls, Campbell Soup, La Cour
Kiln, and Riegel Textiles.
Design work was tonlpleted tin two of the
original C - vcle a projects, at Batts C111lalll47r Company
III Ft. Worth, Texas, and Ncstle-Libby in Santa I-Abel.
I'llert0 Rau. Budgetary 11TIMatl011S prevcntrd pro-
t ceding tilt() coast rut t ion
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d. Support Activities. Studies of collector soiling
and other types of optical degradation in the industrul
environment support the IPH field test. An important
source of this informat ion has been an ongoing study by
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corporation
(MDAC), under contract to SNLA. Material-sample
racks of the type shown in Figure 4 - 20 have been
deployed at 10 industrial plant sites in the United
States. Reflector and absorber samples arc retrieved
each month, and during the past 2 years more than
30,000 separate measurements of optical properties
have been made. The result has been a significant
improvement in the understanding of the environ-
mental effects problem and an appreciation of the im-
pact of industrial effluents on concentrator perfor-
mance. The final report for this project will be available
in early FY 82 (Ref. 4-6). A simile ( although less exten-
sive) program was conducted by DSET, Inc. , in support
of the large-scale, low-temperature IPH projects
managed by the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI)
at five candidate sites.
iL
Figure 4-20. Materials Exposure Rack at Enhanced Oil
Recovery Project near Bakersfield, California
In a related area, SNLA has prepared and pub-
lished a report (Ref. 4-3) providing guidelines concern-
ing collector cleaning to owners and operators of
parabolic trough solar energy systems. The study was
based on extensive laboratory and field experience in
solar mirror cleaning, and on interviews with cleaning
equipment vendors and representatives of other in-
dustries that have major cleaning requirements similar
to those of solar concentrators (e.g., fleet car wash
operations). Because the soiling problem is so site-
specific, the prescriptions for cleaning must be also.
Thus, the report offers guidelines for a series of decision
points that allow the system owner to tailor the cleaning
strategy to local conditions.
SERI published and distributed a report, Dust ^n
Considerations for Solar IPH Systems (Ref. 4-7)
culminating their efforts to aid IPH contractors to
avoiding mistakes made in past field tests.
A more ambitious SERI activity is the report,
Design Approaches for Solar IPH Systems (Ref. 4.8),
that has been prepared in d raft form. Unlike the design
considerations report, which contained qualitative
design recommendations, this report covers the quan-
titative details of designing a solar IPH system. Both
documents rely heavily on lessons learned from IPH
fie'd tests, and cover flat plate, evacuated tube, and
parabolic trough collectors. A final version is expected
to be available in FY 82.
SERI continues to visit operating field tests once
they have accrued sufficient operating hours to supply
useful data. To check the data acquisition and instru-
mentation systems, a portable instrumentation
package, which includes thermocouples, pyranometer,
anemometer, power transducer and infrared thermo-
meter, was assembled in October 1980.
Finally, a study of construction costs for solar IPH
systems was carried out by Mueller Asscxiatcs, Inc.,
under contract to SERI (Ref. 4-9). Standard industry
methods for determining the actual cost of construction
were used. The new information this has provided to
the solar thermal progr.in will be useful in identifying
the most fruitful research areas for system improvement
and cost reductions.
3. International Energy Agency/Small Solar Power
Systems
The Small Solar Power Systems (SSPS) project to
design and build a solar thermal power plant was begun
in 1977 by members of the International Energy
Agency (IEA). Nine IEA member countries are
cooperating in the effort: Austria, Belgium, Germany,
Greece, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the
United States. Almeria, Spain, was the site chosen for
the two side-by-side systems: a distributed collector
system (DCS) and a central receiver system (CRS).*
These systems are based on existing available
technology, with a minimum of research Arid develop-
ment effort. The SSPS plant was completed and in
operation by the end of FY 81; the test and operations
phase su5sequently began and will proceed through the
end of I ci83 (Ref. 4-10).
The DCS, which is the largest operational solar
thermal electric power plant using parabolic trough
*For a full discussion of the CRS, see Section II.B.2.
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tet hnology, will provide plant operational dau on
operations and mamtenante to complement the L l S.
Parabolic Trough Technology Program. Data from the
solar-unique subsystems, such as collectors, storage.
and their control systems. will provide valuable data
parabolic trough process heat applications. Figure 4.21
is a photo of the IEAISSPS field, with the two DCS
systems in the foreground.
Figure 4 . 11. IEA SSPS Field, late FY 81
The 500-kWc DCS comprises two types of line-
focus parabolic trough tollettors (a U.S. single-axis
tracking system manufactured by Acurcx, Anil a (;cr-
man two-axis tracking system produced by MAN*), a
thermal storage system, and a power conversion system.
The plant's total collector area is 5362 m 2 (57,716 0),
with the two tollcctor fields approximately equal. Ther-
mal energy collected by the heat transfer fluid, Mon-
santo Santotherm a' 55 oil, is pumped at high
temperature (295 00 5631T) to the top of a thermtKline
heat storage vessel. It then tan be pumped to a steam
generator to produce steam to run the steam turbine.
Low-temperature (225 OC/437 0F) Samotherm"' 55 is
returned from the steam generator to the bottom of the
thermocline storage vessel, then pumped back to the
collector field.
a. Acurcx Collector Field. The Acurcx collector
field has it total collector aperture area of 1674 m2
(28,783 ft 2 ) and is made up of 10 collector loops of two
rows each. (A loop represents the number of collectors
required to raise the oil temperature from the field inlet
temperature to the field outlet temperature; also
known as a AT string.) The collector tracks the sun in a
single-axis mode with the rotational axis oriented in an
cast-west direction. These collectors arc similar to those
employed at the solar thermal irrigation plant in
*Mast.hinenfabrik Augsburg - Niirnhcrg, Federal
Republic of Germany.
Coolidge, Atizuna, except for the reflecting surface. For
the SSPS, back-surface mirrored thin glass (0 6 to 0.8
mm) with excellent optical properties is used as the
reflector material for the first time in an experimental
plant. The back-surface mirrored, tempered thin glass
I% bonded to a sheet steel (0.7 t.. 0.8 mm) to make up
the collector reflecting surface.
b. MAN Collector Field. The MAN collector is
twe-axis tracking with a thick (4 to 5 mm), back•surface
mirrored, hot-finned floaiglass reflecting surface. The
MAN field is made up of 14 loops, oath loop consisting
of a row of six two-axis tracking collectors, for a total
collector aperture area of 2688 rn 2 (28.933 ft2).
c. DCS Thermal Storage. The single thcrmocline
vessel of the DCS storage system is a vertical cylindrical
shell with dished headers welded to both ends. The
storage vessel is about 15 m (49 ft) high, and has an in-
side diameter of ..2 m (13.78 ft) with a total volume of
Approximately 176 m3 (46,5(X) gal). Because a nitrogen
ullage, or hlanke-., is at the top of the vessel to prevent
oxidation of the oil, control pressure, and accommodate
changes in the fluid level, the actual working volume of
hot oil for plant operation is about I 15 m3 (30,350
gal).
Two buffer storage tanks, one for each collector
field, are used to prevent cold oil from the field fron,
entering :hc thermocline storage vessel. Once the outlet
temperature of vil from the fields reaches 295'C
(563'F), the flow tan he supplied to the storage vessel.
d. DCS Power Conversion System. A steam
generator and a .tram cur me/generator unit are the
primary subsystems of the powt r
 conversion system.
The generator consists of a separate economizer,
evaporator (with a steam/water separation drum
mounted at-Ave), and superheater.
The steam turbine is an eight-stage condensing tur-
bine with one extraction for the deaerator. The turbine
drives the air-cooled electric generator through a reduc-
tion gear of a single-reduction parallel-shaft type. hay.
ing a calculated overall efficiency of 22.7%
c. Test and Operations. The plant will be run
under actua operating co^Zitions to the maximum
possible extent while test and operations personnel col-
lect reliable dau on the viability of the selected
technical solutions, the behavior of the plant, and the
economics of plant operation. To ensure that this data
is available to U.S. industry and utilities. DOE has a
representative on the Test and Operations Advisor
Board, the group that provides recommendations on
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the planning and evaluation of operations. DOE is
chairing the SSPS International Test and Evaluation
Team that will conduct tests and experiments in parallel
with routine operations and will report the results of all
tests and operations.
4. Modular Industrial Solar Retrofit Program
The Modular Industrial Solar Retrofit (MISR) Pro-
gram is a DOE project to develop modular trough
systems for use in IPH applications and to terminate
successfully the DOE trough development effort. The
project will use collector technology suitable for retrofit.
ting low- to mid-temperature steam applications cur-
rently burning premium fossil fuels such as oil and
natural gas (Rcf. 4-11).
a. Background. Much experience in the applica-
tion of parabolic trough systems was gained from the
shallow-well experiment at Willard, New Mexico, the
deep-well experiment at Coolidge, Arizona (discussed
earlier), and several solar IPH experiments. From these
first-of-a-kind experiments, it became evident that
installation costs were high and that operational
reliability was lower than the state of technology would
indicate. Because the experiments and related applica-
tion analyses showed that retrofit of low- to medium-
temperature IPH applications is a logical initial
penetration for line-focus technology, the MISR project
was developed. Industri will develop the designs, and
privately funded experiments to obtain system cost and
performance data arc anticipated.
In the U.S., industry currently consumes about
25% of the total energy produced. Of this amount,
68% is used to generate heat for industrial processes.
Approximately 30% of all process hrat requires peak
temperatures of 315 00 (6000F) or less; if preheating
applications are included, this percentage increases to
51%. Therefore, a significant amount of fossil fuel
could be displaced by matching line-focus solar
technology with industrial process heat applications.
b. Project Description. The MISR project is struc-
tured to select and qualify multiple designs of modular
systems and to identify applications of several represen-
tative sites. Funding limitations have necessitated a
reduced, single-cycle effort instead of the three cycles of
experiments initially planned.
In the first phase of MISR, five detailed designs
of modular systems will be developed by trough sup-
pliers, and a qualification-test system for each will be
evaluated for performance and reliability. The second
phase will involve five conceptual designs for inte-
grating the MISR candidate modules into a steam
plant. Up to 10 industrial installations will be selected
to serve as theoretical sites for such integrated systems.
Modular designs using standardized, proven com-
ponents should reduce engineering costs and improve
reliability for trough systems. Factory prefabrication of
standardized components and subsystems will reduce
custom I .cring costs and on-site installation costs,
thereby reducing costs further
c. FY 81 Accomplishments. A MISR Project
Technical Information  Conference was held in February
1981. The MISR System Request for Proposal (RFP) was
distributed in April 1981 to approximately 80 re-
questers, of which 12 submitted proposals. Five con-
tracts for modular system designs were awarded in
September 1981. Qualification will be conducted at
SNLA and SERI to determine if the RFP specifications
have been ract.
In sjpport of t:.e RFP development, a packaged
boiler t sage survey was made in Texas, New Mexico,
and m,zoni. From the results of these surveys, the size
of the i IISR modules was set at 2500 m 2 (26,900 ft 2 ) of
solar ee elector area, and the energy output was specified
as steam up to 1725 kPa (250 psi). The RFP included
both system specifications and design considerations,
incorporating inputs from the four solar manufacturers
under contract during FY 80, the expertise of the
Stearns-Roger design team, and the experiences obtain-
ed from previous DOE solar experiments.
The PRDA for the MISR representative industrial
site selection was released by DOE/ALO in September
1981. An information brochure on the potential MISR
experiments was developed and distributed widely in
May 1981.
d. Future Activities. The major effort in 1982 will
be to complete industry designs, construct the qual-
ification test sites, and begin qualification testing.
Qualification tests will be completed in early FY 83.
Industry interface design studies should be completed a
few months after the system qualification tests are
completed.
C. EXPERIMENTS AT TEST FACILITIES
SUPPORTING PARABOLIC TROUGH
PROGRAM, SANDIA NATIONAL
LABORATORIES, ALBUQUERQUE
1. Flexible Hoses
A flexible hose test stand was used to simulate the
environment that a flexible hose must survive in a col-
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lector field. The MOD-1 hose design survived 15,000
cycles at 315 00 (60t)°F), equivalent to 41 years of use
The MOD-2 hose was then evaluated, however, the
MOD-1 hose proved to be more durable and will be
used on the Performance Prototype Trough
2. Performance Prediction
A program to predict the performance of mid-
temperature trough collectors was planned in FY 80
and imFlemented in FY 81. The objectives of this pro-
gram wer-: to hand off to industry capabilities to test
mid-temperature, parabolic trough collectors; to
characterize a number of concentrating collectors; to
predict thermal performance of these collectors in five
U.S. cities; and to develop techniques to enable a com-
parison of the performance of parabolic trough solar
collectors with that of compound parabolic concen-
trating (CPC) collectors. Three commercial facilities
were judged to be technically qualified to test
line-focusing, concentrating collectors: BDM,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, DSET, Phoenix, Arizona:
and Wyle laboratories, Huntsville, Alabama. Fifteen
line-focusing. concentrating collectors, loaned by
manufacturers at no cost to Sandia, were characterized.
Of these 15, the performance of one was so poor that no
further effort was undertaken. The performance of two
others was poor but improvements were feasible. Cot-
rective action was taken by the manufacturers and the
collectors were reevaluated.
The test re:,,• s from the 12 remaining collectors
were used in conjunction with Typical Meteorological
Year (TMY) data to predict the performance in five
cities. Document SAND80 . 1964 (Ref. 4-12) described
the overall project and the techniques developed to
predict thermal performance. Documents
SAND80-1964/ 1 . 12 presented the results of the predic-
ti-ns for the following 12 collectors: Solar Kinetics
T-700 with FEK 244 reflectors, Suntec with glass.
Acurex with FEK 244 reflectors, Sun Heet, AAI, Acurex
with glass reflectors, Solar Kinetics T-700 with glass
reflectors, Alpha Sclarco, Solar Kinetics T-600 with
FEK 244 reflector, Custom Engineering with Sandia-
designed receivers, Polisolar POL collector, and Toltec
collector. Two CPC collectors were tested, the GE
TC-300 at Sandia and the Sunmaster collector at Wyle.
Sandia has developed a technique to predict ther-
mal performance of low-temperature trough collectors.
The objectives of this program are (1) to characterize
trough solar collectors capable of supplying energy for
domestic water heating, operating absorption chillers,
and other low-temperature applications; (2) to allow
participating manufacturers to test modifications aimed
At upgrading their collectors; (3) to predict thermal per-
formance in eight cities where available sunshine is
fudged to create a potential market for those collectors.
Four manufacturers loaned the following basic and
modified collectors at no cost to Sandia: 2 collectors
each from Applied Solar Research (Phoenix, Arizona),
E-Systems (Dallas, Texas), and Whiteline (Asheville,
North Carolina); and 3 collectors from Sunlxtwer
Systems ( Phoenix, Arizona). As of late summer 1981,
testing had been completed on the two E-Systems col-
lectors and two of the three Sunpower collectors.
Documentation of results obtained is under way.
A Solar Kinetics T-11W collector also was designed
and fabricated, and a single module is scheduled to be
assembled on the rotating platform at the Collator
Module Test Facility (CMTF) in Albuquerque.
3. Glass-Reinforced Concrete
The Stanfnrd Research Institute (SRI) was tasked by
Sandia in May 1980 to characterize the properties of
glass-reinforced concrete (GRC) used as a substrate
material in parabolic troughs. SRI had claimed that
glass fibers, used as a reinforcing agent instead of the
conventional steel and mixed in with a sand-cement-
water mixture, allowed the material to be used in sec-
tions as thin as 3/1(-In. Also, SRI predicted possible
cost reductions of 50% or more for heliostats and
troughs using this material.
The study was completed in March 1981, and was
documented (Ref. 4-13). Although many results were
encouraging, the study raised more questions than it
answered. The project was turned over to SERI for their
consideration, as Sandia was developing other
materials.
Driver and Control Systems Test Stand
The driver and control systems test stand was exten-
sively tested before being put into use in September
1980. This test stand tests both mechanical drivers and
electric motors and control systems, in both the steady
state and transient conditions. Typical measurements
ini ludo power, acceleration, velocity, torque, speed,
current, voltage, power factor and systems response.
The following units were tested from January
through July 1981: Cleveland Model 30-60 (3000-to-1
ratio); Winsmith Model 1DCTTM (3125-to-1 ratio);
1/2-hp Honeywell 24-Vdc motor with Sandia-
engineered and EEG-fabricated controller, 1/1-hp
Honeywell 180-Vdc motor with Dart standard con-
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figuration and factory-modified SCR controller; 3 /4-hp
Honeywell 180 -Vdc motor with Hampton SCR con-
troller; 1-hp Honeywell 180-Vdc motor with Dart SCR
controller, I-hp Dayton motor with Dayton SCR
controller.
S. Performance Prototype Trough Test Site
Con.truction
The Performance Prototype Trough System, cur-
rently under development by Sandia, consists of 97.5 m
(320 ft) of 2-m-aperture solar collector parabolic
trough. Site work is complete on the test site and collec-
tor foundations were poured in August 1981. The
trough system arrived in Septcmler and should he
installed in early FY 81.
6. Central Receiver Test Facility Cost History
At Sandia Livermot.'s request, the costs (including
out-of-pocket expenditures) associated with building
the Central Receiver Test Facility (CRTF) were
documented in a Sandia Report (Ref. 4.14).
Mass Production PRDA Testing
Solar Kinetics, Acurex, and Suntec are developing
improved collectors. Sandia will test the results of these
efforts at each manufacturer's plant. Fluid loops have
been secured and Sandia is setting up control and data
acquisition systems for these tests.
8. Black Chronic Test
The black chrome testing continues, using the
Solar Kinetics collector for a test stand for various types
of black chrome The system operated for 989 hours
from January through July 1981. The results of black
chrome degradation were analyzed, but documentation
has not yet been completed.
9. Receiver Seal and Support Test Stand
The tester was modified to accommodate two
receiver tubes and their glass envelopes for O-ring
testing. Silicon and Viton O-ring testing started
February 13, 1981, outdoors with minimal thermo-
couple instrumentation and manual control of the
heater temperature. 10.000 cycles (simulated 20-yr fric-
tional life) were completed on March 25, with no visible
deterioration of the O-rings. Data gathered manually
two to five times a day indicated a wide variation of
receiver tube temperatures because of wind conditions
and heater power variations
The tester was moved inside to eliminate the envi.
ronmental effects, a temperature controller was in.
stalled to maintain a constant temperature on the
O-ring collars, and load cells were installed to monitor
the O-ring frictional forces.
Two sets of Viton O-ri!jgs were tested beginning
May 4 After 21 days of continuous static testing, 25
days of dynamic testing was conducted to evaluate vary-
ing frictional forces. Frictional forces of 50 and 55 lb
were used, then gradually decreased to 40 lb.
Documentation is in progress.
10. Receiver Tube Evaluation
Tests of the Viton and silicon O-ring seals on the
Custom Engineering troughs showed that the seals
must be protected from the high intensity of (lie con-
centrated light, which caused temperatures up to
231'C (450'F) on the rings. After several shield designs
were tested, a preliminary design that should reduce
deterioration and increase seal life resulted. Such
shielding techniques reduced temperatures to just over
176'C (350'F), within the design specifications of the
seal.
11. Motor Control
The Hampton and two versions of the Dart SCR
motor ccntrollers were tested over a 1-month period.
The start and stop delay times, on-signal pulse times,
and motor-:oast after turn-off were evaluated with
4- and 2-ohm resistors switched across the motor leads
after the off-signal to provide dynamic braking. Little
difference was noted between the effects of the 2- and
(he 4-ohm resistors. At full load, dynamic braking was
not very effective; at reduced loads, motor costing was
reduced significantly.
12. Pipe Loss Experiments
Pipe loss test results were obtained fo • straight
insulated pipe, pipe with an air-driven control valve in
line, pipe with two hand-controlled valves in line, and
pipe with pipe stands welded to them. "rest results are
being analyzed and a report c in progress. The pipe loss
test system has since been removed and the parts
distributed to other users.
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SECTION V
HEMISPHERICAL BOWL TECHNOLOGY
A. FIXED-MIRROR DISTRIBUTED-FOCUS
The fixed-mirror, distributed-focus (FMDF) solar
energy concept use, large, bowl-shaped, fixed-aperture
collectors to concentrate solar energy on tracking linear
receivers. FMDF systems operate at temperatures up to
750'C 0 380'F) and thus have a broad range of applica-
tions. However, because of their fixed apertures, they
produce less energy annually per unit of reflective area
than do tracking systems. For FMDF systems to gain
acceptance, therefore, their production costs must be
low enough that performance-cost ratios are com-
petitive with other solar concepts.
During FY 81, FMDF technology development,
rather than following a broad plan of design, fabrica-
tion of prototypes, testing, and experimental projects as
was proposed earlier, focused url two specific problems
of a support nature to understand bettei the nature of
stresses in spherically curved glass mirrors, and to gain a
better understanding of FMDF system performance.
1. Stress Analysis of Glass Mirrors
To reduce the cost of FMDF systems, elastically
formed, commercial -grade, float glass is used as the
reflective material for the mirrors. Although mirrors
made from this glass have shown good resistance to
impact in hail tests and to thermal cycling in develop-
ment tests, they have cracked under exposure to localiz-
ed low-level radiation caused by multiple-bounce
reflections on the surface of FMDF collectors. To better
understand this problem, two contracts were placed to
analyze stresses in spherically curved glass mirrors. One,
with Shclltcch Associates, was for an analytical deter-
mination of stresses; the other, with the Naval Research
Laboratory ( NRL), was to determine stresses experimen-
tally.
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The Shclltcch analysis was completed early in FY
81, and a final report was issued ( Ref 5 . 1) In this
analysis, membrane and bending stresses were
predicted to reach a maximum of 3000 psi at the center
of the mirror for a collector radius of 11-112 m ( 37-1/2
ft) (similar to the Crosbyton Analog Design Verification
System). Adding a short-term thermal stress of 1000 psi
brings the total to 4000 psi. Stresses in mirrors with
larger radii of curvature will be less. Allowable stress of
soda-lime glass is 1000 psi A life-time analysis by
SNLA personnel indicates that soda-lime glass mirrors
subjected to constantly applied tensile stress of 1500 psi
have a 30% probability of cracking within 10 years.
NRL used grid photography and moire analysis to
measure bending stress in sample mirrors from the
Crosbyton ADVS and photoelasric methods to measure
membrane stresses. Bending stress ranged between
1000 and 2500 psi and maximum membrane stresses
were 1500 psi. These measurements essentially con-
firmed the Shclltcch analysis.
2. Computer Simulation Model of S-M%%' FMDF
Power Plant
A computer simulation model of a 5-MW FMDF
steam electric power plant was completed during FY
81. The model uses SOLTES, a general purpose code for
evaluating performance of solar energy systems. The
5-MW electric power plant incorporates a variable,
small-(ommunity electrical load (2.5 MWp) and
Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) weather data. The
model includes the major components of a steam power
plant such as collectors, turbines, etc., and in addition,
a complete two-phase piping network and thermtlohne
storage (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5 . 1. Schematic of FMDF Steam Power Plant
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The SOLTES model was run against full-year
weather data in three configurations: ( 1) no thermal
storage, excess energy collected supplied to grid, (1)
thermocline storage, and (3) no storage, collector field
sized to minimize collection of excess energy. For the
hybrid plant using ten 60-m (200-ft) diameter collectors
with a peak efficiency of 0.67, the fuel displacement
fraction is 0.49 and 0. 37, respectively, for the first two
configurations. For the third, it is 0 . 15 with five 60-m
collectors.
B. CROSBYTON SOLAR POWER PROJECT
The Crosbyton Solar Power Project began to 1976
with an effort to develop a conceptual design for a
5-MWe solar hybrid electric power plant to serve the
city of Crosbyton, Texas That conceptual design was
the basis for the Analog Design Verification System
(ADVS), construction of which was completed in FY
80.
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Figure 5-2. Analog Design Verification System
Operating in Crosbyton, Texas
The ADVS ( Figure 5-2) is a 20 - m-diameter version
of one of the ten 60-rr. collectors planned for the
Crosbyton Solar Power Plant (Figure 5-3). It consists of
438 spherically curved glass mirror panels, each about 1
m square, which focus incoming sunlight onto a
5.5-m-long receiver made up of two helically wound
tubes. These tubes arc the same inside diameter (65
mm) and length (112 m) as projected for the full-scale
system. By virtu- of the howl concept, the mirror panels
are fixed, offering the potential of low-cost, rugged
mirror structures. The sun is tracked by moving the
receiver, which operates as a boiler and provides steam
at nominal conditions of 538 •C (1000'F) and 1000 psi.
In FY 81, the ADVS completed 20 months of oper
ation, and first generated electricity for the local grid
Figure 5 - 3. Conceptual Design of the Proposed
Crosbyton Solar Power Plant
The experimental data verified that the ADVS can pro-
duce usable energy as efficiently as design studies had
indicated, with peak meast red efficiency 63% at
nominal steam conditions. The analysis techniques and
computer codes used in the project to date have been
shown to be highly accurate at off-peak. as well as peak,
conditions. This enabled reliable performance and
design analyses in support of the development of a
preliminary system design for the full- scale power plant
during FY 81. Also, virtually daily operation of the
ADVS has provided inany practical insights that are be.
ing factored into the design as the project proceeds
toward final design and construction. Future oper.tion
of the ADVS wil: emphasize the experimental evalcia-
tion of design features for the proposed full-scale plant
During FY 81, a turbine/ generator was installed to
produce electricity using steam from the ADVS. This
turbine was not designed for the ADVS application so
its performance is not indicative of the potential of the
bowl collector. However, this exercise provided valuable
experience in using the energy collected in a represen-
tat ; ve application. The generated electricity was fed to
the local utility grid.
Technical questions related to howl solar collector
technology still remain, but the largest uncertainty in
the concept's commercial ituure is the cost. One of the
objectives of the preliminary system design developed
in FY 81 was to identify all significant elements of
fabrication and construction costs. Immediate plans arc
to submit the preliminary design to a cost analysis by an
independent, outside organization. The results of that
analysis will play an important role in the formulation
of recommendations for continued development of the
bowl concept in general and the Crosbyton Solar Power
Plant in particular.
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SALT-GRADIENT SOLAR PONDS
A salt-gradient solar pond is a body of still water
that collects solar energy and stores it as thermal energy.
This thermal energy can then be used for such purposes
as electric power generation, industrial and agricultural
process heat, space heating and cooling, and desalina-
tion.
A salt-gradient solar pond uses salt to control the
density of the water, with a high salt concentration
maintained near the surface. Even though it is warm,
high-salinity water neat the bottom of the pond is
denser than the cool, low-salinity water near the sur-
face, which prevents convection, thus reducing thermal
losses. The gradual upward diffusion of salt creates an
intermediate region which insulates the bottom layer.
The required level of salinity is maintained through
periodic injection of higher concentrations of salt at the
storage layer and by flushing the pond surface with low-
salinity or fresh water.
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Figure 6-1. Schematic of a Typical Salt-Gradient
Solar Pond
Figure 6-1 shuws a schematic of a typical salt-
gradi •_ nt solar pond. Sunlight entering the pond is par-
tially absorbed in the top two layers, with the storage
layer absorbing the remainder. Since the non-
convecting layer suppresses convection, the thermal
energy in the storage layer can only be lost by conduc-
tion through the top two layers and through the bottom
of the pond. Heat is extracted from the pond by
withdrawing hot brine from the top of the storage layer,
extracting the heat in an external heat exchanger, and
then returning the somewhat cooler water to the bot-
tom of the storage layer.
Used in an electrical generating system, the salt-
gradient pond itself performs three critical functions:
collection, storage, and waste heat rejection. In the
lower layer of the pond, temperatures approach 90'C
(194'F) or more. The lower layer operates as a thermal
energy reservoir that can supply energy at a nearly con-
stant rate day and night, summer and winter; several
weeks of storage capacity is quite practical. Evaporation
cools the upper layer of the pond. This layer can be
used to reject waste heat from the power plant and
eliminate the need for cooling towers. Thermal energy
from a solar pond is used to drive a Rankine cycle heat
engine ( Figure 6 - 2). Hot water from the bottom layer of
the pond is pumped to the evaporator where the
organic working fluid is vaporized. The vapor flows
under high pressure to the turbine wheel and the elec-
tric generator linked to it. The vapor then travels to the
condenser where cold water from the surface of the solar
pond condenses the vapor back into a liquid. The li-
quid is pumped back to the evaporator wbere the cycle
is repeated.
Solar pond work in FY 81 concentrated on an ex-
tensive study of the regional applicability of solar
ponds, research on the extraction of heat and mass from
solar ponds, design of a test tank that models a solar
pond, and a feasibility study of the Salton Sea Project.
Figure 6-2. Salt-Gradient Solar Pond for Electrical
Generation
A. ANALYSIS AND SUPPORTING RESEARCH
1. Regional Applicability Study
A study ( Ref. 6-1) to assess solar pond resources,
applicability, and potential was conducted by a JPL
r-im with support from two subcontractors: The
_enham Group, which surveyed and analyzed land
availability and values, and Ormat Turbines, Ltd.,
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which performed caw studies to determine design and
performance parameters for specified applications. The
study focused on the general characteristics of 12 de-
fined geographic regions, omitting site-specific detuls,
and included.
(1) A survey of natural resources essential to solar
ponds.
(2) An examination of meteorological and
hydrogcological conditions affecting pond per-
formance.
(3) The identification of potentially favorable
pond sites
(4) Calculation of potential thermal and electrical
energy output from solar ponds.
(5) A study of selected pond design cases.
(6) An evaluation of five major potential market
sectors in terms of technical and energy-
consumption characteristics and solar pond Ap-
plicability and potential.
(7) A detailed economic analysis considering rele-
vant pond system data and financial
factors.
(8) A comparison of solar pond energy costs with
conventional energy costs.
The United States was divided into 12 geographic
regions. Criteria for defining regions included a
moderate number of regions, coincidence of region
boundaries with state boundaries, and a proper reflec-
tion of similar pond-related characteristics within each
region. The primary determining factors were insola.
tion level and the availability of water and salts. The
five major applications addressed were space heating for
residential, commercial and institutional buildings; in-
dustrial process heat; agricultural process heat; electric
power; and desalination.
In the residential, commercial and institutional
buildings sector, solar ponds can provide thermal
energy At sufficiently high temperatures for building
space heating and domestic water heating in all regions,
except Alaska. The need for thermal energy in space
heating and domestic water hating exists in every state
and region. The availability of low-cost land in proximi-
ty to end-use buildings is a limiting factor, as vacant
land is scarce and costly in most developed areas.
In the industrial process heat sector, the need for
thermal energy below 93'C within the manufacturing
sector is concentrated in California, Texas, and the
Great lakes region. Food, furniture, paper, chemicals,
leather, stone/clay/glass and primary-metals processing
are among the major industries to which solar ponds
can be suitable energy suppliers. Many of the more than
176,00 existing industrial impoundments may be
suitable for conversion into solar ponds.
In the agricultural prcxess heat sntot, solar ponds
can supply thermal energy to a number of agricultural
processes: crop drving, livestock brooding, livestock
waste disposal, space and water heating for livestock
shelters, greenhouse conditioning, farmhouse space
and water heating, and irrigation pumping. The high-
yield period of a pond (i.e.. fall) coincides with the
high energy demand period of most farms as crop pro-
cessing activities occur most frequently around this
time
Solar pond application in the electric power sector
is perceived to be limited by resources rather than need.
Most of the United States is or can become connected to
utility grids, and the grids presumably can absorb any
amount of power that is generated by solar ponds. Elec-
tric power ponds will be constructed mostly on a large
scale (hundreds or thousands of acres in area), and on
sites where the essential natural resources arc available
at low or no cost.
The current desalination market for solar ponds is
small, but the need for desalination is projected to
increase substantially during the next two decades, i.e.,
from 273 million galions p-: day (mgd) of desalted
water in 1981 to 2500 mgd in the year 2000. Solar
ponds arc perceived to be capable of providing thermal
energy to the distillation desalination process and oleo -
tric or mechanical power to the reverse osmosis and exec -
trodialysis processes.
The study concluded that ponds are applicable in
All regions except Alaska Compared with conventional
energy sources, solar ponds have the best chance for
near-term viability in several southern, high-insolation
regions for large-scale electric power and municipally
financed thermal applications.
2. Heat ExtrxYion Study and One-Dimensional lioundary-
Layer Migration Model
In a salt-gradient solar pond, hot brine from the
storage layer is continuously or intermittently circulated
through an external heat exchanger from an initially
con.-ctive layer. This layer is bounded at the top by a
stratified region (gradient), although there is no
physical partition separating these two regions, and it is
bounded below by a horizontal plane (bottom of the
pond) which is heated daily by the sunlight penetrating
to this depth and being absorbed on the bottom. Addi-
tionally, volumetric heating occurs in the bulk of the
pond as a result of radiation absorption.
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The extraction of heat and mass from solar ponds
was investigated at SERI, with the objective of identify-
ing the governing mechanisms and relevant parameters
that influence the response of the pond to fluid circula-
tion and limit the rate at which heat may be extracted
from the storage layer by currently proposed extraction
methods. The exp;riments should identify the optimal
locations for withdrawal and injection ports and the
maximum rate at which energy can be withdrawn while
ensuring gradient stability. Results obtained from the
laboratory investigation will be extrapolated to large
solat ponds and, if necessary, will be used to provide
specific guidelines for additional tests that may need to
he conducted in a large research pond.
Accomplishments for FY 81 include: a review of
the research on heat and mass extraction from salt-
gradient solar ponds and related topics to identify the
relevant parameters that limit the extraction rate on the
basis of gradient stability; a detailed analysis of the ex-
traction problem, based on existing analytical,
numerical, and experimental work; a definition of ex-
pentnental goals for a heat and mass extraction test pro-
gram, including specific measurements to be performed
and accuracy required; and t he design of a test tank that
adequately models a section of the solar pond. The test
tank consists of a scaled rectangular cell 1 m wide by
2 m high by 10 m long; the top surface is open to am-
bient and a removable internal partition allows testing
in a 5-m-long section. The tank is electrically heated
from the bottom The perimetei of the tank is heavily
insulated and guard heaters will null heat losses
through the side walls. Removable injection and
withdrawal manifolds consist of adjustable slots which
cover the width of the tank. Seven windows provide
visual access to the entire length of the tank, sup-
plementing the data collected by sensors immersed in
the tank. Details of the FY 81 accomplishments have
been published in two SERI reports (Ref. 6-2 and 6.3).
The FY 82 objectives of this research effort are to
build and instrument the laboratory facility, to perform
shakedown and calibration tests, and to initiate the
laboratory tests on heat and mass extraction under
simulated pond conditions.
The FY 83 objectives are to complete all laboratory
tests on different extraction methods in order to deter-
mine the physical factors which limit the rate at which
heat and mass may be withdrawn from the storage
layer; to determine the most efficient extraction
method; and to scale the results to large solar pond
conditions.
H. SYSTEM EXPERIMENT (SALTON SEA PROJECT)
During FY 81, a feasibility study for a salt-gradient
solar pond power plant in or near the Salton Sea of
California was :ompleted (Ref. 6-4). The study team
was composed of Southern California Edison Co.
(SCE), which provided overall project management; Jet
Propulsion Laboratory UPL) as technical manager;
Ormat Turbines, Ltd. of Israel, which conducted site
and system analyses; and WESTEC Services, Ltd ,
which evaluated environmental issues. The Depart-
ments of Energy and Defense (DOE and DOD) and the
California Energy Commission are also project sponsors,
but did not participate in this study. The conclusions of
the study supported the continuation of plans for
design and construction of a proof-of-concept 5-MWc
solar pond experiment, as the preliminary phase in a
600-MWc power plant consisting of about a dozen
ponds.
Two sites were studied: a "wet" site on the
western shore of the Salton Sea; and the "dry" site at
Bristol Lake, a dry inland desert lake. Estimated perfor-
mance is similar for both sites: a 250-acre solar pond
will support year-round baseload operation and achieve
a 66% load factor and a power profile -hat Ices within
s 15% of 5 MWe. Althougl. constructing a solar pond
at a ''wet" site will be more difficult and costly, its
abundant water supply offers more commercial poten-
tial, making it the candidate for the pond experiment.
The stud- , recommended continuing the project
into the cone. -, tual design phase. This would include
developing a system concept design for the ''wet" site;
;onducting a comprehensive geotechnical investigation;
studying dike design options to determine the lowest
cost configuration; and continued experiments to
resolve questions related to brine compatibility, pond
bioactivity and soil/brine chemical reactions. After
these tasks arc completed, reliable cost estimates and
construction schedules can be made. These estimates
are needed for the decision to proceed with final design
and construction of the proof-of-concept experiment.
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SECTION V11
KBEARCH AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
A MATERIAL ; ,t,SEARCH
I	 Mirror Testing
Reflectors for solo thermal concentrators continue
to present an area of serious concern for solar research-
ers. The endurance of mirrors in a solar application may
be disappointingly small and, when mirrors are more
durable, it is difficult to determine lust what processes
led to that particular quality of mirror. To formalize
and better organize mirror testing, a matrix approach to
testing mirrors (MATM) experimental plan was
developed with the cooperation of SERI, SNLA. SNLL
and Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory (BPNL).
These laboratories, all active in solar materials research,
agreed that the MATM would yield the most significant
results within the time and resource constraints of the
program.
The matrix incorporates most of the static and
dynamic environmental conditions to which mirrors are
exposed in normal service. The six conditions that are
considrred to contribute most to the degradation pro-
cess are humidity, temperature, thermocycling,
ultraviolet (UV) radiation, environmental pollution,
and mechanical force. The levels arbitrarily chosen for
the matrix tests were the maximum and minimum
values likely to be found, and a median value lying
between them. The parameters arc listed along with the
magnitudes to be used in the test matrix in Table 7-1.
To test seven mirror types using three duplicates of
each data point for all the combinations presented by
the matrix would require over 75,000 test samples,
which is not practical in current programs A committee
consisting of representatives from the four cooperating
laboratories named above decided to restrict the
number of va sables in the matrix and to initially accept
a certain level of risk by ignoring the possible interac-
tions between those vaipbles. Th-re are also practical
constraints on the parameter levels available with cur-
rent testing equipment Within this framework, it was
agreed that the higher levels of temperature and
humidity would be used, that thermocycling would, for
the first attempts, not include freeze/thaw cycles, and
that only one nominal pollution concentration would
be used. After samples were exposed to various
environments, the effects were measured by a number
of techniques listed in Table 7.2
The tats were Grouped into three phases, with
Phase I tests conducc_d at SERI and BPNL. At SERI,
humidity, temperature, high temperature cycling, and
time were tested. The goal of Phase I was to confirm -he
general -alidity of the approach and to reduce th • r
of the matrix to a magnitude that, would allow
reasonably speedy evaluation of the approach. The
SERI Phase 1 tests are now complete and the folio-
conclusions can be drawn from them:
(1) Levels of 78% relative humidity at 80'C
Table 7 . 1. Materials Testing
Environmental 	 Parameter
Parameter	 Magnitude	 Combinations
Humidity, relative %	 0, 50, 90	 3
Temperature, 'C	 20, 40, 60, 80	 4
rural cycling. 'C	 High temperature ( + 20 to maximum); freeze/thaw (- 20 to + 10) 	 2
Ultraviolet radiation 	 0, IN normal maximum	 2
P-Alutant mix	 0, IN, 100x nominal EPA maximum	 3
Mechanical stress	 0, x 0.1x, ±0.5x nominal maximum to substrate failure 	 5
Time, wk	 0, 1, 1, 4, 8	 5
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Table 7 . 2. Reflecting Materials Evaluation Techruncses
Technique Principal of Operation Comments
Hemispherical 100- to 800-urn spectral scans to look for surface plasmon in Time -consuming
reflectance roughened silver films
Solar reflectance +00- to 2100 -nm spectral scans to look fair firuggeman and Garnett Time-tonsumuig
roughening effects
Gier Dunkel portable Spectrally averaged hemispherical reflectance Fast, but not as
aaurate
Photography (lx) May he quantifiable using Quantimet Fast, permanent
record
Darkfeld photography Measures scattering centers only Fast, permanent
I ON) record
Photography (UV) May he able to monitor local regions of surface plasmon Hard to do with
enhancement conventional
light sources
Differentia) laser scans Monitors two laser frequencies for reflectance differences Time-consuming
Spec ular reflectance Sandia portable speculanty instrument Difficult to use
consistently
Diffuse reflectance Spectral information sensitive to scattering centers Time-consuming
Acoustic characttcization Sensitive to debonding Not readily
available
Surface analysis Auger electron spectroscopy	 scanning electron microscopy, Expensive
secondary ion mass spectroscopy, electron spectroscopy for chemical
analysis, etc.
Surface-enhanced Very sensitive to small chemical changes on the silver Difficult to use
Raman (SER)
(176'F) and 78% relative humidity with 20'
to 80'C (68' to 176'F) temperature cycling are
sufficient to cause measurable reductions (4 to
IS%) in reflectance in typical silver-glass
mirrors over a 4-wk period.
(2) Mirror degradation appears as light-scattering
centers, reduced hemispherical reflectance,
and edge corrosion.
(3) Thermocycling, even with high humidity,
causes less mirror degradation than high
humidity soaking; therefore, it was eliminated
from the Phase II plans.
(4) There is some subjective evidence that edge
corrosion on the specimens is encouraged by
thcrmocycling
;5) There is some evidence that high tempera-
tures, regardless of the humidity present, lead
to defects that seem to be caused by either
agglomeration or delamination of the silver.
At BPNL, right different types of mirror coupons
were subjected to accelerated environmental stresses
and studied as a function of time. Phase I demonstrated
that under the heat and moisture stresses, the eight
mirror types could be reliably ranked in order of their
expected outdoor performance. Even mirrors of the
same construction supplied by two different commer-
cial manufacturers could be rated for t stir relati , : per-
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formance in as little as 2 wicks. Mirror samples to be
used to the Phase II testing arc described to Paragraph
below
There is very little information of a planned stat isti-
cal technical nature regarding the lifetimes and
degradation rates for mirrors u ►
 real-time rxposure.
Despite the lack of scientifically planned real-time
exposure tests in the past, there is much information
among scientists and researchers in the solar energy
field concerning the general pattern of degradation and
the Possible mechanisms of the degradation of mirrors
The stability of the !ilver lay_r is known to afiect the
durability of mur„rs, both mechanically through
Agglomeration and chemically by oxidation or tilfida-
tion of the silver film Backing paints, sensitizer layers
to promote adhesion, and the encroachment of cor-
rosive effects through the edge seals of laminated mir-
rors are a lso recognized as affecting durability. Until
further data is available from planned tests, this
available information may serve as the data base for cor-
relation between laboratory testing and the perfor-
mance meaurement of mirrors in field installations.
2. Mirror Performance
Controlled information on mirrors and real-time
exposure is also being obtained through the Solar Ther-
mal Material Handbook Data Acquisition Program,
sponsored by SliRI at the DSET laboratories near
Phoenix, Arizona. For 6 years, this program has accu-
mulated information on environmental exposure of
mirror samples in low and high desert climates, marine
climates, and industrial climates. Recent refinements in
the methods of measuring the effects of degradation
under .uth real-time exposures and of correlating those
measurements with mildly accelerated exposures
(approximately eight-fold acceleration) mean that tral-
time information with which to correlate the effects
observed in the matrix approach should be available
during the next vicar.
3. Advanced Mirrr. 711evelopment
Numerous experiments to develop alternate
approaches to the manufacture of mirrors have been
carried out. The conventional wet chemical process, the
standard method of mirror production for many years,
uses a thin salt film as a sensitizer to promote adhesion
of the silver to the glass and subsequently covers the
exposed surface of the silver with a thin film of copper
to promote paint adhesion. Attempts to replace that
method have included vacuum, radio frequency spur-
teting, anti thermal reduction of organometallic films
to produce the silver layer, inv estigation of other metals
and metal salts as the adhesion promoter or sensitizer
layer; and investigation of other materials to provide
the protective film on the back of the silver From these
efforts, the following havc been selected as candidates
for Phase II of the matrix test plan described above:
(1) Float glass /organomet all ic Ag
(2) 0317 glass/organometatlic Ag/CeO.
(3) Float glass/ sputtered or c-beam Ag with adhe-
sion promoter/Inconcl
(4) Float glass/wet chemistry silver/electroless
nickel.
(S) Polycarbonate/silver - Shcldal.
(6) Acrylic/Al-FEK (control sample).
These mirrors were selected on the basis of various
short-t r rm and simpler exposure tests including salt
spray cabinets and wcathcrome!,r tests.
4. Intcrmcdime Temperature Atrc ►rl►ers
Work to develop selective absorber coating• that
would maintain stable performance above the normal
limits of black chrome (300' to 350'C/572' to 661'F)
was conducted. Research in this area in FY 81 included
studies of cermet coatings of platinum and aluminum
oxide, cobalt oxide films, and other more conventional
absorbers such as black chrome and pyromark paint.
Ccrmets of platinum and alumina that show great
promise were made for SERI by Tchc Corporation. Two
types of cermet coating arc used, one in which the
platinum content is graded in concentration and one in
whit h a thin layer of the cermet near the center of the
sheet contains a small amount of platinum with more or
less pure alumina lying on either side of that thin layer.
The latter requires far less platinum and so is the most
economical. This coating techntquc offers significant
advantages over other processes being considered,
because it will allow uniform coating of inside curves,
hemispheres and domes.
S. Low-Cos; Concentrators
The materials work on low-cost concentrators has
emphasized weight reduction and reduction in the cost
of the optical elements. Two approaches were studied
in FY 81: one uses low-cost materials in the form of
paper honeycomb and melamine sheet plastic to form
petals or troughs to appropriate opwal shapes; the
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other uses thin polymer membranes stretched over a
metal frame to produce the flat surface to which reflec-
ting materials may be attached. The former method was
used to manufacture three parabolic troughs with FEK
244 sheet as the reflective material. These troughs have
successfully completed mechanical tests, and will be
installed at the SERI test site for performance analysis.
To study the second method, a membrane heliostat
was constructed in FY 81. It consists of a polypropylene
membrane stretched on a circular frame 284.5 cm (112
in.) in diameter with springs around the parameter giv-
ing it a surface tension of 137.9 kPa (20 Ib/in. 2 ). Its
,eight is approximately 0.167 kPa (3.5 lb/ft 2 ). Indi-
vidual, 1-ft-square, 0.13 -cm- (0.09-1n) thick mirror tiles
provide the reflecting surface on this experimental
model. Initial tests using several different methods were
conducted, and quantitative results will be obtained
when the photographs taken of the tests have been
measured on dcnsitometers and the data tabulated.
Mechanical creep in the polypropylene membrane
material has reduced the tension in the membrane,
leading to the conclusion that another type of film may
be more appropriate for this application. This is not a
critical matter, because many other available polymer
films do not have the obvious mechanical creep
characteristics of polypropylene.
6. Metallic Coatings for Protection of Silver-Glass
Solar Mirrors
Seven industrial concerns working with BPNL
examined the problem of metallic coatings for protec-
tion of conventional wet prnccss silver-glass mirrors.
Two processes that are poteo.tially adaptable to the pre-
sent mirror line technology are being considered. lon-
plated mirrors with overcoat ings of A1, Al/Cu alloy,
301 stainless sterl, Cr, and Ni were fabricated on soda-
lime silicate and alum ino-borosilicate glass substrates.
Accelerated tests (heat and heat plus moisture) from the
stress matrix showed these mirrors offer no significant
advantages over the conventional paint-backed mit ►ors.
Mirrors protected by a tough thin coating of electroless
nickel were successfully fabricated by one company.
The process used to coat these mirrors should be readily
adaptable to conventional mirror lines. These mirror
coupons will be subjected to environmental matrix
testing.
7. Dust Accumulation Studies
BPNL, working in cooperation with Black and
Veatch and the IPL Low-Cost Solar Array Project, began
characterizing the effects of environmental contamina-
tion on solar thermal concentrator systems. Preliminary
results obtained during FY 81 indicate that if field sites
are cart	 chosen, total specular losses from dust can
average an 10% after 1 year or more without
washing. Scat, :ring losses exceed absorptive losses by
factors of two to seven
8. Solar Thermal Materials Characterization
BPNL performed over 3000 characterizations of
transparent and reflective materials samples for industry
and DOE contractors in FY 81. Measurements included
spectral and solar transmittance and reflectance,
specularity, and figure. The results provided engineer-
ing assessments and scientific feasibility data.
9. Thermal Containment Materials
The compatibility of containment materials with
high-temperature working fluids and thermal storage
media is a major concern for many solar applications.
Information derived from the literature and wdustrial
uperauon experience exists for most proposed thermal
fluids, but the available information rarely covers all
important aspects of the solar thermal operating
environment, such as the effects of thermal cycling and
sustained or cyclic stresses. Repeated thermal cycling of
containment materials constitutes a major distinction
between the operating conditions of solar thermal
systems and the current industrial data base. Molten
nitrate salts are one of the most promising thermal
transport/storage fluids, but until recently there was
minimal information on whether potential contain-
ment alloys are resistant to stress-induced cracking in
that environment at the temperatures of interest.
SNLL has been conducting studies to determine
whether environmental cracking of containment alloys
will occur in molten nitrate salts under eithe r sustained
or cyclic stresses. To simulate various aspects of the
receiver operating environment, experiments were con-
ducted under isothermal conditions using constant
strain rate, constant load, and reversed strain fatigue
techniques. To date, the results do not indicate that
environmental cracking will pose a problem for solar
applications involving molten nitrate salts. At least one
alloy, Incoloy 800, exhibits better mechanical proper-
ties in a nitrate salt environment than in air.
Although these isothermal experiments have pro-
vided useful data, a closer simulation of solar receiver
operation requires that thermal cycling effects be
modeled. Because of the experimental complexity of
such simulations in comparison to isothermal tests, an
analysis was performed to see whether thermal cycling
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corrosion fatigue experiments and thermal cycling
pumped test loops were fetsible. As the analysts shows
no serious obstatIrs, conteptual design of these experi-
ments has begun, with final design and Nbnt aeon
xheduled for Completion in FY 82.
10. Polymer Development and Evaluation
With the introduction of selected synthetic UV
stabilizers into candidate polymers t tr mirrors and mir-
ror enclosures, service lifetimes have been extended.
Preliminary evaluation of the chemical stability of the
modified polymers indicates that the techniques
developed arc very promising.
An evaluation of the long-term optical cluity of
two candidate polymeric film materials (Kynar x', A
fluorocarbon, and Acrylar m , a polymethyl mcthA-
crylAtc film) for concentrator minor and dome
enclosure applications was completed (Ref. 7-1). The
study evaluated the effects of thermai annealing on the
morphologrtal and Chemical changes in these materials
that affect their optical transmittance. Kynar" was
found to undergo a thermally activated chain and
crystal reorientation pro Less that leads to A gradual loss
in optical transmission. Acrylar a', which contains a
bound UV absorber, showed no degradation to WC
(185 'F).
11. Ceramics
An assessment was conducted that defines the nerd
fit teranlit materials in currently contrived solar ther-
mal cncrgy systems, determines the rclAted ceramic
tcthnology readuess, And defines the effort required to
have adequate, enabling ceramic technology for solar
therntAl uses (Ref 7 -2)
12. CcllulAr Glass
Because of its low weight and cost, cellular glass is a
prime candidate for mirror substrates. A study
evaluating the effects of a freeze/thaw environment on
cellularr glass found no physical or mechanical degrada.
(ion occurring during 53 freeze/thaw cycles, the
met hanism and degree of degradation is highly depvn-
dcnt on several design and environnncntAl variables
(Ref. 7-3). The strength, fracture mechanics, and slow
crack growth behavior of tellt ;at glass were also
studied. Several important mechanical phenomena
were successfully moodeled, and critical engineering
design data were developed.
B. FUELS AND CHEMICALS
I . Introduction
The solar thermal Research and Advanted Devel-
opm.ni (R&AD) program is armed at developing A
technology base that will expand the use of solar tiler.
mull technology in both the depth and the breadth of
Aphhcations The SunFucl% prograrrn cicnncnt Addresscs
the cncrgy-intensive liquid and gaseous fuels and
chemicals industry markets. It is designed to offer the
nation new alternatives to produce solar fuels and
chemicals from renewable resources (e g . 112 from
H2O using solar energy).
Exploratory studies and feasibility expenments
have been conducted on various Solar tucis and
chemical processes AS a part of the SunFuels Program.
These include coal gasification, oil-shale retorting,
biomass pyrolysis cicperiments, and investigations of the
production of fuels from water-splitting cycles. Initial
results of these investigations show significant potential
for Solar thermal energy use in the production of liquid
and gaseous fIICI% and chemicals.
2. Program Objcctivcs and Goals
The objectives and goals of the SunFucls Program
Are to:
(1) Establish by 1989-M2 the technical and eco-
nomic feasibility of producing storable/
transportable fuels from renewable resources
using solar thermal energy, thereby providing
the transportation and chemical industries
with new long-term options.
(2) Develop large-st;de water-splitting capability
to produce hydrogen and fuels.
(3) Initiate a subsystem r,-search experiment (SRE)
at the solar tower for a seirkied protess in FY
85-86.
(4) Define advat,ced professes to produce fuels
All(] thernitals from renewable feedstocks.
3. FY 81 Program Accomplishments
During FY 81, a number of potential SunFuels
processes were investigAted, and market assessment
studies were done to provide program fetus and
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establish program priorities. The FY 81 accomplish-
ments of the SunFuels Program include.
(1) An overall SunFuels Program strategy and plan
was defined (Ref. 7-4).
(2) Candidate SunFuels systems were identified
based on market and other selection criteria.
(3) Critical reviews of the status 4 research and
development of two potential water-splitting
cycles developed by Westinghouse and
General Atomic Co. were completed.
(4) Initial review of 26 candidate processes was
completed and workshops to identify can-
didate processes for SRE-1 were conducted.
(S) Oil-shale retorting experiments (Figure 7.1)
conducted at White Sands, New Mexico,
showed the technical feasibility and advan-
tages of the controlled pyrolysis of oil shale us-
ing direct solar heat (Ref. 7-5).
Figure 7-1. Oil Shale Solar Reactor
(6) Much of the technology for flash pyrolysis of
biomass, particularly cellulosic material
(Figure 7 -2) has been established. FY 81
research emphasized the relationship of the
radiant flux to the composition of the pyrolysis
products.
(7) The gasification of coal by indirect use of solar
heat in a continuous process was investigated
(Ref. 7-6). The major technical question that
remains rr.,ds the construction and durabili-
ty of the very high-temperature (1038'C,
1900' F) heat excha -iger.
Figure 7-2. Bench Reactor for Biomass Pyrolysis
(8) Studies of the design and fabrication of high-
temperature solar reactors centered on both
catalytic and non-catalytic reactors operating at
870'C (1600'F) (Ref. 7 . 7). Preliminary results
indicate that a non-catalytic endothermic reac-
tion at 870'C can be interfaced successfully
with a central receiver.
C. APPLIED THERMAL RESEARCH
1. Receiver Convective Heat Losses
The thermal performance of solar central receivers
is governed by energy loss processes in which receiver-
captured solar energy is lost to the atmosphere rather
than transferred to the receiver working fluid. Convec-
tive losses, in particular. are very difficult to predict
because the combination of high operating
temperatures and large receiver dimensions are
parameters that have never been examined by heat
transfer scientists. A research program was established
to investigate heat transfer under these conditions with
the ultimate objective of predicting and perhaps con-
trolling the convective losses. This applied research pro-
gram includes a balance of experimentA and analytical
work for both external and cavity configurations. The
principal emphasis during FY 81 was the construction
and operation of experimental facilities designed to
measure convective heat transfer at the high surface
temperatures and large dimensions characteristic of
solar receivers. A workshop was held at which the
research results were discussed and reviewed. The
research programs and the workshop are discussed
below.
a. External Rec eiver Research. An experimental
and analytical research project directed at understand-
ing convective losses from external receivers was carried
out under the direction of Stanford University and
Nielsen Engineering and Research (NEAR), Inc. of
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Mountain View, California. The objectives of the pro-
ject are: (1) to conduct a set of experiments which will
provide data to support development of a predictive
model for heat transfer through a turbulent external
boundary layer subject to orthogonal buoyancy forces;
and (2) to incorporate these results into a computer
code which will accommodate additional fluid
mechanual conditions that exist in an external receiver
configuration. A large heated flat-plate experiment has
been performed at NEAR, and a numerical, Navier-
Stokes code is bring developed at Stanford. To accu-
rately characterize external solar receiver flows, a 3-m by
3-m flat plate, electrically heated to 500'C (932'F),
and a mixed convection test facility were constructed
and used for detailed heat transfer measurements The
mixed convection test facility (Figure 7-3) is designed to
Figure7 , Mixed Convection Test Facility
provide known and controlled external winds; the flat
plate is inside the tunnel and is roughly the size of the
dark area on the side of the tunnel. Flow quality in the
tunnel was outstanding with good velocity uniformity
and very low turbulence levels. During FY 81, the test
facility and flat plate were constructed, checked out,
and used to measure heat transfer. Data were obtained
for free, forced, and mixed convection. The surface heat
transfer data indicate mixed orthogonal convection,
which is an important and complex energy transfer pro-
cess. Detailed boundary layer measurements have also
been made and are being incorporated into the Stan-
ford code. Future experiments may involve a large
heated cylinder in the NASA-Ames wind tunnel that
will link the two-dimensional flat plate results to the
three-dimensional reality and additional complexity of
central receivers.
b. Cavity Receiver Research. Experimental and
analytical research directed at understanding heat
transfer processes in cavity receivers has been carried out
at the University of California, Berkeley, and at Sandia
National Laboratories, Livermore (SNLL). A simplified
model of cavity flow based on the fire sciences approach
to modeling complex three-dimensional flows was
developed Although this model makes it number of
simplifying assumptions and requires specification of
some model parameters, its results can he and have
been compared with experimental data. A more com-
plex model employing a numerical solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations is under development at
Berkeley. A small cavity experiment has been con-
structed at Berkeley to provide data for model develop-
ment. Flow visualization has been used to understand
the flow processes inside the cavity and the effect of
external winds on the cavity flow The small size and
relative low temperatures of the cavity, however, reswt
in dimensionless quantities that are not representative
of actual receivers. For that reason, a large electrically
heated cavity whose Grashof numbers and surface
temperatures are more characteristic of actual receivers
was constructed at SNLL. The cavity (Figure 7-4) is a
Figure 74. Receiver Test Facility
cube, 2.15 m (7 ft) on a side, with one side open. It is
lined with Inconel strips that are electrically heated to
temperatures of up to 750'C (1382'F). During FY 81,
construction and checkout of the large cavity experi-
ment was completed and initial data on energy losses
were obtained. The convective losses from the cavity
were measured in two ways: by a calculation of the
enthalpy flux and by an energy balance. To obtain the
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enthalpy flux, temperature and velocity profiles in the
aperture plane were measured with thermocouple and
pitot-static probes. An energy balance of measured
input power and radiative and conductive losses also
predicted the convective loss. The convective energy
losses measured by two approaches were in good agree-
ment, but larger than predicted. The flow observed in
this more realistic experiment was very complex, highly
three-dimensional and turbulent. Future work involv-
ing more detailed measurements will aid development
of a three-dimensional turbulent version of the
Berkeley numerical model.
c. Workshop. A DOE/SERI/SNLL "Workshop on
Convective Losses from Solar Central Receivers'' was
held at Sandia National Laboratories in Livermore in
March 1981. Seventy persons attended to hear and
discuss reports of research and progress in this area since
the previous workshop, in April 1979. Results of
analytical and experimental investigations of convective
heat transfer for both cavity and external receiver con-
figurations were presented by U.S. and European
researchers. The work presented and directions for
future research were discussed and commented upon by
a panel of university professors expert in heat transfer
and fluid mechanics (Ref. 7-8). Although important
progress had been made since the first workshop, con-
tinuing research is necessary to understand the loss
mechanisms at receiver conditions in order to imple-
ment effective control strategics.
2. High-Temperature Ceramic Receiver
Under contract from JPL, Sanders Associates, Inc.
has developed a high-temperature ceramic solar receiver
for use with parabolic dish concentrators (see Section
III.A.3). This receiver utilizes state-of-the-art ceramics
in the form of silicon carbide solar-receiving
honeycomb matrix elements and mullite storage
elements. Rigidized insulation holds these elements to
place and is encapsulated by a carbon steel exterior
pressure vessel. Solar energy entering the receiver
through a quartz window 2C cm (8 in.) in diameter
heats the ceramic honeycomb. Gas passing through the
honeycomb then extracts the energy and exits the
receiver.
During FY 81, a Sanders receiver was manufac-
tured and delivered to the PDTS where it underwent an
extensive series of tests. The receiver reached its highest
steady-state operation at 1204'C (2200'F) exit
temperature and during transient runs (1-hour dura-
tion), it achieved up to 1427'C (2600'F). In addition
to this successful high-temperature test, preliminary
estimates of efficiency for this receiver are 60% at
1204'C and up to 90% at 871'C (1600'F) when aper-
ture spillage losses arc accounted for separately.
The Sanciers receiver testing has shown the high-
temperature receiver concept could be used in systems
with temperatures exceeding the existing state of the art
of metal designs. The experiment shows that ceramic
elements can be used in high-temperature, high-flux
environments if proper designs arc used. Transmission
of high solar fluxes through quartz windows was
demonstrated for cavity-type receivers. The regimen of
testing has approximately simulated the operation
feci l"red to power the advanced gas turbine (AGT)
engine currently being developed for automotive
applications.
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SECTION V111
SUPPORTING PROGRAMS
A. SOLAR THERMAL TEST FACILITY USERS
A.S.SO(AATION
I .	 III I it K  uCtion
The Solar Thermal Test Facilities (STYE) Users
Association (UA) was organized in 1977 at the request
of 110E to inform competent researchers, particularly
those in universities and industrial R&D laboratories, of
the availability of federally funded solar test facilities,
and to interest them to helping advance solar thermal
technology.
The UA uses workshops, technical publications and
support of Innovative experiments to inform creative
peoplr of solar thermal possibilities and to secure for
the government their professional advice and support.
DOE now benefits from the free assistance of
nongovernment engineers and scientists who par-
ticipate actively in UA programs.
The UA has operating agre-ments with four major
U.S. solar test facilities and in Odeillo, France. It
seeks early identification of promising solar thermal
Applications by supporting at variety of high-
temperature solar experiments. These include investiga-
tions of' the use of solar energy to produce hydrogen,
gasify coal, pyrolyze biomass, and produce calcium car-
bide and elemental phosphorus. The UA also supports
experimental work to learn more about the design of
thermal receivers for effectively capturing high-
intensity solar radiation and using it to drive chemical
reactions or other large-energy-consuming high-
temperature processes. This experimental work,
although preliminary, has identified several possible
applications for solar thermal energy and led to the
establishment of a DOE solar fuels and chemicals pro-
gram in 1981.
The UA was incorporated in 1977 in the state of
Texas; it is a not-for-profit organization with member-
ship available to individuals and institutions who have a
serious interest in advancing so:ar thermal technology.
At present there arc about 85 individual and 12 institu-
tional members. The UA is managed by an executive
director who reports to a seven-person executive com-
mittee (EC), elected by the membership. The EC is
comprised of three members from industry and three
from universities; the seventh member is not as yet
designated but the position is presently filled by a
representative from a DOE National Laboratory.
Operators of the participating solar thermal test
facilities are ex officio members of the EC and are active
in UA affairs. The University of Houston operates the
UA under a yearly contract awarded by DOE.
2. Objectives
The objectives of the UA program arc to foster the
development of solat thermal technology through
cooperative university, industry and government
research, and to provide the government with access to
creative Ideas and professional viewpoints of
nongovernment scientists and engineers. To implement
this objective, the UA performs the following func-
tions:
(1) Uses workshops, newsletters, announcements,
technical papers and presentations to facilitate
exchange of solar thermal information among
members of the solar community, both national
and international.
(2) Stimulates participation of creative scientists
and engineers in solar thermal programs, encourag-
ing them to contribute their best ideas to the
advancement of process heat, solar electric, and
solar fuels and chemical applications.
(3) Encourages more rapid advancement of solar
thermal technology by soliciting, reviewing, and
funding proposals from universities, industries,
and government laboratories.
(4) Encourages increased use of private sector
resources in development of cost-effective solar
thermal applications.
(S) Evaluates capabilities of solar thermal test
facilities, and helps assure their productive use.
(6) Acts as the point of contact for nonprogram-
matic users of the STTFs and as the primary access
link between users and STTFs.
3. Summary of A-tivities
In January 1981, a workshop on "Testing for Long-
Term Performance" was held in Albuquerque.
Approximately 70 represewat Wes from Industry,
universities and government attended, including one
each from Italy and France. The annual Business
Meeting and Technical Sessions were held in April In
Pasadena, California, and attended by SS persons,
including representatives from France, Canada, and
the Federal Republic of Germany. Proceedings from
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both meetings arc available from the UA off`ice in
Albuquerque.
releases of STT fluids; and (4) programmatic en-
vironmcntal assessment of the U.S. DOE/SIT pro-
gram. These activities are sunutoarized below
By November 1080, 36 proposals had been received
in response it) the "High-Temperature Solar Research
Program" announcement published in June 1080
Eleven proposals were retommended as Priority 1, and
the hollowing eight experiments were funded in FY 81
(names of the principal investigator & the sponsoring
researth institute are in parentheses):
(1) Contract for the use of solar energy to decom-
pose zinc sulfate as a key step in the solar produc-
tion of hydrogen (Shell, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory).
(2) Small-particle heat exchanger cxperimcnt
(Hunt, lawrence Berkeley Laboratory).
(3) Exploration of the use of soiar thermal energy
to produce elemental phosphorus from phosphate
rock (Whaley, Institute of Gas Technology).
(4) Project to invcstigatc a solar-driven coal
pyrolysis and gasification reaction on the vertical
solar furnace in Odeillo. France (Beattie, Los
Alamos National Laboratorv).
(5) Lab test of a vortex-flow solar chemical reactor
(Bomar, Georgia Institute of Technology).
(6) Experiment it) study the rcittions of blatk
chrome to intense solar radiation over extended
periods (Ignatiev, University of Houston).
(7) Study to determine whether high tempera-
tures produ::d by solar energy can tic used to cure
and glaze ceramic tile (Harris and McNamara,
I'reorgia Technical Research Institute).
(8) Design and test of an advanced temperature
instrumcntation system capable of measuring solar
reactor temperatures to approximately 2200'C
(Negas, National Bureau of Standards).
B. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL STUDIES
Environmental studies of solar thermal technology
were concluded and docurented through reports in FY
81 for the fol.. wing activities: (1) environmental
monitoring at :he 10-MWc Barstow site and surround-
ings; (2) %egetation management and recovery at desert
sites disturbed for STT development; (3) ecological and
environmental effects of accidental or mismanaged
The environmental monitoring of the Ill-MWe
Barstow site has so far documented the following cnvi•
ronmental effects (1) the complete destrut Lion of the
ecosystem within the power plant site; (1) file displace-
ment of an estimated 160 metric tons of windblown
sand from the heliostat field Into adjacent downwind
areas; and (3) recluttons in numbers of some annual
plants in WAS of maximal sand deposition. No effects
on vertebrate populations or on shrubs occupyinf
downwind areas have been observed.
Field experiments relating it) the vegetation of the
area show that grazing damage from small animals is
one of the most limiting factors in restoring vegetation
onto disturbed desert lands. Some form of protective
fencing is needed for at (cast 2 years after transplanting
in circler to assure survival of the plants. Cost analyses
show that restoration of vegetation at a density of 675
shrubs an acre would cost a minimum of $3.000 per
acre for the first year of transplanting, plus an on-going
annual maintenance cost of $500 per acre for at (cast a
i-year period.
Regarding possible deleterious effects of STT
fluids, field and laboratory cxperimcnt% have confirmed
that for a broad spectrum of solar thermal technology,
the toxicity of heat transfer and storage materials to
Plants varies as a function of soil type. Additionally,
there is a potential lung-term persistence of these
materials (such as Therminol 66, Caloria HT 43, and
[SOW 100) in natural environments.
Finall y , technical content from sections of the two
original environmental assessments have been updated
and earlier non-compliance issues have been resolved in
the draft Programmatic Emironmental Assessment of
the STT Program which has bcen circulated foot review
C. SOLAR THERMAL INSOLATION ASSESSMENT
The optimum design of any solar thermal system
depends on the accuracy and availabilit y of
meteorological data relevant to the siting ,environ-
ment) of the system. A common misconception among
designers is that relevant information is available from
the archives of the National Weather Service or ether
parts of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin.
istration (NOAH). In fact, the data available are seldom
adequate for one or more of the following reasor-s:
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(1) Measurements ate not available for the
intended site of the system installation.
(2) Measurements available are not those
required, as in the need for direct normal (beam)
radiation data.
(3) Resolution or tittle stAlc of the dau is nut Ade-
quate
(4) The period of record is insufficient to indicate
long- tcim means or extremes
Efforts during FY 81 have been directed towards
two (asks that focus on these Arid other problems of ade.
quate resource assessment the development of Insola-
tion HlstOticAl DAN 1 4 ASes and improved insulation
meASUrements
1. Historical DAta BA^e%
Pertinent data from the archives of the National
Climatic Center have been transferred to the SERI
Computer Center to establish a resource data base con-
taining the best available information accessible to the
research staff- The historical data base consists of the
full complement of SOLMET data (measurements from
26 stations in the continental United States), ERSATZ
data (derived insolation data for 221 sites in the United
States), and TMY data f„r both data sets. Additional
sources of resource data have been found, such as the
WEST Associates Monitoring Program (managed by
Southern California Edison), and are under Analysis for
acccptabihty.
User-oriented products have been prepared to
make these data Available to a wider audience. Demand
for the Insolation Data Manual, prepared under this
task, has been very high f cc Ause of the large number of
stations (148) and corresponding resource; load infor-
mation available in printed form. Computer media
products have also been developed to provide more
detailed summaries, i.e., hourly to daily time scales, of
the insolation resource data base A comparison of
results obtained from integrating the hourly data from
those ERSATZ stations that also reported
measurements of daily total global horizontal radiation
as part of the SOLDAY data set is in progress The
results of this study will be used to CVAluate the regres-
sion techniques developed for the ERSA i'Z data.
Similarly, an evaluation of the SOLMET ►t habilitAtior
techniques has produced A generalized direct normal
from global horizontal udtation model Other conver-
sion schemes, such As the insolation available on tilted
surfaces, will result from this work A significant pro-
duct of perhaps the ...lest interest will he the forth-
coming Solar Ener v Resource Atlas for the United
States. Comprehensive summaries of revised in%olation
data will be found in large-format maps, ublc..
microfiche, and narrative of the atlas
2. Insulation Mrasurenents
As part of the insolation measurements efforts,
data from the new NOAH/DOE Solar Monitoring Net-
work is bring Compiled. New instrumentation and data
Acquisition systems have been in plate At 38 stations in
the United States and territories since 1976 Most
importantly, the deployment of normal incidence
pyrhehometers has allowed a wider monitoring
coverage of the direct normal (beam) radiation compo-
nent than has been available histuriulls Work has
begun to evaluate the rehabilitation techniques used by
NOAH tc, generate the 26-station SOLMET and
122-station ERSATZ dau sets using the measurements
from this network arc hcurg evAluAtcd
Eight universities, under contract to the DOE as
Solar Energy -and Meteorological Research Training
Sites, have created A specialized dAtA set spanning
July 1. 1080, to Icily 1. 1981 These research-quality
measurements will form A unique 1-min meteorological
dau hase which includes all of the insolation
parAneters, including cnetgy oil surfaces. Coot-
dIr1ACi01I of this effort includes the development of
measurement quality control procedures.
The Insulation Research Laborator y operating at
the SERI Interim Field Test Site provides the insolation
and surface meteorological measurements to support
outdoor tests. Calibration facilities were completed to
ensure the necessary traceability to the World Radiation
Referc.ite scale of radiometry. The laboratory com-
plements the monitoring station on top of South Table
Mountain, some 100 m above Arad 1 km to the north of
the Interim Field Test Site.
During FY 81, a stud'r of mcsoscAlc insolation vari-
ability was initiated. The principal goals of this study
arc: (1) to determine, for various climates, the
characteristics of insolation variation on A 10- to 300-km
scale; (2) to develop techniques to predict the variabil-
ity for a given region; (3) to develop techniques to
estimate insolation between measurement sites; (4) to
establish insolation data sets oil mesoscale; and (S) to
compare ground-based measurements of insolation
with sweltire- based estimates.
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This year the SERI Insolation Research L
began receiving insolation data from three
networks. T*o of the networks, one near Der
orado, the otter near Miles City, Montana,
SERI support for measuring insolation. To en
quality data from the two SERI-supported net
pyranometers were simultaneously calibrated.
network, run by WEST Associates, is locatt
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SOLAR THERMAL ENERGY SYSTEMS BIBLIOGRAPHY
The following is a comprehensive listing of available publications covering the .field of solar thermal
technology. This bibliography was compiled in part by the Meridian Corp„ under contract to JPL. To
obtain publications of interest, contact the source listed at the end of each entry. The addresses and
phone numbers of these sources are as follows:
L	 National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
U.S, Department of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Road	 Phone: (703) 487.4600
Springfield, VA 22161 (FTS) 937-6011
2.	 Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI)
Document Distribution Service
1617 Cole Boulevard
Golden, CO 80401 (303) 231.1138
3.	 JPL Document Review Group (JPL)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109 (213) 354-5090
Mail Stop 111.116-B
(Ask for "JPL Pub. Number"; copies free, if available)
Re The Solar ,Thermal Report, contact
Peggy Panda
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109
Mail Stop 502-208
	 (213) 577-9319
4. Solar Thermal Technology Division (DOE/STY)
U.S. Department of Energy
600 E. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20185
	
(202) 252-5558
5,	 Robert S. Riordan (Riordan/CRI)
Director of Applied Energy Research and Public Service
Center for Research, Inc.
2291 Irving Hill Road
Lawrence, KN 66045
	
(913) 864-4078
6.	 American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE)
2950 Niles Road, P.O. Box 410
St. Joseph, MI 49085	 (616) 429.0300
A. OVERALL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND/ OR TECHN7CAL CONCEPTS 	 1.14
1.	 A Guide to the Solar Thermal F..nergy Systems Program - Fiscal Year 1981
By: Meridian Corporation and PRC Energy Analysis Company 	
4
This document acquaints interested parties with the Solar Thermal. Energy Systems Program at the U.S.
Department of Energy. The guide provides information on the various technical concepts which are
being developed within the program; some of the major projects and field experiments which 'utilize
solar thermal technologies; the structure of the program; how it is managed; and a summary of all
j
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major solicitations planned for Fiscal Year 19P1, The appendices provide further information on con-
ferences, meetings, exhibits, and other sources of information about the program,
Pages	 Date	 Contract No.
152
	
January 1981	 DE-AC01.80ET-20647
Source: DOE/SIT
2, Solar Thermal Report
By: jet Propulsion Laboratory
As a monthly report, this document provides current information on state-of-the-art advancements,
current and upcoming events, legal and regulatory issues, and the latest contract awards,
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
12	 Monthly Report
	
JPL 5106-10
Source: JPL
3. A ,Description and Assessment of Large Solar Power Systems Technology
By: Sandia National Laboratories
The systems being sponsored by the Department of Energy's Large Solar Thermal Central Power System
Program are summarized. Included are the technical concepts upon which the systems are based and, to
the extent possible, estimated cost, performance, and assessment of typical systems. The document pro-
vides potential users with an overview of present technologies and those technologies that will be
available within the next several years, Assessments of the strengths and weaknesses of each technology
are included in the hope that developers of she technology will be able to improve component arA
System designs,
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
158	 Anri1 1980	 SERI/SAND 79-8015	 EG-77-C-01-4042
1	 `,
w	 ,
a
Source: NTIS
4. Solar Thermal Energy Systems Research and Advanced Development Program Review
`	
By:. Solar Energy Research Institute
J
The prestntarion summaries submitted by the speakers at the Solar Thermal Energy Systems Research
and Advanced Development Program Review conference held in Oakland on April 8 & 9, 1981 are pro- 	 ,r
vided. The proceedings have been prepared by printing the papers made available by the individual
authors. The document benefits technical individuals interested in the results of solar thermal activities
and major accomplishments over the past year.
Pages	 Date	 Report No:
152	 April 8 & 9, 1981	 SERI/CP-633-1145
Source: NTIS, SERI
S. Annual Technical Report, Solar. Thermal Point-Focusing Thermal and Electrical Applica!ions
Project; Volume 1. Executive Summary; Volume 11 Detailed Report; Fiscal Year 1,,179.
	 i	 [
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By: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
This report is a detailed compilation of key FY 79 activities and results for the Point-Focusing Thermal
and Electric Applications (PFTEA) Project. This project, previously called the Small Power Systems
Applications Project, was renamed to denote a realignment of the project's charter and reflect significant
program changes. The Small Community Solar Thermal Power Experiment (SCSE), Isolated Application
Experiment and Industrial Application Experiment were discussed, as were developments in system
engineering implementation of the experiment, and testing and analysis of technology applications.
Report No.
DOE/JPL- 1060.30, Vol. 1,
DOE/JPL-1060-30, Vol. 2.
Pages
	 Date
'Vol. I - 39
	
April 1, 1980
Vol. II - 150
Source: JPL
B. APPLICATIONS POTENTIAL
Enhanced Oil Recovery
6. Solar Thermal Enhanced Oil Recovery (STEOR)
Viol. I - Executive Summary
Vol. II - Statement of Work
Val III - Summary of Additional Work-
By; Advanced Energy Systems Laboratory, Exxon Research and Engineering Company; Foster Wheeler
Development Company; and Honeywell, Inc.
Steam injection, either to stimulate individual wells or to drive oil to the producing wells, is by far the
major thermal process used today, and has been in use for over 20 years. Since steam generation at the
necessary pressures (generally below 4000 kPa (580 psia)) is within the capabilities of present day solar
technology, it is logical to consider the possibilities of solar thermal enhanced oil recovery (STEOR).
i
Source: NTIS
	 #,
v
7, Solar Enhanced Oil Recovery; An Assessment of Economic Feasibility
,By: Sandia National Laboratories
1.
k	 . This document provides qualitative reasons why steam Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) appears to be well
suited to solar energy. These include favorable characteristics regarding energy use, land availability,
z energy form, and geographical location. A cost model based on a number of working assumptions is
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This project consisted of an evaluation of STEOR by a team from various Exxon affiliates, Foster
Wheeler Development Corp. and Honeywell Inc.
The results of the study are presented in three volumes. Volume I contains the executive summary.
Volume II contains Sections 2 through 8, together with Appendices A through K, in response to the
original contract statement of work. Volume III summarizes the additional work performed to evaluate
STEOR as a privately financed commercial venture at Exxon's Edison Field near Bakersfield, California.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
Vol. I	 25	 November 1980	 SAN/03074	 DE-AC 03-79CS30307
Vol II - 280
rt
,t
,
also provided to indicate the competitiveness of solar thermal systems versus conventional fuel-burning
FOR systems using crude oil priers and solar system costs.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
9
52	 May 1979
	
SAND-79.9787
	
DE-AC04.76DP00789
Source:	 NTIS
8.	 Solar Repoweringllndustrial Retrofit Systems
Category B. Solar Thermal Enhanced Oil Recovery System
Executive Summary
By: Martin Marietta; Exxon Corporation; Foster Wheeler Corporation; and Black & Veatch Consulting
Engineers
A conceptual design for a central receiver solar thermal system for a thermal-enhanced oil recovery
(TEOR) process in Exxon's Edison oil field near Bakersfield, California, is discussed. The solar power
system would produce 293 MWc in the form of steam, using 818 heliostats with an area of 49 m2
(528 ft2) each, and displacing 43,000 barrels of oil per year. The central receiver STEOR system was
found to compete favorably with the present crude oil combustion process evert in the near term. 1
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
18	 July 1979	 NICR-80-1352	 DE-ACO3-79SF10737
l
Source:	 NTIS
Industrial Applications
i
9.	 Application of Solar Energy for the Geiveration and Supply of Industrial Process Low- to Intermediate-
Pressure Steam Ranging from 300 OF to 530°F (High Temperature Steam)
By: Acurex Corporation
This report highlights the study on Acurex's design for a solar industrial process heat system to be i
installed at the EROON, Inc. Bulk Oil Storage Terminal in Mobilc, Alabama, The 1874 m2
(20,160 ft2 ) solar energy collector field will generate industrial process heat at temperatures ranging
from 150 to 290°C (300 to 550-F). The solar energy system will provide approximately 44% of the pro-
ccss beat required, R
.a
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No. i
276	 December 1980	 SAN/2196-1	 ET-78-C-03-2196 i
Source:	 NTIS
10, Design Costs and Performance Comparisons of'Several Solar Thermal Systems for .Process Heat
By: Sandia National Laboratories
Conceptual designs of central receiver, parabolic dish, and pa y ^bolic trough systems are obtained for
several process heat applications. Cost and performance estimatetare made for each of these designs
and these are used to calculate lcvelized delivered process heat costs. The results indicate that central
receiver systems will provide energy costs competitive with those of parabolic trough and parabolic dish
systems over the tangc of demand sizes and temperatures studied, above 3 MWt and above 93°C
(200-F).	 i
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Pages
	
Date	 Report No,	 Contract No
Vol, I - Executive Summary
	 28	 Miceli 1981 SAND 79 .8279
	
DR-AC04-76DP60789
Vol. II - Concentrators	 74
Vol, III - Receivets
	 114
Vol, IV - Energy Centralization	 94
Vol, V - Systems	 78
Source. NTIS
11, Solar Rrndvetiarr of Wmstdd Process Steam (Phases 11 acrd 111)
By: Acurex Corporation
These documents concern a solar facility supplying 172`C (345^F) process strain to the Johnson and
Johnson manufacturing platnt in Sherman, Texas, The facility consists of 1070 m2 (11, 320 0) of
parabolic trough co ; entrating collectors, a 18,9214 (500-gal) flash boiler, 7,nd a circulating pump,
Phase II summarizes the construction, startup/checl oirt, costs, and performance of the facility from
July 1, 1978, through January 31, 1980, phase III sur nmatixes costs and performance from Ja uary 1,
1980, through March 31, 19m
Phase It - Fabrication and Installation, Final Report for the Period July 1, 1978, Through
January 31, 1980,
Pages	 Date	 Report No,
	
Contract No,
136	 Fcbr%mry 1981	 SAN 11713.3	 DR-AC-3-770531713
phase Ili - Operation and Evaluation of the Johnswi &- Johnson Solar Facility, Final Report for the
Period January 1, 1980, Through :March 31, 1981,
Pages	 Date	 Report No,	 Contract No,
123	 March 1981	 SAN/ 1713 .3	 DR-AC-3-770531713
Source; NTIS
12,Solarlodurtdd Prow; Heat Markets for Cewrd Receiver 7ec,6rrvlogy
By. Sandia National -Laboratories
This document examines the potential market for solar industrial process heat produced by central
receivers, Based on a synthesis of the available information, it is concluded that only two types of cen
tral receiver systems need be developed to have a significant impact on industry. (1) systems producing
saturated steam up to 787"C (550"F), and (2) systems delivering air up to 650 1, to 815*C (1200 to
1500"F),
Pages	 Date	 Report No,
17	 April 1980	 SA140 80.821
Source; NTIS
13, AN dyx* of Collectors for Procez Heat ApPlicatiot r
By. Sandia National ;Laboratories
1
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This document estimates the cost effectiveness of a variety of solar collector designs for process beat
applications by considering optical efficiency, receiver efficiency, pumping losses, , pipe thermal losses,
tracking power requirements, and total cost estimates. Evaluated are parabolic dishes, hemispherical
collectors, parabolic troughs, tilted reflectors with fixed receivers, semi-cylindrical fixed receivers with
fixed reflectors and movable receivers, and linear fresnel lens. Locations considered are Albuquerque,
New Mexico, Charleston, South Carolina, and Boston, Massachusetts. Parabolic dishes, parabolic
troughs and fresnel lenses were the most cost •effective, hemispherical collectors were not cost.
competitive.
Pages
	 Date	 Report No,	 Contract No.
26	 February 1979
	
SAND 78 .1977	 AT (2971)-789
Source: NTIS
14. Survey of U.S. Industrial Process Heat Usage Distributions
By: Sandia National Laboratories
The survey uses 1972 data on United States industrial classifications to estimate the quantity and power
range of industrial process Beat usage. In terms of number of facilities, small, lower temperature users
dominate, In terms of total energy consumed, the larger ones (10 MW thermal and above) dominate,
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
29	 Fall 1930	 SAND 80-8234
3
Source: NTIS
ls. Comparison of Solar Thermal and Fossil Total Energy Systems for Selected Industrial Applications
	 q
	1	 By: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Economic analyses of a conventional system (grid-electric, package-boilct) and total energy systems based
	
.	 on phosphoric acid fuel cells, diesel-piston engines, and central receiver solar thermal systems were per-
	
`	 formed for each of four industrial applications: a concrete block plant in Arizona, a fluid milk process-
	
`	 ing plant in California, a sugar beet processing plant in Colorado, and a meat-packing plant in Texas.
A series of sensitivity analyses was performed to show the effects of variations in fuel price, system size,
	
r	 cost of capital, and system initial cost. The effects of changing the allowed business investment tax
credit and of eliminating the allowance of fuel cost as an operating expense for tax purposes were also
examined.
E^
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
75	 June 1980
	
ORNL/TM-7022	 W=7405 -cng-26
Source: NTIS
16, Solar Industrial Process Heat Conference Proceedings December 16 - 19, 1980, Houston, Texas.
By: Solar Energy Research Institute (editors)
This collection of 46 papers presented at the Sixth Annual Solar Industrial Process Heat Conference
presents the latest views of the solar industry concerning industrial use of solar. Topics covered include
the hardware and performance of past solar industrial demonstration projects, market assessment and
survey, commercialization, and the economics of solar for industry. Short papers from contractors'
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poster sessions include discussions of solar for hot water, hot air, low• and intermediate-temperature
steam and high-temperature applications. Summaries of three panel discussions; by solar users, by solar
manufacturers and on financing, end the volume,
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
316	 December 1980	 SERI/CP-632-952
Source: NTIS, SERI
Electricity Applications
17. Utility Views on Solar Thermal Central Receivers
By: Sandia National Laboratories
The content of recent meetings with southwestern U.S, utilities concerning solar thermal central
receivers is documented in this report. These meetings focused on identifying technical demonstrations
and government incentives.
Pages
	
Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
45	 April 1980	 SAND-80.8203	 DE-AC04-76DP00789
Source: NTIS
18, Proceedings of the National Conference "The Integration of Solar Energy into Utility System Planning
and Strategies, 1980-2000"
>i
By: The Kansas Power and Light Company and The University of Kansas }
Views and information presented at the conference are discussed regarding the following questions:
(1) How do utilities develop plans for solar energy in demand forecasting, plant expansion, capital
requirements, load management, and customer relations? (2) Which solar technologies will emerge as
dominant in the future? (3) What rate of growth in the use of solar energy can be expected by utility
managers? (4) How can utilities use information on developments in solar technology in their opera-
tions, planning, and management? (5) What part can utilities expect to play in the financing and con-
trol of major solar energy technologies?
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
278
	 May 1980	 None	 None
Source: Riordan, CRI
19. Siting Issues for Solar Thermal Power Plants with Small Community Applications
By: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
The siting issues associated with small, dispersed solar thermal power plants for utility/small community
applications of less than 10 MWe are considered, The siting issues discussed include system resource
requirements, environmental effects of the system, and the potential impact of the plant on the
environment. The first two sections of the report provide background for the subsequent issOc dis•
cussions. The introductory section describes the SPSA Project and the requirements for the first
engineering experiment and gives the objectives and scope for the report as a whole. A brief overview
of solar thermal technologies is followed by a discussion of some technology options.
Pages
	 ))ate	 Report No.
36
	
February 1, 1979
	
DOE/JPL-1060.78/2
Source: NTIS, JPL
20. A Comparative Ranking of 0.1- to 10-MWe Solar Thermal Electric Power Systems., Volumes 1 & 11
Final Report
By; Solar Energy Research Institute
These documents report a comparative analysis of the major generic Solar Thermal Electric Power
Systems in the 0.1 to 1 MWe and 1 MWe to 10 MWe ranges, The 0.1 to 1 MWe range was considered
primarily for industrial, nonutility applications. Volume ) Lummarizes the results for both 0.1 to 1
MWe and 1 to 10 MWe capacity studies. Volume 11 contains tabularized system performance sum-
maries, ranking methodology data, and a complete set of key references.
Pages Date Report No. Contract No,
Vol. I - Summar: of Results - 157 August 1980 SERI/TR-351-461 3456.10
Vol. II - Supporting Data	 - 155 July 1980 SERI/TR-351.461 3456.10
Source: NTIS, SERI
21. Analysis of Public Sector Incentives for the Construction and Operation of Solar Field Experiments., The
Case of Solar Thermal RepoweringlRarofit Plants
By., PRC Energy Analysis Company
Existing energy supply investment incentive options at the federal, regional, and state levels of govern-
ment were identified and analyzed. Since the thrust was to identify programs of immediate conse-
quence, a requirement existed for a distilling mechanism to sort through the various incentive options
available to the public. Private-sector experience in selecting projects was studied, and a scoring model
with Delphi inputs from a workshop was used as the distilling mechanism.
Pages	 Date
75	 July 1980
Source: DOE/SIT
22, Saguaro Power Plant Solar Repowering Project Final Technical Report - Executive Summary
By: Arizona Public Service Company; Martin Marietta; Badger, Gibbs & Hill, Inc.
This final technical report summarizes the work performed between September 1979 and July 1980 on
the conceptual design, cost and performance of the Saguaro Power Plant Solar Repowering Project. This
project involved a gas/oil-fired steam-Rankine electric power generation. plant, 41 miles north of
Tucson, Arizona, to be repowered by a solar thermal central receiver. The report is published in four
volumes: Executive Summary; Volume I - Conceptual Design; Volume II - System Requirements
Specification; and Volume III - Appendices.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
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32	 July 1980	 DOE/Sl~ 10739-1 	 DE-AC-3-795F10739
Sources NTIS
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23. Newman Unit I Solar Repowering - Final Report - Vol. IA - Executive Summary
By: El Paso Electric Company
The report describes the conceptual design and cost estimates of the Newman Unit 1 Repowering Pro-
ject, using central receiver technology. The Newman Unit 1, located near El Paso, Texas, would receive
41 MWe from the solar system as designed.
Pages
	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No,
35	 July 1980	 DOE/SF-10740.1/IA	 DE-ACO3-79SF10740
Source; NTIS
24, Southwestern Public Service Company Solar Repowering Program Final Technical Report - Executive
Summary
By: General Electric Company
General Electric and Southwestern Public Service Company consider solar energy to be a viable alter-
native to conventional energy sources. After an extensive 9-month study, the companies consider the
sodium central receiver to be technically feasible for repowering fossil fuel installations. Additional
engineering required to integrate the solar power source with the existing Plant X Unit 3 presents no
major technical problem.
The Plant X repowering conceptual design study provides the foun+,tion for construction and operation
of a solar demonstration facility. The companies involved conclude that a repowering demonstration
facility is needed to develop acceptable experience for the commercial use of solar technology in the
nation's utility industry.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
28	 July 1980	 DOE/SF-10740-1
Source: NTIS
i
25. Conceptual Design of the Solar Repowering System for West Texas Utilities Company Paint Creek
Power Station Unit No. 4 - Executive Summary
By: Rockwell International; West Texas Utilities Company; Boeing Engineering & Construction; and
Sargent & Lundry Engineers
A conceptual design of a 60-MWe, sodium-cooled, solar central receiver repowering system for West
Texas Utilities Paint Creek Unit 4 (a 110-MWe gas-fired, baseload unit) is provided. A large number of 	 ltrade studies and optimizations were carried out to find the most cost-effective design with the greatest
potential for widespread application and commercialization. The optimum size for the solar repowering
plant was determined to be 60 MWe, with enough thermal storage to provide 4 hours of 60 MWe out- 	 a
put, on March 21. The tower is 154 m (505 ft) high, surrounded by 7882 heliostats (each 49 m2/
528 ft2) on 430 acres.
yy
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
45	 July 15, 1980	 ESG-80-1$
Source NTIS
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26. Solar Repowering System for Texas Electric Service Compavy Psrmruax Basin Steam Electric Sto ox Unit
No, S Final Report - Executive Summary
By, Rockwell Intemadot,al and Texas Electric Service Company
This report discusses the conceptual receiver rcpowering system for Texas Electric Service Company's
Permian Basin Steam Electric Plant No, 5. The economic assessment shows the specific concept is not
now cost-competitive with burning natural gas alone at the existing plant, but the report stresses the
need to go ahead with on-line development, since delay may keep solar from developing into a viable
option, The solar central receiver system will use 4742 lieliostats (each with a mirror area of
564 m2 /607 ft2), a 10.6 m (34.8 fr) external receiver on top of a 110 m (360,9 ft) rower and provide
1 hour of storage using liquid sodium as the storage medium,
Pages
	 Date	 Report No,	 Contract No,
30	 July 15, 1980	 ESG-80.22	 DOE/SF/10607-1/1
Source, NTIS
Agricultural Applications
27, Agricultural Energy
Vol. 1: Solar Energy: Livestock Produe Lion
Vol, 2: Biomass Energy: Crop Productiow
Vol, 3: Food Processing
By; American Society of Agricultural Engineers
This three-volume document contains selected papers and abstracts from the 1980 American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) National Energy Symposium. Over 170 papers discuss such topics as
energy losses to the soil surrounding a below-grade solar energy storage pond, solar grain drying, active
and passive space and water heating systems, synfuel production, wind power, and process heat
applications,
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
Vol, I - 1 .272	 Much 1981	 ASAE Publication
Vol. 1I - 273 . 580	 April 1981
Vol. III - 581-671	 May 1981
Source; ASAE
Cogeneration
These final reports provide information on the seven solar cogeneration projects completed in FY 81.
They are the result of a DOE Request for Proposal (No. DE-RP03 .08SF10768) for "Conceptual Design
of a Solar Central Receiver System Integrated with a Cogeneration Facility." They cover a wide range of
industrial applications (sugar cane processing, natural gas processing, enhanced oil recovety, sulfur
mining and copper smelting) as well as space conditioning and domestic hot water for m0itary bases,
All arc specific site applications, Some were already cogeneratiog, while others would add cogr;ncrating
capability along with the solar central receiver. Each report contains anexecutive surnmari, a main
body, and appendices in one or more volumes. They also include facility descriptions, conceptual design
details, system performance, economic findings, development plan, and site owner's assessment.
28, Conceptual Design of a Solar Cogeneration Facility at Pioneer Mill Co,, Ltd, Final Report, August 1981,
DOEISF111431-1.
{
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29, Solar Cogeneration Facility, Cimarron River Station, Central Telephone and Utilities Western Power,
Final Report, August 1981, DOEISF111439 . 111, 112, 113•
30, Conceptual Design of a Solar Cogeneration Facility, Industrial Procerr,Heat (Category A), Final Report,
July 1981, DE-ACO380SF11438, Vol 1, Vol. 11,
31, Texasgulf Solar Cogeneration Program, Final Report, June 1981, DOEISF111437-1, 2,
32. Solar Central Receiver System Integrated With a Cogeneration Facility for Copper Smelting, Final
Report, August 1981, DE-ACO3 .81 SF 11533, Appendix A through 1,
33, Fort Hood Solar Cogeneration Facility Conceptual Design Study, Final Report, .August 1981, MDC
G9716 Vol 1, Vol II (DE-ACO3-81SP11495).
34, Robins Air Force Base Solar Cogeneration Facility, Final Report, August 1981, AESD-TME•3114 Vol. 1,
Vol, II (DE-ACO3.81SF11494).
Source: NTIS
Repowering
The following reports describe the technical and economic aspects of 14 conceptual central receiver
designs submitted to DOE. Of these, 13 arc the result of a DOE Request for Proposal (No.
DE-ACO3-79SF10506) for "Solar Repowering/Industrial Retrofit Systems." All arc conceptual design
studies for adding solar central receiver technology to existing plants for utility electrical power genera-
tion or industrial process heat applications. Each report contains an executive summary, a main body,
and appendices in one or more volumes. They also include facility descriptions, conceptual design
details, ;system performance, economic findings, development plan, and site owner's assessment.
35. Technical and Economic Assessment of Solar Hybrid Repowering, Public Service of New
MexicolWestinghouse, December 1978, SAN-1608-1, 2,
36, Saguaro Power Plant Solar Repowering Project, Arizona Public ServicelMartin Marietta, July 1980,
DOEISF110739-1, 2, 3, 4.
37, Newman Unit 1 Solar Repowering, El Paso Electric Companyl Westinghouse, July 1980,
DOEISF:10740-1 /A, 1,
38, Solar Repowering for Electric Generation Northeastern Station Unit 1, Public Service Oklahoma, Black
& VeatchlPublic Service Company of Oklahoma, July 1980, DOEISF-10738-111, 2, 3.
39. Sierra Pacific Utility Repowering, McDonnell DouglaslSierra Pacific Power Company, July 1980,
SA1V1o6o9-1.
40, Southwestern Public Service Company Solar Repowering Program, General Electric/Southwestern Public
Service, July 1980, DOEISF-10741-1,
41. Conceptual Design of the Solar Repowering System for West Texas Utilities Company, Paint Creek
Power Station No. 4, Rockwell International, ESGI West Texas Utilities, July 1980, DOEISFI
1106,5-111,  2.
42, Solar Repowering for Texas Electric Service Company Permian Basin Steam Electric Station Unit No. S,
Rockwell International, ESGITexar Electric Services Company, July 1980, DOEISF-10607-111, 2.
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43, Solar Industrial Retrofit System North Coles Levee National Gas Processing Plant, Northrup, Inc, lArco
Oil and Gas Company, July 1980, DOB/SP/10736.111, 2, 3,
44, Solar Repowering Industrial Retrofit Systems Category B Solar Thermal -- Enhanced Oil Recovery
Systems, Martin Marietta /Exxon Corporation, July 1980, DOEISP110737 .111, 2,
45, Gulf Mt, Taylor Uranium Mill Solar Retrofit Solar Repowering Industrial Retrofit Systems Study,
McDonnell Douglas1Gulf Research, July 1980, DOEISPI10608 .111, 2,
46. Solar Industrial Retrofit System for the Provident Energy Company Refinery, Foster Wheeler/Provident
Oil Company, July 1980, DOE/SPIl?3r`s; aS-1,
47. Solar Energy Systems United States Gypsum Plant Solar Retrofit, Boeing Engineering &
Consm,ction/U,S. Gypsum Company, DOE/SP-10742-ES, 1, 2,
48, Solar Central Receiver Reformer System for Ammonia Plants, PFR Engineering Systems, Inc, I Valley
Nitrogen Producers, July 1980, DOE/SP/10733-1 /1, 2,
Source; NTIS
C, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT
49. Environmental Readiness Document, Solar Thermal Power Systems
By: Department of Energy, Asst. Sec. for Environment
The Office of Environment within DOE periodically prepares Environmental Readiness Documents to
review and evaluate the environmental status of developing technologies, The document is intended to
identify potential environmental problems associated with solar thermal power systems. Included are
analysis of ecological effects, health and safety concerns, land use and institutional issues,
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
30	 August 1979	 DOE/ERD-0019
Source: NTIS
50, Worker Health and Safety in Solar Thermal Power Systems Vol, I. Overview of Safety Assessments
By: University of California, Los Angeles
Some aspects of safety in solar thermal power systems (SIPS) have been studied to ascertain ways in
which worker health and safety may be protected. Unique STPS hazards are also examined, A data base
and methodology for quantitative predictions of injury rate is proposed. The methodology utilizes
ordered comparisons of worker activities in STPS and in current industrial practice. Generic and design-
specific hazards of thermal energy storage are examined by an event and fault tree methodology. In
Volumes II-VI, the effects of the diffuse nature of solar energy on routine hazards are assessed by
establishing strawman designs for alternative STPS. Failure rates are estimated from extant data, and 	 j
preferential rankings of the alternative STPS are made. Hazards of off-normal events in which thermal
mismatches exist in receiver and generating subsystems, and the characteristic hazards of solar ponds, are
also addressed.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
39	 October 1979
	
UCLA 12/1211
Source: NTIS
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31, WlorAer Health and Safety in Solar Thermal Power Systems
f
Vol, VII - The Toxicological and .Wealth Implications of Solar Process Fluids
By: University of California, Los Angeles
t	 The report examines the toxicological and health implications of high-temperature solar thermal process
{
	
	 fluids. Fluids are first identified and characterized according to their physical and chemical
characteristics, then screened for toxicological effects. A literature search was conducted on the most
toxic compounds drawing largely on information from electric utility, petroleum trfining, and chemical
process industries.
4
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
277
	
October 1980	 UCLA 12/1265
Source: NTIS
D. COST AND VALUE DATA AND FINANCING
32, The Effect of ©per»ting Temperature ov the Cost of Energy from Solar Thermal Electric Power Plants
By: Sandia National Laboratories
The operating temperature of a solar thermal electric power plant controls the efficiency of the collector
field, the efficiency of the power generation system and the cost of the thermal energy storage system.
This report evaluates the effect of these three items, as temperature is varied, on the annualized cost of
energy produced by both stand-alone solar and solar/diesel hybrid power plants, The type of solar
power plant considered uses a line-focus distribution collector field and a Rankine cycle power genera-
tion system. Systems using different collector performance models, Rankine-cycle working fluids, and
thermal energy storage concepts are included in the evaluation.
Pages
	
Date	 Report No.	 Contract No,	 l
90	 July 1979
	
SAND 79-0801	 DG-AC04-76DP00789
Source: NTIS
.13. Cost/Performance of Solar Reflective Surfaces for Parabolic Dish Concentrators
By Jet Propulsion Laboratory
The report discusses materials under consideration for the reflective surfaces of parabolic dish solar con-
centrators. Some important performance factors for the mirrors are summarized and typical costs arc
treated briefly. Although much of the data considered are general and applicable to flat or curved solar
reflectors, capital investment cost/ performance ratios are computed specifically for the parabolic dish
concentrators using a mathematical model. The results are given in terms of initial investment cost for
reflective surfaces per thermal kilowatt delivered to the receiver cavity for various operating temperatures
from 400 to 1400°C (750 to 2550 0 F). Conventional glass mirrors have the lowest cost/performance
ratios, followed closely by aluminum reflectors.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
60	 July 15, 1979	 DOE/JPL-1060-40
JPL Publication 81-2
Source NTIS, JPL
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34, Municipal Bond Financing of Solar Energy Facilities 	 7
By: Solar Energy Research Institute
The report examines the application of the laws of municipal bond financing to solar facilities, taken
broadly to include biomass conversion ,-tystems, wind-power installations, ocean thermal systems, solar
heating and cooling systems, process heat systems, solar thermal systems, photovoltaic systems, and
solar-powered satellites, It discusses the different types of municipal bonds, the legal prin6ples behind
them, and laws regarding tax exemptions, The report concludes that legal obstacles tothe use of
municipal financing can be substantially overcome, but that use will ultimately depend on the ;ethnical
and economic feasibility of the systems involved.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Task No,
70	 December 1979	 SERI /Tit-434.191	 6721.40
Source: NTIS, SERI
33, The Coupling Between Recurrent and Capital Costs in a Solar Thermal Process Heat System	 A
By: Sandia National Laboratories
The report models the costs associated with cleaning line-focus solar collectors, The goal is to improve
overall understanding of operation and maintenance costs on energy produced from solar collector
systems.
Pages	 Date
16	 January 1979
Source: DOE/S'iT
E, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND TEST RESULTS
30, 1980 Annual Report of the Coolidge Solar Irrigation Project
By: Sandia National Laboratories
The Coolidge Solar Irrigation Facility at Coolidge, Arizona, consists of a 2136,8-m2 (23,000 -ft2) line-
focus collector subsystem, a 113.55-m3 (30,000-gallon) thermal storage subsystem, and a 150-kwc
(142.2-Btu/s) power generation unit. This document reports the performance of the facility and its
operational and maintenance requirements from the facility's initial operation in October 1979 to
August 31, 1980.
Pages	 Date	 Report No,	 Contract No.
160
	
February 1981	 SAND 80.2378	 DE-AC04-76DP00789
Source: NTIS
37. Operation and Evaluation of the Willard Solar Power System, Final Report
.a	 By: New Mexico State University; Sandia National Laboratories
The operation of the Willard solar thermal power system is analyzed and evaluated. The 19 kW (2^5 hp)
power system was coupled to a shallow well and sprinkler system near Willard, New Mexico, irrigating
approximately 32 hectares. Data on the performance of the major subsystems (collector array, thermal
A-14
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storage, and the organic working fluid Rankine cycle heat engine) is provided,
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
270	 November 1980	 13-5004
Source: NTIS
38. Mid-Temperature Solar Systems Test Facility Predictions for Thermal Performance Based on Test Data
By; Sandia National Laboratories
Thermal performance predictions based on test data are presented for various solar collUtors with glass
reflector surfaces, for three different collector output temperatures at five cities in the United States:
Fresno, California; Albuquerque, New Mexico; Fort Worth, Texas; Charleston, South Carolina; and
Boston, Massachusetts.
Suntec Solar Collector with Heat-Formed Glass Ref7ector Surface
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
26	 November 1980	 SAND 80-1964/2	 DE-AC04-76DP00789
Acurex Solar Collector with Glass Reflector Surface (Based on Test Data)	
__i
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
26	 April 1981	 SAND 80-196416	 DE-AC04-76DP00789
Solar Kinetics T-600  Solar Collector with FEK 244 Reflector Surface
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No,
26	 April 1981	 SAND 80-196419	 DE-AC04-76DP00789
Custom Engineering Trough with Glass Reflector Surface and Sandia-Designed Receivers
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
26	 May 1981	 SAND 80-1964/ 10	 DE-AC04-76DP00789 t
Polisolar Model POL Solar Collector with Glass Reflector Surface
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
26	 May 1981	 SAND 80-1964/11	 DE-AC04-76DP00789
Source: NTIS
s9. Solar Production of Industrial Process Heat Hot Water. Operation and Evaluation of the Campbell
Soup Hot Water Solar Facility 1
?'fy; Acurex Corporation
The report summarizes the operation and evaluation of a solar hot water facility designed by Acurex
Corporation and installed in November 1977 at the Campbell Soup Company canning plant in
Sacramento, California. The period of evaluation was from October 1979 through. September 1980. Hot
water for washing empty soup cans before they are filled is provided by 413.8 m2 (4455 ft2) of flan	 }
plate ccllectors and 267.5 m2 (2880 0) of parabolic trough concentrators (east/west orientation) with
65 m3 (17,150 gal) of storage,
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December 1980
Report No.	 Contract No,
SAN/ 1218-4
	
DE=ACO3.76CS31218 i{
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Source: NTTIS
60. Heliostat Operation at the Central Receiver Test Facility, 1978-1980
By: Sandia National Laboratories
The data and conclusions presented in this report arc for the operation of the Central Receiver Test
Facility (CRTF) using 222 CRTF heliostats from 1978 through 1980. The CRTF beam produces a tot?l
Power of 5.5 MWth and a peak intensity of 2250 kW/m 2 near solar noon, A new safe operating
strategy has recently been implemented, as well as improvements in the targeting accuracy. The mirror
reflectivity is maintained near 80% by cleaning with natural rains or snow, The CRTF had logged
almost 300,000 operating hours by the end of 1980.
Pages	 Dau:
	 Report No,
	 Contract No.
27	 May 1981
	 SAND 81-0275
	 DE-AC04-76DP00789
Source: NTIS
61. Systematic Rotation. and Receiver Location Error Effects on Parabolic Trough Annual Performance
BY: Sandia National Laboratories
The effects of certain systematic errors on performance and their influence on the design of parabolic
troughs are covered. Systematic rotation error is the angle between the reflector vertex -focus axis and the
vertex-sun axis; systematic receiver location error is the vertical deviation of a receiver from focus.
Systematic rotation errors of 0.016 radions result in annual performance degradation of greater than
30%. Systematic receiver location errors can have a similar effect depending upon magnitude.
Techniques for calculating the influence of systematic errors on performance are given and methods for
identifying and minimizing these errors are suggested.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
21	 April 1981	 SAND 81-0159
	
DE-AC04-76DP00709
Source: NTIS
F. TECHNOLOGIES
Parabolic Troughs
62. Proceedings of the Line-Focus Solar Thermal Energy Technology Development: A Seminar for Industry
(Albuquerque, NM, September 9, 10, 11, 1980)
By: Sandia National Laboratories
This document contains the proceedings of the titled linc,focus seminar. Approximately 50 authors con-
tributed to the document, which contains 49 papers in 6he following areas: overview; lime-focus system
_j
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development, subsystem development, and component development; material development; and
x	 instrumentation development,
z
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
354	 February 1981	 SAND 80-1666	 DE-AC04-76DP00789
Y
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Source: NTIS
63. Design Considerations for Solar Industrial Process Heat Systems - Nonttaching and Line-Focus Collector
Techniques
By: Solar Energy Research Institute
This document lists items that should be ronsidered in each aspect of designing a solar industrial process
heat system using flat-plate, evacuated tube, and line-focus collectors, Qualitative design considerations
are stressed, providing the experienced designer with both a checklist and valuable information for
designing new systems, A glossary of technical terms and an appendix listing further sources of informa-
tion is included.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Task No.
SS	 March 1981	 SERI/TR•632.783	 1011.00
Source: NTIS, SERI
64, Thermally Formed Half-Parabola Glass Panels; final Report
By: Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation; Western Development Laboratories Division;
and Sandia National Laboratories
This final report presents the eesults of a contract between Ford Aerospace and Communications
Corporation and Sandia National Laboratories covering the manufacturing of prototype solar panels and
a related manufacturing analysis. The contract involved using windshield-forming technology to form
flat glass into the curves needed for solar trough concentrators. The report concludes that a griddled fix
tur: design concept is viable for short-term prototype production, but recommends exploring air float
gas hearth processes for long-range, high-volume production.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
64	 January 1981	 SAND 80-7158	 DE-AC04-76DP00789
Source: NTIS
63. Solar Thermal Energy; Abstracts of a Special Seminar for Industry
By: Sandia National Laboratories
This document is a compilation of abstracts from eleven papers presented at the Modular Industrial
Solar Retrufit (MISR) Conference, held in Albuquerque, NM, February 3 and 4, 1981, under the spon-
.I
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sorship of the Department of Energy and Sandia National Laboratories: The papers were presented in
four sessions: technology status and the MISR Project, MISR System Design Request for Proposal, MISR
field experiments, and seminar xttendecs' participation.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No,	
a t,32	 February 3-4, 1981 	 SAND 81-0373	 DE-AC04.76DP00789
Source: NTIS
66. Fluid Temperature Control for Parabolic Trough Solar Collectors
By: Sandia National Laboratories
A-17
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Computer simulation studies of temperature control techniques for heat transfer fluid in parabolic
trough solar collector fields are discussed. Of particular interest is whether these fields can meet the
temperature generation requirements for cogeneration systems, The results indicate that the temperature
control requirements can be satisfied using readily available components,
Pages	 Date	 Report No,	 Contract No.
34	 June 1980	 SAND 80.7158
	
DE-AC04-76DP00789
Soum,!^n NTIS
67. Rvalttation of Line Focus Solar Central Power Systems, VoZ I & 11
Bye Energy Resources Division
The Aerospace Corporation
The report describes Aerospace Corporation's analysis and evaluation of three designs based on line.
focus technology, and compares their potential with that of the central receiver point-focus concept,
The three designs are a BDM Corporation parabolic trough collector system with a conventional low-
pressure non-reheat steam cycle; a General Atomic solar collector with fixed mirror/tracking receiver
design and a draw-salt working fluid; and an SRI International system with heliostats and a tower.
mounted line receiver using a high-pressure reheat system cycle. Volume I is the Executive Summary;
Volume II contains the System Evaluation and Appendices,
Pages	 Date	 Repott No,	 Contract No,
Vol. I --24	 March 1980	 ATR-80 (77773 .03)	 EY-76-C-03.1101 (PA#14)
Vol, II - 130
	 March 1980
Sources NTIS
68, Line-Focus Solar Central Power System, Phase 1, l/ol, 11, Final Report
By: SRI International
This is the final document for the Phase I study of the Line-Focus Central Power System, It contains a
summary of the system analysis, parametric analysis, selection and conceptual design the optimized
system, and the determination of markets for solar line-focus central power plants.
Pages	 Date
	
Report No.	 Contract No.	 {
419	 April 1980	 DOE/ET/20550	 AT03-76ET20550
Source: NTIS	 M
Central Receivers
x
69, Solar Power Tower Des  Guide
7
By Sandia National Laboratories
This document is intended to aid an energy user to make a preliminary evaluation of whether a solar
central receiver plant is technically and economically feasible and desirable for the user's application.
The main text provides information to assist private sector planners, engineers, and operators by describ-
ing and explaining the cost elements, performance, and operation of solar central receiver systems. It
includes 37 illustrations, 12 tables, a glossary of terms, and a summary of heliostat specifications,
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A70. 1980 Solar Central Receiver Technology Evaluation
By: Sandia National. Laboratories
A task force of Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, personnel reviewed and evaluated the status of
solar central receiver technology as of early 1980. The methodology and results of the evaluation are
described. The evaluation concentrated on the detailed component and system designs developed by
industrial firms; the conclusions are based on these designs, and recommendations for the allocation of
DOE R&D resources within the solar central receiver program are given. Application of central receiver
technology to industrial process heat is also briefly discussed.
x
Pages	 Date	 Report .No.	 Contract No,
50	 Octi, 1980	 SAND 80.8235	 DE-ACO^i-76DP00789
Source: NTIS
71, Solar Central Receiver Fuels and Chemicals Project Status Report - October, 1980 to June, 1981
By: Sandia National Laboratories
This report describes solar central receiver fuels and chemicals project activities at Sandia National
Laboratories, Livermore, in the period October 1980 to June 1981. During this time several fuels and
chemicals processes were studied and ranked according to four comparative criteria: process maturity,
solar integration, market potential and competitive economics. Two processes, ethane pyrolysis and
steam reforming of methane, were selected for further study. The report describes the study criteria,
t	 status of ongoing work, and future activities.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
25	 August 1981	 SAND 81-8232
Source: NTIS
Parabolic Dishes (Point-Focusing Distributed Receiver Systems)
72. Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal Power Annual Program Review Proceedings
'	 By: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
These proceedings present the papers and panel discussions given at the Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal
Power Annual Program Review held in Pasadena, California on January 13-15, 1981. It was sponsored
by the U.S. DOE and conducted by Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The objective of the review was to present the results of activities of the Parabolic Dish Technology and
Applications Development portion of DOE's Solar Thermal Energy Systems Program. Thirty-four papers
were presented on the subjects of development and testing of concentrators, receivers, and power con-
version units; system design and development for engineering experiments; economic analysis and
market assessment; and advanced development. activities. Two panel discussions were held regarding
, technology development issues and application/user needs. 	 ; R,
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Pages	 Date	 Report No.
206	 May 1, 1981
	
DOE/JPL 1060.46
Source: JPL
73, Annual Technical Report for the Point-Focusing Distributed Receiver Technology Project, volume h
Executive Summary; Volume H. Detailed Report, Fiscal Year 1979.
By: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
This report details accomplishments of the Point-Focusing Distributed Receiver (PFDR) Technology Pto-
ject to produce thermal and electrical power using parabolic dish technology. It covers developments in
°
	
	 dish components (concentrators, receiver and heat transport networks, power conversion equipment),
manufacturing techniques, system engineering, and system testing.
A focus of this program is to develop industrial capability and system designs which will enable power
produced by PFDR technology to be economically competitive with other energy sources. Studies
included designs of modular units utilizing various engine designs. The Brayton-cycle engine is regarded
as the most promising electrical energy convertor to meet the program's near-future needs.
Pages	 Datc
	 Report No.
Vol. I	 37	 April 1, 1980	 DOE/JPL-1060-30, Vol. 1
-	 Vol. II 140
	 DOE/JPL-1060-30, Vol. 2
Source: JPL
74. Proceedings of the First Semi-Annual Distributed Receiver Systems Psngram
t January 22 - 24, 1980, Lubbock, Texas
E
By: Jet Propulsion Laboratory .
These proceedings present the 38 papers given at the First Scmi-Annual Distributed Receiver Systems
Program Review held in Lubbock, Texas, January 22 - 24, 1980. It was sponsored by the U,S. DOE, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, aad Texas Tech University. Papers cover the
developments in parabolic dish concentrator design, production of parabolic dish concentrators,
receivers, power conversion equipment, hardware tests and evaluation, mass production costing, and
applications of distributed receiver systems including parabolic dishes, hemispherical bowls and parabolic
troughs.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
262	 April 15, 1980	 DOE/JPL-1060-33
Source: JPL
75. Chemical Energy Storage Systems Screening and Preliminary Selection
.	 By Jet Propulsion Laboratory
This report (one of two) describes the first part of a two-part study on chemical storage and transport of
solar-derived thermal energy, Both topical reports were prepared in support of an overall study that is
assessing, the use of paraboloidal dish solar thermal systems for high temperature industrial
I^
F
i
applications. This effort is being conducted by the Advanced Systems Definition task of the Research
and Advanced Development element of the Solar Thermal Power Systems Project at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (1PL),
	
!n,
F,
I'	 -20
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The first part of the study focuses on (1) identifying and collecting a comprehensive list of candidate
reversible chemical reaction cycles; (2) screening these cycles to a (mainly qualitative) set of criteria
(stressing exothermic temperatures of 426°C [SOOT] or higher, and eliminating those,,  creating opera»
tional problems involving transport of solid chemical components); and (3) selecting a list of the ten
best candidates, on the basis of reaction characteristics, for further evaluation, This further evaluation
concentrates on the chemical engineering and cost analyses of the selected ten candidates, and is dis-
cussed in the second part of this study, "A Chemical Engineering and Cost Study of Energy Transport
and Storage Systems Using Reversible Chemical Reactions".
a
Pages	 Date	 Report No,
81	 August 1980	 JPL 5105.40
Source: JPL
76. Secondary and Compound Concentrators for Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal Power Systems
By: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
This report discusses the addition of secondary optical elements, such as a Fresnel lens or a mirror, to a
parabolic dish solar concentrator to increase the geometric concentration ratio attainable at the given
intercept factor. At a fixed intercept factor, higher overall geometric concentration may be obtainable
with a long focal lengthprimary and a suitable secondary to increase the geometric ratio if the receiver
temperature is high and errors ire the primary arc large: Using secondaries may reduce cost by allowing
the receiver and power conversion equipment to be located closer to the ground, and by eliminating the
heavy structure needed to support the equipment at the primary focus. This report discusses which
folded-path configurations are the most promising and identifies areas that need further research in the
use of secondary and compound concentrators.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
39	 April 15, 1981
	
DOE/JPL-1060-43
Source: JPL
77. The Small Community Solar Thermal Power Experiment
By: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
This report describes the Small Community Solar Thermal Power Experiment (SCSE), a JPL-managed
project to build a pilot 500 kW parabolic dish electric plant in a small community chosen through a
competitive process. The report gives the project's objectives and management; describes system compo-
nent hardware, plant design, and construction schedule; identifies the six semi-finalist communities for
the sites; and discusses parabolic dish applicability to small community electrical generation needs in
generals
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
47	 January, 1981	 5105-52, Rev. A
Source: JPL
Hemispherical Bowls
78. Crosbyton Solar Power Project. volume PYI• Performance and Cost of Solar Gridiron Electric Power
Plant
Y
a
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1By: Texas Tech University
This lengthy report describes the Crosbyton Solar Thermal Hemispherical Bowl Project in Lubbock,
Texas. It includes a description and operating results of the existing 10.1;We experimental bowl; an' d
discusses the proposed 5-MWe, 10-bowl solar grid iron pilot electric facility's performance prediction,
analysis and costs, Chapter 1, "Introduction to the Project," may be made available as a separate
Executive Summary, This volume follows six past project reports describing preliminary analysis and
design of the project,
Pages	 Date	 Report No,	 1
Executive Summary - 30
	
December 1979	 Not yet assigned
Vol. VII - 300 (approx.)
Source: Jan, 1982 - July, 1982; George Pappas, Department of Energy, Albuquerque Operation
F	 Office, (505) 846-5205; after July, 1982: NTIS 	
a
Solar Ponds
"r 	 79, Solar Ponds
By: Solar Energy Research Institute
A compendium of analyses on solar ponds was performed at ,SERI in 1979 to investigate the pedor-
nlaiice cci3ntiitilc5 applications and totalquad potential 
of 
the ^rji'Y:ar	 ao of noia=Con>ect+=^=° salt=
gradient ponds, and the two types of convecting ponds, shallow solar and deep saltless; and to deter-
mine the relative advantages and disadvantages of various types of solar ponds. The report concludes 	 i
that solar ponds have potential for displacing very significant quantities of conventional energy, and
notes that further development and demonstration work is needed to research basic unresolved issues of
identifying least-cost salt sources of salt -gradient ponds, and surface glazings and night insulation for
saltless ponds, ;i
4
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
43	 April 1980	 SERI/TR-351-587	 j
k	 ^
F
	
	 Source: SERI	 t
80. Comparison of Solar Pond Concepts for Electrical Power Generation
By: Battelle Pack Northwest Laboratories
A detailed report which identifies the major types of solar pond designs for electric power generation,
including the salt-gradient solar pond, convective ponds with membranes or gels, and shallow con-
vecting ponds; aalyzcs and compares their performance; and estimates ponds and power plant system
costs.
Overall conclusions were that electricity production was not cost-competitive based on then-current
central station power production technology; cost might be warranted for specific circumstances such as
isolated costs; if technical practicability is established, solar ponds could be competitive with other
energy sources in some circumstances; and there are a number of problems which could prevent ponds
from being widely ustd.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
117
	
October 1975
	
BNWL-1951
Source: NTIS y	 9
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81, Miamisburg Salt-Gradient Solar Ponds; Mid-1980 Status Report
By: Monsanto Research Company Mound Facility
?.	 A brief report which reviews the design, two-year performance and overall costs of the City of
{	 Miamisburg, Ohio's solar pond built to provide thermal energy to an outdoor swimming pool in
summer and to a recreational building in winter, Two main operational concerns, corrosion of the
metallic heat exchanger and the failure of selected seams in the plastic pond liner, arc discussed,
k	 Suggestions are made to prevent or minimize problems with future ponds,
Pages	 Date	 Report No,
22	 Spring 1981	 CONF-800737.1
Source: NTIS
82. Status Report - Salton Sea Solar Pond Power Plant
By: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
This report describes the feasibility study results and concept for a prototype 5-MWe solar salt pond
electricity generation plant at the Salton Sea in Southern California. This project, funded jointly by the
U.S. DOE, the California Energy Commission and Southern California Edison, is managed by Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory and subcontracted to Ormat Turbines, Ltd. (designers of the Israeli solar salt pond
installations,) and yrWESTEC Sm- 1 ces, The report describes the prototype concept, discusses problems of
water clarity and other environmental considerations and long-range plans for a potential commercial
scale plant of 12 50-MWe modules in 1990. This paper was presented at the International Solar Energy
Society's American Section conference in Philadelphia, May, 1981.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
4	 May 1981	 None-unpublished by govt.
Source: Write Bob French, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Mail Stop 507-228,
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109.
83. Salton Sea Project Phase 1, Final Report
By Jet Propulsion Laboratory
This report presents the final results of the feasibility study made for a salt-gradient solar pond power
plant in or near the Salton Sea of California. The report covers systems design, environmental considera-
tions, water and soil chemistry, dike construction, computer modeling, tradeoff studies, the potential of
solar ponds for generating electric 'power, and cost considerations. The report recommends that the .pro-
ject should continue into Phase la, Conceptual Design.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.
121	 January 1982	 JPL 5107-2
Source: JPL
f
84. Conference on Solar Ponds. , The Salt-Gradient Concept for Thermal and Electrical Energy
By: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
i
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This report contains viewgraphs from the 11 talks given at a one-and-a-half day conference conducted by
JPL for the Industrial Associates Office of the California Institute of Technology, Topics covered
include a general presentation of solar salt pond design; discussion of the Salton Sea project; specific
discussion of various applications of solo ponds such as for small stand-alone systems, desalination, and
the mining industry; and issues related to use of solar ponds including chemistry of a pond and
environmental impacts of ponds, While the viewgraphs arc limited in use without texts of the oral
presentations, they arc useful fort) kpowledgcable reader wanting more specific up-to-date facts about
solar pond research
	 .
Pages	 Date	 Report No,
171	 May 15, 1981
	 JPL 5105.85
Source: JPL
Supporting Systems
85, Design Study of a Kinematic Stirling Engine for Drsperred Solar Electric Power Systems, Final Report
By; United Stirling (Sweden)
This study describes the processes and results which have led to the detail design of an efficient Stirling
engine generator with concentrated solar radiation heat input. Various conce ptual designs were
evaluated and developed for both a free-piston and kinematic Stirling engine for smnil dk cpersed Molar-
powered -applications in identical parallel path programs.
The study performed configuration definition studies, including a detailed paramcoic evaluation of the
selected concepts, with a final ranking of all attractive configurations; these included single and multiple
cylinder engines with rhombic and crank shaft drive, different seal systems and heat exchanger
arrangements. For the conceptual design, a 4-cylinder double crank shaft engine with annular
regenerators was selected, with the power level increased to 20 Me output from the alternator.
n:
}i.
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Pages	 Date	 Report No;	 Contract No.
103
	
1980	 NASA CR-159588	 DEN 3.56
or DOE/NASA/005679/2
Sow..c: NTIS
86..8lectrochemical Energy Storage System for Solar Thermal Application
By: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
This report evaluates existing and advanced electrochemical storage and inversion conversion systems that
may be used with terrestial solar-thermal power systems. It assesses the status, cost and performance of
existing storage systems, and projects the cost, performance and availability of advanced systems. A
prime consideration is the cost of delivered energy from plants utilizing electrochemical storage.
	 f
The report addresses three broad areas: (1) the electrochemical, or battery, component of the storage
system (2) the balance of the system, or all components other than the battery; and (3) the overall
solar-thermal plant with electrochemical storage. Included in the latter area is a tabulation of the
levelized costs of delivered energy from complete plants with 16 different, advanced electrochemical
systems. This tabulation tanks the systems in order of economic attractiveness.
The results of the study indicate that the five most attractive electrochemical storage systems are the
iron-chromium redox (NASA LeRC), zinc-bromine (Exxon), sodium-sulfur (Ford), sodium-sulfur (Dow),
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Yand zinc-chlorine (EDA).
Pages
	 Date	 Report No,
120	 March 1, 1980
	 DOE/JPL-1060.30, Rev, 1
Source: JPL
Insolation Resource Assessment
87, Insolation Resource Assessment Program Contractors Annual PY 80 Review and Report
By: Solar Energy Research Institute
This document contains papers on the Insolation Resource Assessment Program in Three sessions; solar
energy meteorological research and training sites (university grants); NOAA, SERI, and Canadian insola-
tion assessment and research projects; and national labs and contractor insolation assessment and
research projects.
Pages	 Datc	 Report No.	 Contract No,
151	 August 19.21, 1980 	 SERI/CP-642.977
	
EG-77-C-01-4042
Source: NTIS, SERI
G. INFORMATION USER STUDIES
88, Solar Thermal Electric Power Information User Study
By: Solar Energy Research Institute
This report describes the results of a series of telephone studies of potential users of information on solar
thermal electric power (STEP) conducted as part of a larger study concerning information of all solar
electric technologies. The report identifies speck solar thermal information user group needs, the
priority of those needs, and methods of disseminating information to each group. The report includes
discussion of sample size, sample characteristics and survey design.
Pages	 Date	 Report No.	 Contract No.
172	 February 1981	 SERIP11-751.750 	 EG-77-C-01.4042
Source; NTIS, SERI
89. Solar Information User Priority Study
By., Solar Energy Research Institute
This report identifies, for each solar technology, those members or potential members of the solar com-
munity who, either currently or in the future, will require solar information. In addition, it rates each
user's relative need for information within the subsequent three years. The information was intended to
serve as a basis for information product and data base development for the Solar Energy Information
Data Bank (SEIDB).
Pages	 Date	 Report 'No.	 Contract No.
74	 May 1980	 SERI/TR-751.472	 EG-77-C-01-4042
s
Source: NTIS, SERI	 1.
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H. COMPONENT MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES
90, Heliostat Production Epaluadion and Cost Analysis
By; General Motors Corporation
This report is an extensive analysis of how the costs of heliostats ore related to the quantity produced.
The objective is to evaluate whether mass production will significantly reduce costs, The report focuses
on the factory production costs of the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company Solar Central Receiver
prototype heliostat, Factory cost is the sum of all costs necessary to place a finished product on the dock
ready to ship. The report is printed in two volumes, an Executive Summary and the report itself: At an
annual heliostat production rate of 25,000, factory cost/m 2
 - $95.80, installed cost/m 2 - $122,12.
For a production rate of 250,000, factory cost/m 2 • $67.31, installed cost/m2
 * $89,48,
Pages
	
Date	 Report No,	 Contract No.
Executive Summary - 24 	 December 1979 SERI/TR•8052 .2	 EG-77-C-01.4042
Full Report - 338
	 December 1979 SERI/TR•8052-1 	 EG-77-C-01.4042
Source; NTIS, SERI
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ADVS analog design verification system NW Niche_n Engineering and Research
advanced gas NMSU New Mexico State University
A LN Battellete11 e P 
af t 
No thwest Laboratory NOAA National Oceanic and AtmosphericAdministration
CM'IT Collector Module Test Facility NRL Naval Research Laboratory
CPC compound parabolic clasp, compound ORC organic Rankine cycleparabolic concentrating
CAS Central receiver system PCA power conversion assembly
CRTF Central Receiver Test Facility PDTS parabolic Dish Test Site
CTU•WP Central Telephone and Utilities. PG&E Pacific Gas and Electric
Western Power PKI Power Kinetics, Inc,
CSC calendar year PRDA Program Research and Development
DCS distributed Collector system. Annoucement
DOD Department of Defense R&AD research and advanced development
DOE Department of Energy RF radio frequency
EC, executive committee RTP Request for Proposal
EPA. Environmental Protection Agency SAGT soluized advance( gas turbine
FSO Energy Systems Group (Rockwell) SAI Science Applications, Inc,
V111C Energy Technology Engineering Center SAN DOE San :Francisco Operations
IiA,CC Ford Aerospace Communications SCR
^ZY- __
urfacc-enhanced Raman
FMDF
Corporation
fixed-mirror, distributed-focus SER sllicon•controlled [CCtifier
FY fiscal year SERI Solar Energy Research InstituteSNLA Sandia National Laboratories,
OR General Electric Albuquerque
GRC glass-reinforced concrete SNLL Sandia National Laboratories,
HSLA high-strength, lbw-alloy Livermore
SRE subsystem research experiment
IEA International Energy Agency SRI Stanford research Institute
IPH industrial process heat SSPS Small Solar Power Systems
JPL jct Pwpulsioo Laboratory STAR solar tracking angle reference
STEP Solar Total Energy Project
Me kilowatts electric STI Solar Turbines Internadonal
kWt kilowatts thermal STMPO Solar Tcn-Megawatt Project Office
MAN Maschinenfnbrik Augsburg • Nurnberg STTF Solar Thermal Test Facilities
MATM matrix approach to testing mirrors TBC Test Bed Concentrator
MDAC McDonncl/Douglas Asttonautics TMY Typical .Meteorological Year
MISR
Corporation
Modular Industrial Solar Retrofit UA Users' Association
We megawatts electric UV ultraviolet
MWt megawatts thermal
NASA National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
.,
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Appendix C
List of Contacts
GENERAL INFORMATION
Gerald W. Braun, Director
Division of Solar Thermal Technology
Acting Manager, Systems Test & Evaluation. Branch
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) 252.1535
Clifton McFarland
Research & Technology Branch
U,S, Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D,C, 20585
(202) 252 .5584
CENTRAL RECEIVERS
James Wright, Manager
Solar Central Receiver Department
Sandia National Laboratories
7011 Bast t&vcnuc
Livermore, California '043,50
(415) 422.2566
Charles C, Mangold
Research & Technology Branch
U,S, Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D,C, 20585
(202) 252.1738
Robert W, Hughey, Director
Solar Energy Division
U.S. Department of Energy
San Francisco Operations Office
1333 Broadway
Oakland, California 94612
(415)273.4263
Barstow 10-MWe Solar Central Receiver Pilot Plant
Sunny Chcrian
Systems Test & Evaluation Branch
Division of Solar Thermal Technology
U,S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence .Avenue, S,W,
Washington, D,C, 20585
(202) 252-1584
S,D, ".Doug" Elliott
U.S.' Department of Energy
PARABOLIC DISHES
Frank Wilkins
Research & Technology Branch
Division of Solar Thermal Technology
U.S, Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) 252.1537
Dr, Vincent Truscello, Manager
Solar Thermal Power Systems Project
,Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91109
(213) 577.9325
Joseph Welsiger, Program Manager
Albuquerque Operations Office
U.S, Department of Energy
P,O, Box 5400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115
(505) 846.5207
Shenandoah Total Emcrgy System
Robert I-lunke, Manager
Shenandoah Total Energy System
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185
(505) 844.5559
George Pappas
Albuquerque Operations Office
U.S, Department of Energy
P,O, Box 5400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115
(505) 846.5205
Ed Ney
Georgia Power
7 Solar Circle
Shenandoah, Georgia 30265
(404) 526-4746
PONDS
Ben Johnson
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Richland, Washington 99352
(509) 375.2006
Frank Wilkins
R^scarch
'	 Solar Energy Division	 Division of Solar Thermal TechnologyP,O, Box 366
	 U . S, Department of EnergyDaggett, California 92327 	 1000 Independence Avenue, S,W,(714) 254.2627	 Washington, D,C, 20585
(202) 252.1756
C
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James Rannels 11EXISPHERICAL BOWLS
Systems and Projects James RannelsDivision of Solar Thermal Technology Systems and Projects1000 Independence Avenue, S.W, Division of Solar Thermal TechnologyWashington, D.C, 20585 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.(202) 252.1623 Washington, D.C. 20585
Robert French, Acting Manager (202) 252-1623
Salton Sea Project George Pappas
.Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive U.S. Department of Energy
Pasadena, California 91109 Albugtcrque Operations Office
(213) 577.9434 P.O. Box 5400Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115
David Johnson (505) 846-5205
Solar Energy Research Institute Crosbyton Solar Power Project1617 Cole Boulevard
Golden, Colorado 80401 James Leonard, Manager
(303) 231-1752 Solar Systems Applications Division
Sandia National Laboratories
PARABOLIC TROUGHS P.O. Box 5800
Frank Wilkins Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185
Research & Technology Branch (505) 844-8508
Div-sic.-. of Solar Thermal Technology
U,S, Department of Energy RESEARCH &ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
1000 Independence Avenue, S,W, Bim Gupta, Coordinator
Washington, D.C. 20585 Solar Thermal Program
(202) 252-1756 Solar Energy Research Institute
Dr. James Banas, Manager 1617 Cole Boulevard
Solar Thermal Collector Technology Division Golden, Colorado 80401
Sandia National Laboratories (303) 231-1760
P.O. Box 5800 Barry Butler, Manager
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185 Solar Thermal Material & Research Division
(505) 846-5205 Solar Energy Research Institute
James Leonard, Manager 1617 Cole Boulevard
Solar Systems Applications Division Golden, Colorado 80401
San& Naional Laboratories (303) 231-1104
P.O. Box 5800 Marvin R. Christensen
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185 Fuels and Chemicals(505) 844-8508 Jet Propulsion Laboratory
George Pappas 4800 Oak Grove Drive
U.S. Department of Energy Pasadena, California 91109"
Albuquerque Operations Office (213) 577-9627
P.O. Box 5400
1
A
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115
Witham Lambert
Conservation Division.
505 846-5205) San Francisco Operations Office
Modular Industrial Solar Retrofit (MISR) U.S. Department of Energy
Frank Wilkins 1333 Broadway
Research & Technology Branch Oakland, California 94612
Division of Solar Thermal Technology (415) 273-7946
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) 252-1756
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1INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS
Clif Selvage
Sandia National Laboratories
7011 East Avenue
Livermore, California 94550
(415) 422.2501
George Pappas
Albuquerque Operations Office
U.S, Department of Energy
P.D. Box 5400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115
505 846-5205
REPOWERING
Keith Rose
Solar Energy Division
San Francisco Operations Office
U.S. Department of Energy
1333 Broadway
Oakland, California 94612
`.	 (415) 273-4263
_	 ,Jerry Creyerbiehl
Systems Test & Evaluation Branch
{	 Division of Solar Thermal Technology
y'	 U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence: Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) 252-1739
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS HEAT PROJECTS
I	 Jerry Grcyerbiehl
Systems Test & Evaluations Branch
Division of Solar Thermal Technology
t'	 U.B. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) 252-1739
James Leonard, Manager
`	 Solar Systems Applications Division
r.	 Sandia National Laboratories
r
ENERGY STORAGE
Robert Copeland
Solar Energy Research institute
1617 Cole Boulevard
Golden, Colorado 80401
(303) 231.1012
TEST 17ACILiTIES
Clifton McFarland
Research & Technology Branch
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenuc, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) 252-5584
Central Receiver Test Facility
William G. Wilson
Solar Components Division
Sandia National Laboratories
7011 East Avenue
Livermore, California 94550
(415) 422.2326
JPL Parabolic Dish Test Site
Darrell Ross
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91109
(213)577-9317
Advanced Component Test Facility
Dr. C. Thomas Brown
ACTF Solar Site
Engineering Experimcnt Station
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332
(404) 894 -3318
P.O. Box 5800
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185
(505) 844-8508
George Pappas
Albuquerque Operations Office
U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 5400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115
(505) 846-5205
